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Hello Rock And Blues International readers.  I hope everybody had a great February.  There’s a lot to be
thankful for this month.  Johnson & Johnson are rolling out another Covid-19 shot, so that makes three different
shots to choose from.  We have the Moderna, the Pfizer, and now the Johnson & Johnson.  With a little bit of
luck we’ll be getting back to where we were a little over a year ago.  As I mentioned last month, there are now
tours in the planning and it looks like we’ll be getting back to live music soon.  I’m sure that’s something that
everybody will be happy about, musicians and fans alike.  Even now more tours are being announced.  For
those of you that like special occasions, coming up is St. Patrick’s Day.  St. Patrick’s Day is a global celebration
of Irish culture that takes place this month on March 17th.  March 17th is the Anniversary of the death of St.
Patrick, the patron saint of Ireland.  Over the years  this holiday has evolved into a celebration of Irish Culture
with parades, special foods, music, dancing, drinking, and a whole lot of green.  Especially green beer, so take
time to get out there and celebrate a little this month.
And now on to the March issue of Rock And Blues International.  In this issue you can read stories about the
blues sensation Selwyn Birchwood, Blues Legend Bobby Rush, the new Prog sensation Arc Of Life, Edoardo
Fassio’s story about Lovesick Duo, not to mention stories about Dirty Deuce, The Band, Dio, Kino Motel,
Lamb Of God, Local H, the Lucerne Blues Festival, John Mellencamp, Rich Chorne, Tetrarch, The Roots, Tom
Jones, Paul English, Raveena, Maria Mena, Myles Kennedy, and more!

I sincerely hope that everybody reading this new publication finds something here that they like and I would
like to encourage you to let your friends and colleagues know about us.  Just look for us every month at http://
www.rockandbluesinternational.com.  I would also like to encourage you to email us for a free subscription to
Rock And Blues International as well.  Just email us at rockandbluesinternational@gmail.com and in the
subject line simply put “Sign Me Up” and we’ll email you a copy each month when it is published.

Kevin Wildman
Editor and Publisher
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Selwyn Birchwood Talks
About His New Alligator

Records Release
Living In A Burning House

          By Kevin Wildman
Florida Blues guitarist Selwyn

Birchwood has just released his new album
on Alligator Records titled Living In A
Burning House.  This is his third album for
Alligator Records.  His first two releases with
the label were Don’t Call No Ambulance
(2014) and Pick Your Poison (2017).  His
new release comes just in time to help
Alligator Records celebrate their 50th

Anniversary.  This is the first release of the
year for the label and they are very excited
with it.  Selwyn continues on with the
tradition that Alligator has based their
existence on… great music performed by
great Blues artists.  The thirteen songs that
make up Living In A Burning House are a
further example of the wonderful Blues
tradition that Selwyn carries on with.

Alligator Records president, Bruce
Iglauer says of the new album, “Selwyn again
proves himself to be a master at creating and
delivering fresh, startling songs that honor the
blues tradition without repeating what’s
already been done. Over the past seven years
since he joined the Alligator family, I’ve
watched Selwyn continue to grow as a
songwriter, singer, guitarist and emotional
communicator.  It’s especially appropriate
that we start the year with a release by a “new
generation” blues artist. Since I founded
Alligator in 1971, the label has been
dedicated to bringing the best younger blues
men and women into the international
spotlight. I knew Selwyn was one of those
artists from the first time I saw him, in 2012
when he competed at the International Blues
Challenge in Memphis. I was immediately
impressed by the how this young Floridian
ruled the stage, strolling barefoot (he hates
shoes) while playing searing solos and
singing in his rough-edged voice. He carried
himself like a musician with years of
experience. “

For those of you who may not be
familiar with Selwyn, he is the winner of the
Blues Foundation’s 2013 International Blues
Challenge in the Band Category.  In that
competition he beat out over 150 of the
greatest Blues bands from all over the world.
He also was the winner of the Albert King
Guitarist of the Year award at the same event.
Since then he has been gifted with great
accolades from magazines such as Living
Blues, The Tampa Tribune, The Washington
Post, and Rolling Stone.  Rolling Stone said
of his Alligator debut, “Birchwood is a
young, powerhouse guitarist and soulful
vocalist.  Don’t Call No Ambulance is a
remarkable debut by a major player.”

Selwyn is the son of an incredible
family.  His mother was born in the United
Kingdom, and his father is from Tobago.
Selwyn picked up his first guitar at the age of
thirteen and hasn’t put it down since.  He
started out like a lot of young men perform-
ing rock and roll in his early years.  It didn’t
take long for him to discover the Blues roots
of Jimi Hendrix, which led him to the Blues
as well.  By the time he reached his seven-
teenth birthday, he was hooked on the Blues,
absorbing everything he could get his hands

on.  Among his influences he cites Buddy
Guy, Freddie King, Muddy Waters, Albert
King, Lightnin’ Hopkins, and Albert Collins.

By the age of nineteen, a friend of his
introduced him to a Blues guitarist and
bandleader from Texas that had a lot of
experience performing in California for many
years.  That man was Clarence Smith who
had been performing under the name Sonny
Rhodes.  Rhodes was extremely talented and
had released several singles and albums.
Sonny quickly saw the potential in Selwyn
and took him under his wing and had him
join his band.  Under Sonny’s tutorage,
Selwyn learned how to run a band and be its
leader.  Selwyn was placed second in charge
of the band and quickly learned how
everything needed to be handled in every
aspect of the music environment, including
the business side.  Rhodes also introduced
Selwyn to the lap steel guitar, of which he
uses in his show every night along with his
regular electric guitars.

Along the way, Selwyn had an
epiphany.  The way things are in the music
business, it might come in handy to have a
backup plan, so he decided to go back to
college.  He continued on in his education,
and wound up receiving his MBA from the
University of Tampa.  It was definitely a great
move on his part.  By 2010, Selwyn created
his own band, the Selwyn Birchwood Band,
and enlisted some great seasoned musicians
into his new project.  Since then he has toured
nonstop across the world performing at many
festivals, including The Chicago Blues
Festival, Portland’s Waterfront Blues
Festival, The Mississippi Valley Blues
Festival, The Tampa Bay Blues Festival, The
North Atlantic Blues Festival, The King
Biscuit Blues Festival, The Legendary
Rhythm & Blues Cruise and even Joe
Bonnamassa’s Keeping The Blues Alive At
Sea.  He has also ventured out of the United
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Selwyn Birchwood
continued from previous page

States to Jazz a Vienne in France, the Rawa
Blues Festival in Poland, the Moulin Blues
Festival in the Netherlands, the Ottawa Blues
Festival, the Montreal Jazz Festival in
Canada, the Montreux Jazz Festival in
Switzerland, as well as performing in Spain,
Norway, the Czech Republic, Ireland,
Belgium, and Mexico.  Selwyn has certainly
been busy.

Now Selwyn is back with a great new
album to help define his career.  The 13 songs
that make up Living In A Burning House are
virtually 13 short vignettes that reflect on
Selwyn’s journey through life, and are filled
with some great Blues, Rock & Roll, and
R&B taken from his own experiences or
observations of situations around him.  For
this album, Selwyn brought in Tom
Hambridge (Buddy Guy, Christon “Kingfish”
Ingram, Susan Tedechi) to produce the
album.  He even added a keyboardist to the
band to help enhance the sound and make the
band sound bigger.  His secret weapon on this
album though is baritone saxman Regi Oliver.
Regi’s work just compliments Selwyn’s
guitar to a “T”.

We had a chance to sit down and have
an interesting conversation with Selwyn and
find out a little bit about the production on

the album, as well as the origins or meanings
of some of the songs on it.

Rock And Blues International: This is
your third album for Alligator Records and
your fifth album overall.  You had two self-
released albums before you signed up with
Alligator Records.  What sets this album
apart from the others.

Selwyn Birchwood: Well, with this
one, it’s the first time I’ve worked with a
producer. I had Tom Hambridge, who you
know is a Grammy-winning producer.  He’s
been producing Buddy Guy’s albums, and
I’ve grown the band on this record as well.
I’ve added a keyboard player on the record,
as well as to my live band.  Just the entire
approach to this record was a little bit
different in that sense. And then I think it’s
just a bigger sound.  This is the first record
that I’ve done where I’m confident that I
found my own sound.  People have been
really jumping on it.  The record actually
debuted at number one on the Billboard Blues
Charts.  We’ve been getting just rave reviews
so far, so I’m really pleased after having to
wait so long to put the record out there. I’m
also happy with the reception that it has been
getting.

Rock And Blues International: I see
that on this album, there doesn’t appear to be
any cover songs on it.  It is filled with all
original songs.  There’s been a trend lately for
a lot of Blues artists to add at least one cover
song to their album.  Was there a reason that
you didn’t include one?

Selwyn: No, no covers it all. I wrote all
13 songs on this record. I’ve actually written
every song on every record I’ve ever done.
You know, I’m really adamant about writing
and I don’t understand in the Blues world
where people can get by on just doing a
bunch of cover songs. I think that’s it’s the
coolest thing when you hear an artist share
their own story and they share some vulner-
ably that you can connect to it on the
emotional level and say, ‘man. I know exactly
what they’re talking about.’ And then at that
point, it stops being music and starts being
more like medicine and meditation and that’s
what I dig about music. So that’s what I try to
put out to my audience.

Rock And Blues International: You see
so many artists out there include cover songs
on their albums and they’ll say that it’s a
tribute to one or two of their favorite artists:
What’s your take on that?

Selwyn: I just feel like the blues is
such a personal type of music that there’s a
point when you don’t tell the stories of other
artists, when the music you’re trying to tell is
the other artist’s story, there’s a point where it
starts to sound dis-genuine.

Rock And Blues International: You
have some very interesting titles on some of
these songs.  The album starts out with “I’d
Climb Mountains” and then goes right into “I
Got Drunk Laid And Stoned.”  That’s a fairly
interesting progression there.  Tell me a little
about those two.  Let’s start out with the
opening song, “I’d Climb Mountains.”  Tell
me a little about that one.

Selwyn: Well that was my take on a
love song. I feel like it’s easy to say ‘I love
you’ so I tried to say it a little bit more of a
creative way to say all the things that I’d do
for you, you know, I’d even climb a moun-
tain.

Rock And Blues International: And
then “I Got Drunk Laid And Stoned.”  Was
that just a good evening or is there something
deeper in that.

Selwyn: Well, you know, that’s sort of
playing the Devil’s Advocate on the story that
the song tells.  It starts off saying ‘I went out
last night and I got drunk, laid, and stoned.’
People might be thinking, that’s what its all
about then, then you get into the song and
you find out why he did that.  Love that went
super wrong and you find out that that’s what
she was doing. So it’s sort of a payback for a
tit-for-tat.

Rock And Blues International: Okay, I
can see that, it makes for a bit of a turnaround
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Selwyn Birchwood
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in the story.  Almost like a short vignette.
How about the song “Living In A Burning
House.”  Did things get too hot for you?

Selwyn: Yeah that’s the title track. I
actually wrote that song after I went through
a horrendous break up. I know I’m the only
one that’s ever happened to, but I went
through a crazy break up. You know, I was
completely destroyed over it and I just didn’t
leave my house for a week or so.  I was just
sadder than hell and a friend of mine called
me.  He knew what kind of shape I was in
and he called me just wanted to let me know
what she was up to.  He just let me know that
she wasn’t laying around her house sad about
me.   He just said, ‘I just want to let you
know that the house you’re trying to break
into was on fire’ and man, I thought the
process out in my head into a song immedi-
ately and that’s what I came up. I was
finishing the rest of the story that said ‘living
in a burning house.’

Rock And Blues International: Well
that had to be somewhat of a traumatic
experience.  How well did things fare with
“You Can’t Steal My Shine.”  Who was
stealin’ your shine?

Selwyn: This is another one that is
coming a little bit from a gospel standpoint.
I was saying in my live show that I believe
people are generally good people and they
want to see you do well. They just don’t want
to see you do better than they do. I wrote that
song out of just the characteristics of people
that are just kind of being habitual haters on
other people that they know.  It seems like
there’s some people that want to lift you up
and when they see people doing well, there’s
a whole other side of people that just aren’t
happy with themselves and they just want to
try to throw salt and throw shit at people. If
you’re happy inside already, they can’t take
that from you. So that’s where the song
comes from. It says you take anything else
you want to, you just can’t steal my shine.

Rock And Blues International: Well,
the songs are getting more interesting as we
go.  You certainly have a lot of messages or
stories to tell with them.  That brings us to
Revelation.  Somehow I think there’s a
biblical message there.

Selwyn: Well, that was the book in the
Bible and I’ve always been intrigued and
terrified by, The Book of Revelation, as
would anybody that actually reads it.  I
thought it was so cinematic, the depictions
that they have in that book in the Bible. It’s
just unreal about some of the stuff that you
read in there.  I thought it would make for a
good song to try to put it to music and I
actually made a music video with that one as
well, so that’s going to kind of complete the
picture. That seems to be one of the favorites
on the record.

Rock And Blues International: That
brings us around to “Searching For My
Tribe.”  I understand that this song is a more
introspective song for you.  Did you lose your
tribe?

Selwyn: I don’t think I ever had a
tribe. I’m of mixed cultural descent. My mom
is from England and my dad is from Tobago.
So it’s like people have always tried to put
me in one box or the other and I don’t really
fit into any boxes in that sense. I’ve always
kind of had that feeling that I was just trying
to look for my own place. I stopped a long
time ago with having people to try to put me
into whatever the category they want to. I just
do it my own way and make my own box out
of my own category. And that’s what I try to
do that with my music as well.

Rock And Blues International: Was
that hard for you growing up?

Selwyn: It wasn’t hard for me. It’s hard
for the rest of the world. You know, the rest
of the world is black and white. I’m just a
person.

Rock And Blues International: Let’s
try another one here.  “She’s A Dime”.  That’s
an interesting title.  Are we talking about a
young lady being a “10” or is there some
other meaning to the song?

Selwyn: She’s a dime. Yeah that’s just
kind of a love song that I came up with. I
wanted to do a throwback to some of the old
Motown and Soul music that I like so much
and that’s what I came up with. I wanted to
have that kind of Soul feel, but with a little
bit more imagination and less cliched lyrics
so I came up with all kinds of ways to let her
know that she’s a ten.

Rock And Blues International: That
brings us to the ballad on the album.  There
are not really any other ballads on this album,
so this one really stands out.  Tell us about
“One More Time.”

Selwyn:  “One More Time” is a ballad
that I have on the record.  It’s another kind of
kind of nod to some of the older music that I
really enjoy, and I actually came up with that
one... it sounds cliched, but I had a dream and
that’s the song that I was playing in my
dream. I tried to scribble it down when I
woke up. It is just a really pretty song that I
thought of and I’m really happy with the way
that it came out on the record.

Rock And Blues International: Has that
happened to you before…. having a dream
and then turning it into a song?

Selwyn:  No, that was the very first
time that happened to me.

Rock And Blues International: Let’s
talk about “Mama Knows Best”.  You
perform that one with Diunna Greenleaf from
Houston.

Selwyn:  That’s the one that is a
dialogue between a son that doesn’t want to
listen and a mother that it’s definitely wanting
to tell him the truth, even if it hurts.  I wrote
that song after I got off the phone with a
friend of mine who has really gone through it.
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He said man, it was four and a half years that
he wasted on this bad apple sort of thing and
he said that when his Mom first met her she
said right off the bat, ‘this girl is no good for
you. This is a problem,’ and I was like, I had
this moment of clarity where I was like, ‘oh
man, my mom said the same thing.’ So I said
well man, it happened to me. It happened to
you. Maybe someone else out there can relate
to it. So I tried to write the story to where
people could understand it.

Rock And Blues International: Well,
here’s another title that sounds interesting and
it’s probably something that I can relate to,

seeing that I spend a good deal of my nights
in concerts and clubs….  At least I used to
before the pandemic hit.  Its called “Freaks
Come Out At Night.”  You’ve really got some
interest song titles on here.   They conjure up
all kinds of images.

Selwyn: Well, I want people to pay
attention to them.  I try to make it interesting
and magnetic I guess.   That one’s about a
blues club that is in Florida. That was an old
Juke Joint that was on the ‘Chitlin Circuit’
back in the day. And you know, It’s out in the
woods and you have to go down the dirt
roads to get there, follow the tiki torches

because there’s no lights out there until you
get to the actual house where they have the
club inside.  There’s a bonfire outside and
you can get some fried catfish. Everybody
shows up just drinking and dancing and
whatnot.  And that’s just a desolate place
except for this one spot. So there is nobody
out there all day long, but when the night falls
you see the cars start pulling in and the Juke
Joint lights up.   Everybody’s drinking and
partying and that’s where the song comes
from. So it says the freaks come out at night
and I actually was able to do a music video
for that one as well.  We did it on location at
the same club, so in the music video you get
to see the song that’s written about, for, and
on location at Bradfordville Blues Club up
there, in Tallahassee, Florida.

Rock And Blues International: So
that’s a club that you frequent quite a bit?

Selwyn:  Yeah, man. I’ve been playing
in that club for about 15 years.

Rock And Blues International:
Obviously this next one is about singing or
performing on stage.  It’s called “Through A
Microphone.”  Is that when you finally come
alive… in front of the microphone?

Selwyn: “Through A Microphone” is
just kind of my commentary on what it feels
like for me when I’m on stage and just the
happiness that it brings me.   The lyrics say it
all, ‘no matter how far I roam, these six
strings are my home. Only time I feel home is
when I’m baring my soul through a micro-
phone.’  That’s the way I feel about it man.
It’s more than just getting on stage and trying
to play a bunch of notes on the guitar and
show off, so the thing to me is the entire
experience of being able to tell my story and
try to relate with people through my instru-
ment and my music. That’s when I’m most
happy.

Rock And Blues International: The
next song sounds a bit ominous.  Where are
we going now with “Rock Bottom?’  I hope it
has a happy ending to it.  Did you actually hit
rock bottom?

Selwyn: Oh, yeah man. Actually I quit
drinking coming up on five years ago and
between the bad drinks and a bad relation-
ship, it had me in a place that I don’t ever
care to go to again and wouldn’t wish anyone
to go to. But I was saved and man that song is
just telling my story.  Yeah Man!

Rock And Blues International: You say
you were saved.  How were you saved and
what from?

Selwyn: I was I was pulled out from
that place there. When you’re down and in a
darkness that deep, man you know it’s hard to
imagine that you just pulled yourself out of
there man.  It ain’t nothing short of a miracle
for me in my life that brought me from that
place to the place where I am now, man. So
I’m just grateful.

       continued on next page
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Rock And Blues International: That
brings us to the last song on the album, “My
Happy Place.”  What and where is your
‘happy place.’?

Selwyn: Yeah, man, this is another one
where people ask me why I’m smiling so
much when I’m playing and they always
commented on that and I’m like ‘man, you
know, that’s my happy place.’ That’s where
you can let your mind go somewhere else and
then for those hours that I get to play on the
stage and share my music, my mind’s able to
suspend itself.  Be able to go to that other
place where everything is just great man.
That’s what I wrote the song about, it’s to try
to explain to the people what that sounds like
in that place and in that frame of mind.  I’m
really happy with the way that it came out
and I think it’s one of the most beautiful
songs on the record.

Selwyn Birchwood is without a doubt
a very accomplished musician and
songwriter.  He tells us that at this point in his
career he is equally comfortable in the studio
as well as on stage. “I’ve really enjoy both,”
says Selwyn. “I think that I enjoy them for
different reasons. When you’re in the studio
it’s like really being able to sit down with a
paintbrush and canvas and try to really paint
your picture. Then when you’re live, it’s like
trying to recreate that painting in front of
people and to be able to share your process
and your actual painting live with people, so
it’s cool for both reasons.”

After listening to these great Blues
masterpieces on Living In A Burning House,
one can’t help but wonder how the writing
process goes with this.  Is it the lyrics first…
is it the music first… is it everything all
together: Selwyn tells us that it is a little of all
of those.  He says it doesn’t take that long to
come up with a good song.  Some songs
come faster that others, but he doesn’t linger
on with the songwriting.  They usually come
out at breakneck speeds.  When the right idea
hits, the song usually follows quickly behind.
The title song of the album, “Living In A
Burning House” took him about 10 minutes
to get together after he hung up the phone
with his friend who simply informed him
about his ex-girlfriend.  He tells us that
“Mama Knows Best” came even faster. “I
wrote that within about five minutes of
getting off the phone with my friend,”
continues Selwyn. “And after we had talked
about our shared experience of our mother’s
warning us about that problem, I was able to
knock that out and write the song. It was
probably about 10 minutes after I got off the
phone and then I texted it to him. He’s like
man, ‘when did you start writing that?’ He’s
like, ‘I just got off the phone with you.”

He further tells us that he feels the
most comfortable on stage.  He just can’t get
on stage quick enough.  It may take him
hours to get there, but it only takes him
seconds to hit the stage after arriving.  And no
matter what condition he may be in physi-
cally or mentally, he knows the importance of
being on that stage.  “They only see you on
the stage, so they have no idea what else is

going on before or during sometimes, or
afterward.  So I’m just trying to give an
ultimate performance regardless of anything
else that’s happening outside. That can be a
challenge and I think that’s one of the hardest
things about being a performer, because it
doesn’t matter to the audience. They paid
their $30 or however much to see you and it
doesn’t matter to them that you had a bad day
earlier. It’s like they showed up, they did their
part… they bought the ticket and it’s up to us
to do our part and give them the best show
that we could possibly give a man. So that’s
what I try to do every night.”

“Man,” says Selwyn. “There’s no other
place I’d rather be than on stage performing
and playing my guitar and writing also. Do
you know, it’s just my greatest joy in the
world to be able to share that with people that
what we have a show to have everyone come
together and just enjoy the community and
the Synergy of Music. That’s what it’s all
about for me. I feel like when we can connect

with the audience in that way it’s wonderful,
like my song “Through a Microphone” says.
You don’t have to laugh when people say that
I hope you make it one day because every
time I’m on the stage, I feel like I’ve got it
made and that’s just the way that I feel about
it.”

Well, Selwyn most definitely has it
made.  His new album entered the Blues
Charts in the #1 position and is receiving
praise from just about any place imaginable,
and he’s living his dream of being a top
musician and performing on stage, bringing
his great songs to his fans, songs that bare his
soul and give insight into the great humanity
this man has to offer.  So do you want to hear
something great?  Then pick up a copy of
Selwyn Birchwood’s new album, Living In A
Burning House.  You’ll be glad you did. It’s
filled with 13 wonderful songs from a great
wonderful human being baring his soul to
everyone who will listen.

Selwyn Birchwood
continued from previous page
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Bassist Billy Sherwood Talks
About His New Prog Project

Arc Of Life

By Kevin Wildman
The adjective “Supergroup” gets

thrown around every now and then to hype or
throw a band in a select category.  With that
in mind, the newest “Supergroup” to hit the
music business is Arc Of Life.  Arc Of Life
has been formed by three of the current
members of Yes, who you may know as one
of the leading Prog bands in the world.
Those members are bassist/vocalist Billy
Sherwood, lead vocalist Jon Davison, and
part-time Yes drummer Jay Schellen.  Also on
board for this project is keyboardist Dave
Kerzner who you may remember from the
band Sound Of Contact and guitarist Jimmy
Haun, who has also been featured on Yes
albums in the past.

Arc Of Life has just released their
debut album, the self-titled Arc Of Life.  Last
month the band released their first video from
the album for the song “You Make It Real.”
The band is continuing on in the same fashion
that Yes was based on. They are also a Prog
band.  Many comparison’s are going to be
made to the band Yes with this project
because of the two principal Yes members in
this fold, Sherwood and Davison, but the
band definitely has a sound all their own.  We
had a chance to sit down with bassist/vocalist
Billy Sherwood and he gave us a little insight
into the band, their formation, and the
thoughts behind a few of their new composi-
tions.

Rock And Blues International: I
understand that the project for Arc Of Life
started with you and Jon Davison working on
some songs together.  What made you decide
to bring in other people into the project?

Billy Sherwood: Well, we sort of took
it to another level and got Jay involved and
called up Jimmy Haun, who is a buddy of
mine.  He was in my first band and many
other bands.  We then grabbed Dave Kerzner,
who is a solo artist and has his own band as
well and just put together a band.  And it
seems to be working.  We’re a band of
brothers.  We’re all really good friends and
we love making music and it’s a positive
experience.  It’s good.

Rock And Blues International: How do
you feel about the title “Supergroup” being
applied to the band right out the gate?

Billy Sherwood: Well, I’m not crazy
about the word “supergroup” personally, but
people are going to say what they say.  I
know that we are just committed to being the
best we can be and quite frankly kind of
selfishly sounding, we just wanted to impress
ourselves first, and then be competent in that
and then release the album, so that’s what we
did.  People will label it how they wish, but
we’re just five guys trying to make the best
music we can.

Rock And Blues International: No
doubt there will be a lot of comparisons to
Yes considering that you and Jon are current
members of that band.  What’s your take on
that?

Billy Sherwood: Well, Yes is a band
that has been going on for fifty plus years
now.  They have a legacy that speaks for
itself.  We’re just a brand new band starting.
I kind of think of it as Yes being the
mothership and we are a satellite thereof, if
you will, in the same way the Geoff Downes
has his band with Chris Braide and they have
their album out. Steve Howe has his trio and
Alan White has his band “White.”  This is
just another one of those satellite bands that
have happened by virtue of falling off the Yes
family tree.  There’s a lot of bands that have
developed off of that family tree and this is
another one of them.

Rock And Blues International: Just
how did Arc Of Life begin… how long ago
and how have the songs evolved?  Did it start
in ‘quarantine’, or are the roots older than
that?

Billy Sherwood: We actually started in
2017.  Jon and I were actually on the back of
the bus during the Yes tour.  I always travel
with a mobile studio because I’m always
working on productions of various kinds, so
my studio was right there and we started

recording.  We got the framework of three or
four songs together right there, and then we
formed the band.  Once we had the band
together we started going in and tracking
drums and then getting the overdubs in order.
It did take some time.  We worked on it from
2017 through 2019 because Yes was touring
so much that we didn’t have a ton of time to
dedicate to getting into the studio, so there
was a lot of file sharing and whatnot.  But it’s
all real instruments played by hand, as they
say.  It was something that we really enjoyed
the process of doing and working together.

Rock And Blues International: How
does the band handle the workload.  Do
members of the band have multiple instru-
ments they need to utilize?

Billy Sherwood: On this record, I’m
just the bass player.  Everybody else has their
chair.  Jay does the drums, Jimmy does the
guitars, and Dave does the keys and then
everybody sings.    Everyone has their station,
so to speak.

Rock And Blues International: Can
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you tell us a little about the inspiration behind
some of the songs?

Billy Sherwood: Well, one of the songs
that comes to mind is “Talking To Siri, which
is kind of an interesting track that came from
an incident where I was on the road with Yes
in the UK.  I had been enjoying hospitality a
bit before I left back to the hotel and when I
got to my room, I asked Siri, on my iphone to
set the alarm for 7:00 a.m. and she said, ‘your
alarm is set’ and I said, ‘well, thank you.’
She said ‘no problem’, and then I started
bantering back and forth with my phone and
started asking it questions. It was answering
me and it was at that moment that I realized,
‘wait a minute, there’s a song here about
talking to Siri and I kind of jotted down an
idea and brought it back to Jon Davison.  I
asked him ‘what do you think about this’, and
we took it from there.

Rock And Blues International: Let’s
talk a little about “Life Has A Way.”  It kicks
off the album.

Billy Sherwood: Well, it’s just a
positive statement on finding your way
forward in this crazy life. And obviously
we’re in this pandemic and now more than
ever, it’s like finding a way just to get
through this and move forward get back to
something we know.  The song was written
way before the pandemic, so it’s just kind of a
positive outlook on faith. I believe a lot of
things are left to faith and life has a way and
life finds Its way.

Rock And Blues International: Tell me
a little about “You Make It Real.”  That one is
your first single release and video release
from the album.

Billy Sherwood:  “You Make It Real”
is a song I wrote about my kid.  That’s where
the whole idea started.  It’s about how our
kids ground us.  No matter what we do in this
life, we’re still ‘dad’ to our kids.  You know
what I mean?  It’s about how real that is and
it pulls you out of the crazy going on’s in the
world of rock and roll, and touring, and all
the craziness that goes with it. You get
grounded quite quickly by your kids because
they don’t care about any of that, so it’s just
that concept of that bringing you back to
earth.

Rock And Blues International: Tell me
a little bit about the songs “Until Further
Notice” and “The Magic Of It All.”

Billy Sherwood: “Until Further
Notice” is a song I wrote about during a
phase. I was kind of going through some hard
times personally.  A lot of my friends were
like, ‘Where have you been? Where are you?’
It was like, ‘Dude, I’ve checked out until
further notice.’  I took that emotion and the
lyrics and put them into song form.  “The
Magic Of It All” is basically about the idea
that you should know how magical life is and
how precious it is, and how we should
cherish it and really understand how amazing
it is.  No matter what we’re going through,
living life is a magical thing and all the things
that come with it.

Rock And Blues International: Let’s
talk about “Just In Sight.”  That one has a bit
of a different vibe to it than the other songs
on the album.

Billy Sherwood:  “Just In Sight” is
kind of a tricky little tune with the arrange-
ments of that track, which I like.  It has kind
of a Gentle Giant vibe to it.  Derek Schulman
(Gentle Giant’s lead singer and multi-
instrumentalist) was kind of key in helping to
keep this record together and he was someone
I could bounce off of for production. It kind
of reflects that a little bit in this song.  And
again, even though the lyrics weren’t written
during the pandemic, the concept that the end
is in sight is something that I’m hoping and
believing in.

Rock And Blues International: How
about “I Want To Know You Better.”

Billy Sherwood:  “I Want To Know
You Better” is kind of a concept song.  The
concept there is with all this internet dating
and people meeting on line, and some people
fall in love before they even see each other.
It’s kind of taking the concept of ‘I want to
know you better’ and spinning it a little,
having a dual meaning of ‘before I get to
know you, I need to know you better.’  It’s

kind of coming from a light-hearted angle.

Rock And Blues International: That
brings us up to “Locked Down.”  Now that
song sounds a bit like a Covid Quarantine
song.

Billy Sherwood: Yeah, it’s funny how
it works out, but it was written way before
Covid.  It’s really speaking to just a general
sort of suppression of people by virtue of
governments being out of control.  And the
media is out of control, and manipulation
censorship and all those things that could get
in our way of being free… that feeling of just
being suppressed, and that’s where the song
really came from.  It is funny how coinciden-
tally it works out to be the soundtrack for
what we’re going through right now sadly.

Rock And Blues International: The
next song, “Therefore We Are” has a bit of a
science fiction feel to it.

Billy Sherwood: Yeah, “Therefore We
Are” is a song about A.I. (Artificial Intelli-
gence) and the idea that once A.I crosses the
uncanny valley threshold and can think for
itself, will it dream and what will it be
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dreaming about.  At the time, Jon and I were
very much into the Movie “ex-machina,”
which inspired a lot of the concept behind
that song. It’s just an incredible A.I. that is
thinking and feeling and dreaming and
independent, which will ultimately be where
things go.  In someone’s lifetime. It’s going to
reach that, so that’s what that’s about.  “ex-
machina” is one of my favorite movies. It has
become one of my favorites by fives and John
turned me on to it. The first time I watched it,
it looked one way. The second time. I
watched, it looked a different way, and then
the third time, so you pick up stuff each time
you watch it. It’s very, I think, poignant in
where things are going and pretty spot-on.

Rock And Blues International: That
brings us to the last song on the album, “The
End Game.”  Tell me about that one.  It
sounds very appropriate for the last song on
the album.

Billy Sherwood: Yeah, and it’s speaks
to politics and which side are you’re on and
you’re being manipulated on either side. Just
the turmoil and the craziness the politics
generates in an election cycle and we’re just
waiting it out to see what happens. Hopefully
there’s a positive outcome either way things
fall, but that was kind of the perspective of

where that was written several years ago.  It
was coming from that angle.

Rock And Blues International: Tell us
a little about your bandmates on this album
and what they bring to the table.

Billy Sherwood: as far as the individu-
als go. I mean, they’re all very talented guys
in their own right? Obviously Jon Davison
sings like a bird. He is incredibly creative and
has inspired the other artists in this band. He
is just inspiring to be around. Jay’s an
amazing drummer.  We have a joke between
the two of us, that we could be in a dark room
and not see each other and still be together
because we just have this built-in symbiotic
thing. We have played together so long.
Jimmy is an amazing guitar player who was
not only in my bands from the past, but was
actually the guy who told me stop playing
drums and pick up a bass and start playing
bass. So without Jim pushing me that
direction, who knows where I would be now.
Dave Kerzner is just an incredibly gifted
artist, writer, and keyboard player. He’s just a
savvy businessman. He also works with a
company called IK Multimedia, which
produces some great stuff, like some great
stuff that I use on stage and he’s just an ally
and a friend and it’s just nice to be in a band

with people you trust and that are you friends.

Rock And Blues International: How is
the lack of touring affecting you and the band
members of Yes and Arc Of Life?

Billy Sherwood: We just have to wait
for the storm to pass and hopefully with the
vaccine and herd immunity and times, we’ll
get back to something that we know.  It can’t
last forever.  We’re talking.  We’ve been in
communication and everyone’s just kind of
hunkered down in their bunkers.  We’re all
just waiting it out.  Everyone’s in different
parts of the world.  I can’t wait till it’s over.
The idea of touring feels so far away since we
last did it.  I’m dying to get out there and play
live with my friends and get on stage again.

It was great talking to Billy again.  I’ve
interviewed him before and he was always a
pleasant person to talk to.  As you can see,
there’s a lot to this band than meets the eye.
And as you can see, we’re all in the same
boat here as far as touring goes.  We want to
see bands like Ark Of Life and Yes perform
and they want to get back out on the road as
well.  As far as Arc Of Life, their new album
is fantastic.  There are a lot of great moments
on it and it is literally filled with great
melodies, poignant lyrics, and some wonder-
ful riffs.  Check it out when you get a chance.
We’d like to thank Billy Sherwood for getting
hold of Rock And Blues International and
giving us a little insight into this little gem of
an album.  Until next time, cheers.
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By Barry (Baz) Maxwell from Blues on the Hill

photo by Bill Steber

Bobby Rush was born Emmett Ellis, Jr.
in Louisiana in 1933 and in 2017, at the age
of 83, he won his first Grammy Award for the
album ‘Porcupine Meat’. He appeared in the
2003 documentary, The Road to Memphis
which is part of the series ‘The Blues’,
produced by Martin Scorsese. As a conse-
quence, Rolling Stone magazine named him
‘King of the Chitlin’ Circuit’ because of his
50 years of relentless touring and performing
on the Chitlin’ Circuit.

I have had the pleasure of meeting
Bobby Rush twice, firstly at Australia’s
premier blues festival; ‘Bluesfest’ in Byron
Bay, New South Wales in 2017 and secondly
at the ‘International Blues Challenge’ in
Memphis, Tennessee in 2019. I have
interviewed him for my radio show; ‘Blues
on the Hill’. I have also seen Bobby Rush in
concert both solo and with a complete band
including the renowned booty girls. That
show is not for the PC crowd; like traditional
Blues, it is risqué and raw, laced with double
entendres and is unforgettable.  Bobby Rush
is a larger-than-life character and it’s always a
memorable experience to chat with him. I

recently had the opportunity to interview him
again for ‘Rock and Blues International’.

The Beginning
As a young child Bobby Rush began

experimenting with music using a sugarcane
syrup bucket and a broom-wire diddley bow.
In 1947, his family moved to Arkansas,
where his father was both a farmer and a
pastor.

I asked him when he first heard the
blues and his answer surprised me. “My
cousin gave me a guitar” Bobby said “And I
hid this guitar in the loft in a barn and the sun
got it real hot and warped the neck. I would
take the guitar out and put it in a trough that
the cows and the hogs drink water out of and
the neck would straighten back out. I hid it
back in the loft again. So one day my father
said bring that guitar here boy. I didn’t know
he knew I had a guitar. I brought the guitar to
him and he started to tune it up. I didn’t know
he could play it. He said, let me sing a song
to you boy, I used to sing to a little girl when
I was a little older than you.  I thought my
dad being a preacher in the church he was

going to sing me a gospel song, but he sang a
blues song to me about a big woman,
weighed 350 pounds. Man, I knew right then
from seven, eight years old. I want to be a
blues singer. I said sing it again dad, but my
mother was in the kitchen cooking and she
said don’t sing that kind of song to that boy”.
Bobby laughs as he remembers what he
thought about at the time. Then he said

“But the first time I heard a blues
record, it was on the radio and it was
Saturday Night Fish Fry by Louis Jordan and
His Tympany Five. And I fell in love with that
record.”

Saturday Night Fish Fry is a jump
blues song written by Louis Jordan and Ellis
Lawrence Walsh. It was a big hit, reaching #1
on the R&B chart in 1949 and reaching #21
on the national chart.

In Arkansas Bobby Rush became
friends with Elmore James, the slide player
Boyd Gilmore and the piano player Johnny
‘Big Moose’ Walker. He also formed his first
band.
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Chicago in the 1950’s
In 1953, his family moved to Chicago,

where he met and became friends with Little
Walter and Muddy Waters who lived nearby.
Little Walter got him a job at a club called
‘Skins’ where he played behind a curtain.
Bobby says “I played behind a curtain
because they wanted to hear my music, but
didn’t want to see my face, because the
audience was white. I was broken-hearted
with that for a long time, broken-hearted, you
know, I suffered with that.”

Bobby then began performing on the
Chitlin’ Circuit with the likes of Etta James,
Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Waters and Jimmy
Reed.

“Freddie King was in my band and
Pinetop Perkins, Elmore James and Luther
Allison and many more you may or may not
know. I have had so many guys come through
my band, but I never played with Muddy
Water. I played on the same set that he played
on but never played with him. I wish I could
say it but I never played in the band with any
of the four guys who really liked me; Muddy
Waters, Howlin Wolf, BB King, and Bobby
‘Blue’ Bland. I don’t know what they saw in
me that they liked so much. Maybe they

could relate to me at 19 or 20 years old. I
don’t know what they saw, but they saw
something in me, you know”.

In 1970 he released ‘Chicken Heads’.
It reached #34 in the Billboard R&B chart in
1971 and it would become his first gold
record. In 1979, at 46 years old, he released
his first album, ‘Rush Hour’.

BB King
When I had interviewed Bobby Rush

at Bluesfest in 2018 he told me about BB
King and how he handed him the torch.
(https://youtu.be/t6F6rqQkP6A ) It was an
incredible story and I asked him to recall it.
“Well, I didn’t recognise at the time that he
was passing me the torch. He called me and
said I’m doing the annual Homecoming
Festival in Indianola in June. It will be the
last time I do the Festival and I want you to
work with me. I was already booked to do my
own show but I spoke to the promoter and he
said you go do the Festival with BB King and
God bless you. So I was so relieved, I had
tears in my eyes. Anyway, I played at the
Homecoming Festival and when BB passed
away, the following year, I was the last one to
speak at his funeral. As they drove him down
Beale Street in the hearse, I was the one

playing the harp.”

Winning a Grammy
Bobby Rush has had a massive career

but it was not until 2017, at the age of 83, that
he won his first Grammy Award for the
album ‘Porcupine Meat’. I asked Bobby to
tell me how he felt about winning the
Grammy and receiving the recognition that he
so richly deserved. With a broad smile Bobby
said “Oh man, it’s like cloud nine. It’s like
dying and going to heaven, man. I have
recorded 397 Records. I’ve had multiple
Grammy nominations. This was my sixth
time and this time I won. I’ve been up for a
Blues Award 31 times and I won 18 of those.
So it’s better late than never. I’m flattered to
have a career doing what I’m doing and being
who I am. It also gave me the stimulus to
keep working. It gave me the hope that I
could go further doing this. And it also gave
hope to people around me. They said if
Bobby Rush can do it, I can too and a lot of
people look at me as a role model for them.
Just like I looked at Muddy Water, Howlin’
Wolf and BB King and all those guys as my
role models. So now I’m showing young
people that if you stay with your craft and be
good at what you do, you’ll succeed in the
end.”
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Bobby Rush – Raw and Solo
Bobby Rush recently celebrated his

musical influences with a new album that is a
tribute to his blues predecessors, but the
music is a long way from the glittering suits
and colourful shows that Bobby is known for.
‘Rawer than Raw’ is a stripped-down album.
Just the man, a guitar, a harmonica and a little
percussion.  I asked Bobby if it had been
difficult to choose what to put on it. “Oh, it
was a hard decision for me to make” agreed
Bobby. “I tried to put on songs that I like.
And the performers that I like. I like so many
artists and I tried to put on artists from
Mississippi, but there’s so many guys not
from Mississippi that I like. So that was a
hard choice because I can name 100 people
that I like and respect. But I tried to do it for
Mississippi and tell everyone that people of
Mississippi do what they do and never
change. What you see is what you get. And
that’s Bobby Rush because when I open my
mouth, everybody can tell who I am.”

Most influential blues musician
I had some more questions. In your

opinion, Bobby, who’s the most influential
blues musician ever? “I got 3 or 4, neck to
neck” said Bobby “Muddy Waters, Louis

Jordan, Howlin’ Wolf and BB King. I liked
Muddy Waters because he dressed so well

and carried himself in his own style. I liked
Howlin’ Wolf because he was so different. I
liked BB King because he never changed
from what he was doing. He never went with
the in-crowd or did what somebody else was
doing and I was impressed by that. That’s
what I try to do. I’m just Bobby Rush. I don’t
try and sound like anyone else. I try to do
what I do and slice my piece of pie out and
deal with it.”

Most Memorable Moment
What’s been the most memorable thing

that happened to you? “Well, let me tell you
one of the funniest things” replied Bobby.
“Muddy Waters had a birthday party in
Chicago. He was 28 or 29 and I was 18,
something like that. He invited me to his
party and I didn’t get there until well after
10.30. Muddy looked at me and said I was
expecting you and told everybody you gonna
be here and you let me down; my birthday
party is over. The he said, come upstairs and
there was about 12 or 15 ladies upstairs. They
were drinking whatever, smoking whatever
and doing what they were doing. They were
all dressed up. They was looking good, but
they was old and I asked one lady, how old
are you? She said 26. One said I’m 31 and
another said I’m 35. So I sneak out the back
door and left Muddy Waters because when
I’m only 18 or 19, I thought that was too
old.” Bobby laughs at the memory.

The Future
I asked Bobby what he expected from

2021. Bobby smiled. “Well, I’m not touring
right now. Since I’ve been home I wrote
about 40 or 50 songs and I’m gonna pick 8 or
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10 of them. The last two or three days I’ve
been in the studio and cut 4 or 5 songs. But
I’m not in a hurry to release them.”

“And I got this book coming out, it’s
my life story and it will tell some things that
haven’t been told about me; up, down, good,
bad, ugly, or what have you. I’m gonna share
some things that have been in my mind for
many years. I’m in a position now to say
some things I couldn’t say 40 or 50 years ago.
So I’m gonna say it now just like I did on
‘Rawer than Raw’. I think my name is big
enough now, I can do what I want to do and
take a chance”.

Bobby’s autobiography is titled ‘I ain’t
Studding Ya: My American Blues Story’. It is
now available for pre-order and will be
released on 22 June 2021. It will be available
in print, e-book and audio-book.

I asked Bobby whether he listens to the
next generation. “I listen to the rappers. I
respect and like a lot of rap. I don’t endorse a
lot of rap.  James Brown and I have been
rapping all our lives you know, and if it
wasn’t for Bobby Rush, there probably
wouldn’t be no 50 Cent; he’d be a dime and a
quarter or something” said Bobby smiling.

You look so good for your age Bobby,
what’s your secret? “It’s no secret. It’s a
blessing. It’s in my bloodline. My grandfather
died at 108 and my grandmother at 103. My
mother was 86 and my dad was 96. My dad
had 31 sisters and brothers and I think 18
lived to 100 years old. So I come from a long
line of people who live a long life and I hope
that it will drain off on for me. I feel good”.

And nothing can stop you I said, not
even COVID. “Oh yes, I had COVID and I’m
so thankful and so blessed that I came out of

it. I’ve had many escapes in my life, but that
was one of the scariest things that I’ve been
through. I tell everyone, it’s not a joke; wash
your hands, wear your mask and stay as safe
as you possibly can”.

References
www.bobbyrushbluesman.com/
www.bluesfest.com.au
https://blues.org/
www.grammy.com/
www.50cent.com/
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Stone country, dark blues, backroom boogie,
Hawaiian balladry, hillbllly jazz, western swing, Bo
Diddley beat and shameless pop. Bolognese Paolo
Roberto Pianezza and Francesca Alinovi know all the
variations on the most visited of the poetic-musical
themes since the dawn of time - Boy-Meets-Girl - and
delightfully decline them in their new album All Over
Again.

Scholars of the secrets of music for workers,
peasants and truckers of mid-twentieth century America,
darlings of the lively European circuit that has not
resigned itself to the end of innocence and with a good
following also in New Orleans, Nashville and New York
City, the two seem to live full time on the road.

Lead singer Pianezza skillfully handles the lap
steel guitar, the resophonic and the dobro; double bass
player and co-vocalist Alinovi, unbeatable in the slap
technique, adopts a brush pad, a percussion device
incorporated amongst the instrument’s tattoos that
allows her to mark the beat with a snare drum brush.
Together they go as the Lovesick Duo, with a nod to
performing acts of yesteryear, such as Mickey and
Sylvia or Les Paul and Mary Ford.

Their discography was inaugurated in 2015 by an
album filled up with standards from the playlists of
Chuck Berry, Woody Guthrie and Hank Williams (it is
the latter, whose yodeling “Lovesick Blues” is a warm

tribute, to provide the brand name to the pair, and to the platter, too). Then came The New Orleans Session, recorded in the
Crescent City, and La valigia di cartone (The Cardboard
Suitcase), excellent musical glimpses of small-town life in the
days of black and white TV.

2021 is the time for All Over Again, their first collec-
tion of original songs, written and sung in English. The album
is heralded by a consistent promotion, quite a task for a tiny
independent band, not to mention restrictions caused by
pandemic. The set is available digitally, on CD or LP, while a
special limited-edition box set was immediately sold out

The two main tracks, “All Over Again” and “Second
Chance”, released side-to-side on a 7-inch vinyl, are the
subject of two successful professional videos. Pianezza and
Alinovi do not underestimate the importance of merchandis-
ing, which they manage directly from their website, nor that
of social media. They know well the feeling of togetherness
that binds fans from every niche subculture. Especially those
who live in a world where rock ‘n roll stays forever young.

https://lovesickduo.com/

Lovesick Duo: Rocking on the strings, a la
Bolognese
by Edoardo Fassio
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Country per cuori spezzati, blues
oscuro, boogie da taverna, melodie
hawaiane, hillbllly jazz, western
swing, Bo Diddley beat e pop senza
ritegno. I bolognesi Paolo Roberto
Pianezza e Francesca Alinovi
apprezzano tutte le variazioni sul più
visitato dei temi poetico-musicali -
Boy-Meets-Girl - e le declinano
deliziosamente nel nuovo All Over
Again.

Studiosi delle sfumature della
musica per operai, contadini e
camionisti del Nord America di metà
Novecento, beniamini del vivace
circuito europeo che non si è
rassegnato alla fine dell’innocenza e
con buon seguito anche a New
Orleans, Nashville e New York City, i
due paiono abitare a tempo pieno on the road.

Pianezza, il cantante solista, maneggia con abilità la chitarra lap
steel, la resofonica e il dobro; la contrabbassista e seconda voce Alinovi,
imbattibile nella tecnica slap, adotta una percussione incorporata tra i
tatuaggi dello strumento chiamata brush pad che le consente di segnare
il tempo con una spazzola per rullante. Insieme costituiscono il
Lovesick Duo, una formazione che si ricollega idealmente ai doppi
misti con corde del passato, come Mickey e Sylvia o Les Paul e Mary
Ford.

La discografia è Inaugurata nel 2015 da un album popolato di
classici dell’altro ieri, legati a Chuck Berry, Woody Guthrie o Hank
Williams (è proprio quest’ultimo, di cui si omaggia lo jodel di
“Lovesick Blues”, a fornire il nome d’arte alla coppia e al disco). Sono
poi apparsi The New Orleans Session, inciso in trasferta nella Crescent
City, e La valigia di cartone, eccellenti scorci musicali di vita di
provincia ai tempi della tv in bianco e nero.

Nel 2021, accompagnato da una promozione notevole per una
piccolissima band indipendente, specie in tempi di pandemia, esce All
Over Again, prima collezione di brani originali scritti e cantati in
inglese. La selezione è disponibile in forma digitale, su CD o su LP,
mentre uno speciale cofanetto a tiratura limitata è andato subito a ruba.

I brani guida, “All Over Again” e “Second Chance”, stampati su
un disco a 7 pollici, sono oggetto di due riusciti videoclip professionali.
Pianezza e Alinovi non sottovalutano l’importanza di accessori e
merchandising, di cui curano la vendita dal loro sito web, né quella dei
social media. Conoscono bene il senso di appartenenza che lega i fan di
ogni subcultura, soprattutto coloro che vivono in un mondo dove il rock
‘n roll è sempre giovane.

https://lovesickduo.com/

Lovesick Duo, da Bologna sulle corde del
rock ‘n roll
by Edoardo Fassio
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Blues Jazz Guitar Stylist Rich Chorné
Releases Fifth Album - MAS

Out of the land of enchantment, the plush mountains of Southern
New Mexico near the infamous badlands arrives a new bad ass blues
release from veteran musician, songwriter, artist Rich Chorné.  This is
Rich’s fifth album and this time around he’s teamed with a line up of who’s
who within the world of blues and R&B not to mention the professionals
behind the scenes such as the Texas master at mixing James Hoover.  Rich
Chorné is no new comer when it comes to stage presence and the man’s
collaborations over the years include a fantastic list of who’s who.  Whether
it’s knocking the ball out of the park at the Chesapeake Blues Festival or at
the Preakness or even closer to home at Roswell New Mexico’s famed jazz
festival Rich teams with the best.  In fact, when it comes to his latest album
“MAS” the man has teamed well again. This time “MAS” features guests
Kathy Lyon, Pete Davis, and another Rich, Richard Cagle. The lead guitar
work is superb and when you add the vocal reinforcement of Ms. Lyon and
veteran blues rocker Rich Cagle this release is humming as smooth as a
Rolls Royce engine at full throttle.  But it doesn’t end there now add some
cool flute by

Chorné and “MAS” becomes an over the top special treat.  Richard Cagle
comments, “I have worked with some of the best in the industry and Rich
Chorné is among them.  His call to attention and innovative mind brought
nuances and embellishments that added to the days at the studio together.
In fact it’s a real treat to sing on this recording as well as record it.  This
release is a winner, the man gets it done. As a young man Rich was drawn
to the electric blues sound. FM radio was presenting such artists as the
Yardbirds, the Rolling Stones, Muddy Waters, Santana, and the three
kings, Albert, B.B. and Freddy.  Chorné took to it like a moth to a flame.
On “MAS” (meaning more) Rich stresses one genre; roots based blues.

His early influences
remain with him to this
day. He’s never strayed
far from his roots and
on “MAS” he wanted to
create and share more,
hence the name “MAS”.
The album’s sound is
solid and it’s easy to get
lost in time and listen to
the entire twelve-track
compilation without
breaking away.  The
combination guitarist,
vocalist also performs
regionally quite a bit.
Normally fans can catch
him and the band live in
such cities as El Paso, Santa Fe, Las Cruces, Alamogordo, Roswell, and of
course in his current home of Ruidoso New Mexico. Not to say the man does not
get around as he has hit the main stages in major cities such as Amsterdam and
New York City and more as well. In addition to the new release there’s also a
strong rumor floating around that soon Rich will be video streaming live from
the Montrose Records West studio. Even though the pandemic has severely
limited live shows the man just keeps finding alternate ways to entertain
hundreds if not thousands of music lovers.

Feel free to sign up for fresh news from Rich by visiting his official
website www.guitarrich.com and he will alert you when the big date arrives.
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Inspired by the famous Guitar Battle in the
movie Crossroads Mexico’s Best Rock ‘n

Blues Guitarist Challenge Invites You
Get your sites set on the beach resort of Ixtapa

Mexico as festival promoter Bob Rempel has just
established a doozy of an event - Mexico’s Best Rock ‘n
Blues Guitarist Challenge.  Inspired by the famous guitar
battle in the movie Crossroads the event invites blues
guitarists from Mexico.  He’s announced a two step
process that begins with an invitation to Mexican Blues-
Rock artists to participate in his regionally famous
Concerts For A Cause show held in Ixtapa for animal
rescue.  All of the event acts are then invited to perform
at a second event festival in Cancun. Cancun will be the
host city for “Best Rock ‘n Blues Guitarist Challenge”
with artists
from around
the world.
Among those

that have participated in Bob’s other charitable events such as Concerts For A Cause is
the lovely Evelyn Rubio, the sexy, sassy Billboard chart topping vocalist who had this
to share, “So many of us love animals and our hearts go out to the abandoned ones that
need food, shelter, and sometimes medical treatment in order to survive. Bob’s events
reach those in need and it does my heart good to be a part of these events.”  Located in
the heart of the Mexican Riviera, Ixtapa is an international playground known for its
beaches, entertainment, and exotic resorts. Definitely the place to be when it comes to
warm days and wild nights.  Then add Concerts For A Cause and you’ve got a winning
hand.  Just announced: for those not able to physically attend Bob has announced their
new “Virtual Concert”.  Artists from around the world will participate online including
the sensational shred master from Texas, Clay Melton along with Germany’s Gregor
Hilden, The Swamp Shakers, Kal David, Laurie Bono & The Real Deal, and Jimmy D.
Lane.  Later this year and going into 2022 Bob is hosting additional festivals based on
their Tequila Rock ‘n Blues shows.  These events will be held in the Cancun Mayan

Riviera Region, the
Puerto Vallarta Region
and Mexico City.  Bob
shares, “In January
2020 we created the Animales Angeles Fund (Angels For
Animals) with donations raised through the events. We made
grants to two Animal Shelters in order to support their on going
work.  One in Barra Potosi, Mexico: Amigos de Animales, and
one in Toluca, The Claudio Bigotes Memorial Animal Rescue
Shelter. For 2021 we’ve sharpened our focus further. Our
Animales Angeles Fund will make grants to Animal Shelters and
Veterinarians in Mexico for
neutering campaigns and
medical projects that include
serious medical treatments
that may be necessary. “

Previous projects have included a children’s’ orphanage near Ixtapa-Zihuatenejo, The Realiz-
ing Potentials fund for youth artists, and The Kids Cancer Hospital near Mexico City.  Get-
away, kick back, and enjoy blues rock at its finest.

Learn more at www.facebook.com/tequilabluesfests/ If you wish to donate today: https://
donorbox.org/street-animal-rescue-mexico/   Info at - tequilabluesrock.com



Rock And Blues International
Employment Opportunities

Available!
Rock And Blues International Is

Looking For A Sales Manager
and ad salespeople!

Please Email Your Resume To
rockandbluesinternational@gmail.com
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Paul English - Mild Mannered Jazz
Improviso Extraordinaire

One only needs to meet com-
poser, arranger, and artist
extraordinaire Paul English to feel the
instant friendliness that exudes from
this mild mannered giant within the
world of music. A perfect example of
someone working behind the scenes
scoring or arranging opera for instance
and then on the same day teaching
music appreciation to a class of rather
neophyte music lovers.  Mr. English is
well known for his intent quest for
“the” sound within jazz compositions
and he is a superior force to be
reckoned with when it comes to not
only composing but also laying it
down both in the studio and on stage.
There is an internal struggle that
resides within the man that benefits
the listener. His personal quest toward
finding perfection within each creation

he scores.  A prime example could easily be as such - should the embellishment end sustained or with a stinger or perhaps the
stanza should include a crescendo just before the denouement within an opera he is creating or perhaps if it is a smooth jazz piece
should it end with a decrescendo as if it is distant thunder?
Getting lost in composition is nothing new when it comes to
extraordinary creators yet on the other side of the coin it is
refreshing to learn that this intent behavior that is housed within
the man’s soul is limited to creation, arranging, and perfor-
mance.  Paul English is a gentleman to the nth degree, a very
interesting persona to say the least and yet his insistence to
deliver sincere, heart felt moving pieces dominates his creative
processes.  In the mid sixties Paul was deeply influenced by,
and remains so, by Bill Evans along with such incredibly
talented interpretive artists as Dave  Brubeck, John Coltrane,
Chick Corea, and Miles Davis. These major jazz influences
added to the formation of Paul’s inspiration, inspiration that was
residing within which over time has culminated into apprecia-
tive high regard from listeners of his music. His first album
release occurred in 1981 with “First Taste” and six albums later
Paul presented his fans with “Girl in Green”.     Today, all of the
releases are available digitally online and physically through
Amazon. Paul’s live stage performances, either as the key
performer or as a valued band member, have been held in such
cities as Miami, Detroit, Columbus, and Myrtle Beach.  Mr.
English is a registered Steinway concert artist and as such
performs his acoustic sets with Steinway’s top of the line
creations.  Additionally, Paul is a member in good standing with
The Recording Academy, The Grammys, as well as ASCAP.
Paul’s current project is in conjunction with the outstanding
songwriter David Harris and features the marvelous tone and
range of vocalist Evilena Protektore of Latvia.

To learn even more: www.paulenglishmusic.com
(photos by Rodney Bursiel)
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People In The Know Attend The
Lucerne Blues Festival in Switzerland

It’s quite interesting to note that the most popular blues festival in Europe sells out the day after their current  festival ends.
What’s even more interesting is that blues fans from around the world buy next year’s tickets that day without even knowing the
upcoming line up.  The reason for this is that the talent buyers for the events do not form their decisions based on charts but on a
set of wow factors.  Let’s just call it the real deal set of factors.  You either is or you ain’t and if you grace this stage you definitely
is…. Lucerne is a city located near Zurich Switzerland.  A comfortable community that includes a modern accommodating casino/
hotel.  In fact it is at this
casino that the annual
Lucerne Blues Festival
takes place.  Imagine
traveling half way
around the world to
attend an annual event
that hosts many talented
top shelf blues artists
but most you may never
have heard of for the
most part.  Who would
do that?  Literally the
people who do this are
dyed in the wool blues
enthusiasts.  They know
from history that if
Lucerne hosts an act it’s
the real deal.  If you
want real blues and you
want to be with real
blues fans this is the
place.  Choosing the
correct acts is a lot like
the blues itself, it’s a feeling and for the most part that is how Lucerne forms its opinions on line ups, it’s a feeling.  They are not
deeply influenced by charts nor major publicity but by presence, stage presence.  The veteran traditional blues artist Ms. Trudy
Lynn performed at Lucerne.  She entered the stage wearing a glamorous red combination and armed only with a microphone she,
along with the Steve Krase Band, presented an over the top killer performance.  You can’t get more real deal than Trudy Lynn and

at the time her Royal Oaks Blues
Café album had just hit the streets.
The booking team at Lucerne
listened to it and was so impressed
that they booked Trudy and true to
form Trudy’s performance did not
disappoint the capacity crowd. Many
others have been chosen the exact
same way, through a feeling sup-
ported by real world knowledge.
That’s what sets Lucerne apart.  For
blues enthusiasts it’s the place to be
just like attending the International
Blues Challenge or the Blues Music
Awards in Memphis.  Besides what’s
not to like about being in the
mountains of Switzerland as well?  It
takes a lot to host a major event and
the good folks at Lucerne have found

the magic that allows them to present the world’s best blues artists year after year.  For more information about the annual event -
www.bluesfestival.ch



Bluesman R.D. Olson Channels Elvis
Presley on “Momma I Miss Memphis”

R.D. “The Real Deal” Olson pictured with his fiance, Linda
Thompson. Thompson has been critical in the promotion of the
“Momma I Miss Memphis” single through her contacts with
Elvis Presley fan clubs throughout the world.

“Bluesman R.D. Olson pays homage to the King with ‘Momma I Miss Memphis. With the help of girlfriend Ms. Linda Thompson, they
are bringing the Real Deal’s brand of blues to the Ouachita Mountains.”

                     GARRY GOLDSMITH/BLUES HIGHWAY US 61 @ http://www.blueshighwayus61.com/r-d-olson-channeling-elvis-with-
new-song-momma-i-miss-memphis/

“R.D. Olson returns with Momma I Miss Memphis, a song that sees Olson cobbling together several different styles into one song. There
is an Elvis homage, a New Orleans-style funeral celebration mixed with some sweet rockabilly, and a Gospel-tinged ending bringing the song to
a rousing conclusion. It’s a fun song that’s sure to make you sit up and listen, and maybe move around a little.”

                   JOHN PORTER PROFESSOR JOHNNY P’S JUKE JOINT

“On his new track “Momma, I Miss Memphis,” acclaimed musical artist R.D. Olson pays tribute not only to Elvis Presley, but also the
legends that made music their lives and made the love of music our home. In a humble and honorable praise of the “Memphis” sound, Olson
names the greats, and brings his own talents to bear, with styling that spark of the nature of Blues, taking the music to the mountain tops.”

                       JOSEPH TIMMONS/INDIE PULSE
MUSIC @ https://indiepulsemusic.com/2021/01/14/r-d-olson-
mama-i-miss-memphis/

“R.D. Olson’s song “Momma I Miss Memphis” is a blast! It’s as if
Elvis were living now and singing the blues, which would be a wonderful
thing!”

              BRUCE EDWARDS/CALDONIAS CROSSROAD RADIO
SHOW @ https://www.caldoniascrossroad.com

“The R.D. Olson Blues Band recently released “Mama, I Miss
Memphis” and to celebrate we have asked R. D.Olson to tell us about the
track. Hearing is believing!”

                            KEAVIN WIGGINS/ANTIMUSIC.COM
@ https://www.antimusic.com/news/21/01/19Singled_Out-

_RD_Olson_Blues_Bands_Mama,_I_Miss_Memphis.shtml

                                rdolsonbluesband.com
                            facebook.com/rdolsonblues
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Kino Motel Share “Simple Desire: Live And
In-Person” at https://youtu.be/RhTAXtt3lLQ

Australian grit-pop band KINO
MOTEL share “Simple Desire: Live and In-
Person” video via BTRtoday, who praised
“dreamy in a mind-bending kind of way, the
video flows around the musicians like
thoughts running through your mind. The
song feels like it’s blossoming right in front
of your eyes, as if fate created it to be
captured right there in that live moment.”

Hyper stylized and addictively dreamy,
the live performance of “Simple Desire”
perfectly compliments the audio released last
month, both pulling inspiration from the 70s.
Beginning with a windy, sweeping intro,
Rosa Mercedes’ addictive melodies quickly
kick in, supported by Ed Fraser’s gravely
baritone, creating an ethereal, rolling
soundscape.

Based in Melbourne, the duo have also
announced their residency at the iconic Old
Bar, playing every Sunday this month. More
details here and below.

On the live video, the band told
BTRtoday, “When we sat down with the
director of the video, Wilson Bambrick, we
came up with the plan to channel a 1970’s
‘live on air’ look. Not the flower power side
of the 70’s, but later, when everyone’s a bit
grizzled and the trip is more or less over (but
people still wear jump suits). The cavernous
room was full of smoke, and we played each
of the songs a bunch of times only stopping to
eat sushi and grapes now and then. Now
when we look back at the video, its so damn
nostalgic we think ‘man I wish I’d been

there.’”

KINO MOTEL is the brand new
project from Ed Fraser and Rosa Mercedes,
with a series of upcoming releases they’ve
labeled ‘grit pop’. After meeting in a
commune in Berlin, the duo deserted together
and hit the road. Following a grimy and
particularly sweaty basement karaoke session
somewhere in Vietnam in 2019, Fraser and
Mercedes realized they needed to form a
band, and KINO MOTEL was created.
Named for the bar in which it was conceived,
KINO MOTEL listeners can expect dusty
melancholic gritty pop.

WATCH & SHARE: KINO MOTEL
- “Simple Desire: Live and In-Person”

Youtube at https://youtu.be/
RhTAXtt3lLQ

LISTEN & SHARE: KINO MOTEL -
“Simple Desire”

Soundcloud
https://soundcloud.com/kinomotel/

simple-desire

Spotify
https://open.spotify.com/track/

644IKaIicu9TIahkunt6q7

WATCH & SHARE: KINO MOTEL
- “Waves” [Official Music Video]

Youtube at https://youtu.be/DRNjH6q-
NCg

LISTEN & SHARE: KINO MOTEL -
“Waves”

Soundcloud
https://soundcloud.com/kinomotel/

kino-motel-waves/s-htBGsp3BE7P

Spotify
https://open.spotify.com/artist/

1WMsTYSu0v32ptt1Uiai60?si=EqgdKWwkQ0qHso79TOnJzw

Recorded live at The Wick, Brunswick,
Australia, December 2020

Vocals, Bass - Rosa Mercedes
Vocals, Guitars - Ed Fraser
Guitars, Lap Steel - Dylan Stewart
Drums - Joel Penman
Directed and Edited by Wilson

Bambrick
Production Assistant - Leah Jade
Audio Recorded by Cameron Hull
Audio Mixed by Ed Fraser
Audio Mastered by Philipp Welsing

KINO MOTEL LINKS
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

kinomotelmusic/

Website
https://kino-motel.com

SoundCloud
https://soundcloud.com/kinomotel

Bandcamp
https://kinomotel.bandcamp.com
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Ervin Stellar Brings A New Kind
Of Feel - Good Americana Music
With New EP Nothing To Prove

On March 26th
First single “Love Is Love” premiered via

Folk Radio UK

“While on the surface there is a
simplicity to the song which keeps it
memorable there’s so much more going on. It
all fits so well together, those complementary
moments are sprinkled throughout; a vintage
warm sound, hooks that catch the ear; a turn
of phrase…they seem small at first, but by
the time you get to the end, they are the
reason you press play again–the hallmark of a
storyteller.”

-Folk Radio UK

With a dancing, melodic bassline and
whistling Hammond organ complement,
Ervin Stellar’s new single “Love Is Love”
could slip in unnoticed on Dylan’s Blood On
The Tracks if it wasn’t for his smooth,
intimate vocal delivery on the opening line:
“I loved a woman who loved a woman.
Whatcha think about that?” A tune that will
certainly warrant a relisten to catch each
impeccably crafted line, “Love Is Love” is a
shining example of how to pull off a
balancing act of being earnest, lighthearted,
and virtuous—all within a four-minute
window of time. As far as its meaning, this
artist believes the title and lyrics say all there
is to say.  Folk Radio UK premiered “Love Is
Love,” praising the track by declaring that it
“has classic written all over it.” Folk Radio
UK also nodded to the “hints of Dylan circa
1965, with a melody reminiscent of Don’t
Think Twice, It’s Alright,” adding that “the
melody fits well for an equally easy-going
number.” Hear “Love Is Love” right now
right here at https://www.folkradio.co.uk/
2021/02/premiere-ervin-stellar-love-is-love/
and pre-save Ervin Stellar’s new EP, Nothing
To Prove, ahead of its March 26th release
date at https://music.ervinstellar.com/
nothing_to_prove.

Ervin Stellar is the public persona of
Andrew Jordan, who moved from New York
to Nashville following his 2018 album, The
Moment. That relocation is referenced in the
first line of Nothing to Prove’s title track,
setting up a series of musical snapshots that
encompasses three original songs and two
well-chosen covers—all of which are
executed in a hard-to-pin-down mix of
organic tones and greasy grooves, whether or
not a full-band treatment is involved. His

sound is a reflection of his youth in Southern
Michigan, where his mother preferred
country on the radio while his dad enjoyed
playing jazz records at home. “Elements of
that have crept into my sound now,” he says.
“I like tapping into it, the subliminal pulse.
Much of the arrangements are electric, but the
foundation of it could just as well be
unplugged, lights out.”

In addition to his three outstanding
originals on Nothing To Prove, Jordan

included covers of Jonathan
Edwards’ “Shanty” and John
Fogerty’s “Who’ll Stop the Rain.”
Jordan recalls hearing “Shanty”
every Friday afternoon on the
radio in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
and decided to work it up after
realizing it fit the lockdown vibe.
As for “Who’ll Stop the Rain,”
Jordan slows down the tempo of
the Creedence Clearwater Revival
original, though the message
resonates as much as ever.

Jordan self-produced and
self-mixed the entire project to
make sure he achieved his desired
sound. “With all of these tracks, I
knew exactly where I wanted to
take the song. I knew which
musicians to pull in and the
instruments to apply to each.” The
hugely diverse pool of musicians

he tapped included Russell Carson (Ricky
Skaggs and Kentucky Thunder), Martin Wenk
(Calexico), and Nashville recording artist
Michaela Anne; all contributing their unique
talents for Jordan to weave into the fabric of
Nothing To Prove. “I guess the satisfaction of
self-producing is that I get to carry that whole
journey through, from writing the song to
sitting back and listening to the master
recording and saying, ‘Yep, that was the
vision, it’s here.’”

More About Ervin Stellar: Ervin
Stellar channels the energy and integrity of
American roots music with his new EP,
Nothing to Prove. Using the name Ervin
Stellar as his public persona, Nashville
musician Andrew Jordan self-produced and
mixed the five-song project and released it
independently. During his 12 years living in
Brooklyn, New York, Jordan discovered a
community of session players who were as
comfortable with country as they were with
jazz. By blending those styles into his own
music—from banjo and pedal steel to drums
and electric guitar—Ervin Stellar brings a
compelling perspective to Americana music.

Nothing To Prove Tracklisting:
Nothing To Prove
Love Is Love
Who’ll Stop The Rain
S.O.S.
Shanty
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Netsky Drums up
Revitalizing Remix
of  Keys N Krates’
Glitter (featuring
Ambré Perkins)

Buy & Stream:
https://ffm.to/glitter-netskyremix

Keys N Krates’ dark disco cut “Glitter (feat. Ambré Perkins)”
receives a revitalizing remix from Netsky. The Belgian drum n bass
extraordinaire reimagines the Cura single, infusing his signature
rhythmic touch to accentuate the song’s already soulful nature.

“Glitter” is one of Keys N Krates’ hit singles off their 2018
debut LP Cura. Featuring an intoxicating vocal performance from
Ambré Perkins, the song illuminated dance floors and radios world-
wide, with support from the likes of Diplo, Julie Adenuga, Anna
Lunoe, Q-Tip and even Elton John. It spoke to the larger direction of
Cura, which saw the group build upon their bass-centric, sample-
driven sound to curate a nostalgia-inducing mixture of classic hip hop,
R&B, disco, and soulful electronic textures. “Glitter” eventually made
its way to prolific DJ and producer Netsky, who saw huge remix
potential in the track.

“I loved this song as soon as I heard it and knew I had to remix
it,” Netsky stated. “This one has been a firm favourite in my streams
and sets from the moment I started playing it out.”

After ringing in the new year both virtually via a set at
Tomorrowland’s virtual celebration, and live on stage, headlining
Rhythm & Vines Festival in New Zealand, Netsky knocks his first
2021 release out of the park. Rolling drums, liquid soundscapes and
atmospheric basslines are at the forefront of his fresh take on “Glitter.”
The mystifying remix provides bassheads worldwide with a new
dance floor anthem and adds to his studded discography, which
includes three successful albums alongside dozens of singles and
remixes. This February, New Zealanders can catch Netsky live for a
series of immersive experiences. Tickets are available at
endeavour.live/netsky

Since forming a decade ago in their native Toronto, Keys N
Krates have carved their own path via a bass-centric, sample-driven
sound, melding the realms of electronic, hiphop and beyond. The
group — composed of drummer Adam Tune, keyboardist David
Matisse and turntablist Jr. Flo — has built a venerable reputation as
one of the leading live electronic acts today on the strength of their
onstage instrumentation and energetic sets. Originally formed as a live
hip-hop act in 2008, Keys N Krates found ways to blend their
developing 808-based sound with their live band performance.
They’ve taken their distinctive show to countless festivals including
Coachella, Lollapalooza, and Sonar, and on three North American
headlining tours. Their early sound succeeded in combining catchy,
pitched up, chopped vocal samples with 808s, resulting in off-kilter
festival smashers like “Dum Dee Dum”, “Treat Me Right”, and other
fan-favorites. These songs would be reinterpreted into energetic live
versions that the trio would play to create their own experience and
vibe. Their songs’ original versions would also be played by legends
of their genre like TNGHT, Diplo, Machinedrum, Baauer, and more
— helping to cement Keys N Krates as a fixture in festival bass and
trap music. Keys N Krates’ 2018 debut album Cura represented a
musical shift for the band. Although the use of pulverizing 808s,
organic sounds, and vocal samples would remain a fixture for the trio,
Keys N Krates embraced their love for R&B/soul music, more dense
instrumentation (such as strings and woodwind instruments), and
catchy vocal-driven pop songs. Anthemic songs with Tory Lanez,
Ambré Perkins, and 070 Shake weaved together the band’s technicolor
world of vocal-driven songs supported by sample-chopped beats that
blended the sounds of disco, trap, and boom bap rap of the 90s. This
synthesis earned them commercial radio success and spins from some
of their idols on specialty radio — like Elton John and Q-Tip. “Flute
Loop” reached back to the trio’s traditional stripped down 808 sound
while incorporating their new techniques of orchestration and
resampling to compliment the minimal with the maximal. Their latest
project, A Beat Tape For Your Friends, further elevates their craft as
they pay homage to their sample-chopping musical influences like Jay
Dilla. It’s a collection of infectious, loopy, instrumental beats that
shows the seeds their music grows from. Currently, Keys N Krates is
working on new music influenced by house, Brazilian trap, and disco
and is seeking to make the club feel beautiful. “Double Dutch”, the
first of many new songs to come, feels tribal and cinematic — yet club
ready. Or, at least for now, headphone ready.

Global electronic music superstar and internationally renowned
DJ and producer Boris Daenen, is as comfortable headlining stages at
the world’s biggest festivals as he is behind the mixing desk in the
studio and has wowed audiences across the globe from Coachella to
Glastonbury to Pukkelpop. In 2017 he launched his ‘Netsky And
Friends’ brand, curating and hosting his own stage at Tomorrowland,
and continued to roll out this concept at festivals and clubs throughout
Europe, with more planned globally for 2021. As well as a legion of
fans, Netsky has won a host of accolades; he was the youngest ever
recipient of the Flemish culture Award for Music, and was voted the
highest ranking Drum & Bass DJ in the DJ Mag Top 100. With three
successful albums and a slew of A-List artist remixes already under
his belt, Netsky signed to Republic Records in July 2018. Having
worked for 6 months in the studio in Los Angeles with Multi-Grammy
winning hitmaker producers Stargate (Rihanna, Jay Z, Coldplay), he
released collaborations with David Guetta, Bazzi and Lil Wayne. In
2020, Netsky took the drum & bass scene by storm with the an-
nouncement of his return to Hospital Records for a one-off project and
his fourth studio album, ‘Second Nature’. The record marks the 10
year anniversary since his self-titled Hospital debut and was globally
and critically acclaimed. Netsky will see in 2021 touring New Zealand
and readying himself for more new releases, and a return to live shows
around the world.

KEYS N KRATES
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

keysnkrates?mc_cid=7d2f4be1dc&mc_eid=f2c463be81

NETSKY
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

netskymusic?mc_cid=7d2f4be1dc&mc_eid=f2c463be81
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LESSONS
REPAIRS

(713) 880-2188
116 NORTH LOOP • 610 AT YALE

HOUSTON, TX  77008

FULLER’S VINTAGE GUITAR IS NOT ONLY A VINTAGE GUITAR STORE, WE

ALSO CARRY THE LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW GUITARS IN THE SOUTH

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
RICKENBACKER • GIBSON • EPIPHONE • ROBERTSON • TRUSSART • WATERLOO • FENDER •

JACKSON USA • CHARVEL • ELLIS • GRETSCH • COLLINGS • SANTA CRUZ • GALLAGHER •
NATIONAL • MARTIN • YAMAHA • TAYLOR • EASTMAN • DEERING

BEST SELECTION OF CHARVELS & EVH

BEST SELECTION OF JACKSONS

BEST SELECTION OF
TAYLOR ACOUSTICS

BEST SELECTION OF STRATS

BEST SELECTION OF TELES

BEST SELECTION OF
MARTIN ACOUSTICS

BEST SELECTION OF
RICKENBACKERS

BEST SELECTION OF GRETSCH

      continued on next page

Thank Your For
Supporting Us

During The
Pandemic!

WE BUY,
SELL &
TRADE
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Aquihayaquihay Premiere
Two New EPs :) and :(

Along With Debuting The
Video For “</3” (Pico

Diagonal Tres) Via Steve
Aoki’s Dim Mak En Fuego

The New EPs Portray the Happiness
and Sadness Humans Co-Exist with

in Everyday Life
Buy & Stream :) - https://dimmak.ffm.to/feliz
Buy & Stream :(  - https://dimmak.ffm.to/triste
Watch “</3” (Pico Diagonal Tres) Video - https:/
/youtu.be/9uCMXUqsXZQ

The world’s first anti-boyband,
AQUIHAYAQUIHAY, releases two
new EPs today, entitled :) and :( via
Steve Aoki’s Dim Mak En Fuego. The
group also releases the video for “</3”
(Pico Diagonal Tres). As the forerunners
of the Mexican pop movement, the group
will undoubtedly establish a new era of
music, not only in Mexico but across the
globe. From the get-go
AQUIHAYAQUIHAY has made
embracing differences one of their pillars
- emphasizing the importance of coexist-
ing in harmony and respecting one
another’s beliefs, while also remaining
true to their own. Both EPs and the video
are now available on all music platforms.

Tracklists:
:)
1.Grave (feat. Lil Benjas)
2. Medicina
3. Muack
4. OMW (feat. Abhir Hathi)
5. :)

:(
1. Sencillo
2. </3
3. Ya No Es Igual
4. Dolce (feat. Paula Cendejas)
5. :(

“I have an immense admiration for
how AQUIHAYAQUIHAY is breaking
barriers through their artistry. I see a
young version of myself in each of them
and it excites me to watch their growth
as a group of friends, creating their own
community. Their movement mirrors the
rebellious spirit of punk, they reject the
norms of their surroundings and main-
stream culture, and are channeling their
energy into building something new and
unique from the ground up,” said Steve
Aoki.

With the new releases, the group
further asserts and proves their yin and
yang approach to life and work. A blend
of novel sounds and the group’s soothing
voices, the EPs seek to serve as an

       continued on next page



AQUIHAYAQUIHAY

online

Spotify

https://open.spotify.com/artist/

3zMBw1jxFritUP7Mpce68i?si=2R97URsQTFylgbRw__X-

dA&mc_cid=e3f00414de&mc_eid=f2c463be81

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/aquihayaquihay/

Twitter

https://dimmakrecs.us2.list-manage.com/track/

click?u=8d4cb445fe6edfb6fa3c62a86&id=5904b517bd&e=f2c463be81

YouTube

https://dimmakrecs.us2.list-manage.com/track/

click?u=8d4cb445fe6edfb6fa3c62a86&id=9c9185bb0d&e=f2c463be81

emotional guide helping fans not only
understand distinct emotions, but also
learn the importance of embracing them.
Aside from the innovative sounds and
lyrics, the visuals that complement the
music promise to be thought provoking
imagery that represents the story
AQUIHAYAQUIHAY is telling.

AQUIHAYAQUIHAY was the
first to sign to Steve Aoki’s new Dim
Mak En Fuego. Dim Mak En Fuego is a
Latin imprint dedicated to releasing
hybrid sounds from the global under-
ground alongside contemporary
hitmakers. Since launching DIM MAK
in 1996 out of his college dorm room,
Aoki has become a renowned lifestyle
influencer, curating trendsetting music
through his iconic brand.

Dim Mak En Fuego (DMEF) is the
new home for the global Latin under-
ground. Founded in July 2020, the
imprint spotlights the genre-defying
sounds burning up dance floors world-
wide and fosters the boundless voices
who are originating hybrid sounds in
their own vision. As a breeding ground
for the innovative artists pushing the
scene forward, the label fuses music,
visuals, fashion and internet culture to
discover and develop the singular art and
artists defining the sounds of tomorrow.
Dim Mak En Fuego is the next evolution
of Dim Mak, the iconic independent
record label founded by two-time
Grammy-nominated DJ/producer Steve
Aoki in 1996. For more than two
decades, the brand has stood at the
epicenter of emerging youth culture and
has shaped definitive movements across
punk, indie and dance music, launching
the careers of Bloc Party, The Kills, The
Chainsmokers, The Bloody Beetroots,
Deorro, Keys N Krates, MSTRKRFT
and many others. Evolving from the
eclectic vision and DIY spirit of Dim
Mak, DMEF transcends genres, lan-
guages and borders, all while channeling
la gente’s unique music, culture and
identity through the Latin experience and
challenging the old ways of traditional
Latin music.
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Alex Henry Foster -Standing Under Bright
Lights Live From Montreal Jazz Festival
Out Now On Hopeful Tragedy Records

Watch & Share: Alex Henry Foster - “Standing Under Bright Lights Trailer”
YouTube at https://youtu.be/QxoG04lnKkU

       continued on next page

Windows in the Sky’s critical and
mass success would once again propel
Foster to the forefront of the Canadian
music scene, where he stood for about a
decade as the lead singer for alternative
rock band Your Favorite Enemies before
going on hiatus the moment he left for
Tangier to mourn his passed father. This
grieving period, which would last 2
years, became a journey to the end of his
sorrowful desperation and is what would
ultimately inspire and give life to his first
solo record, immediately recognized as
the likes of Nick Cave, Sonic Youth,
Mogwai, and Godspeed You! Black
Emperor.

Having systematically denied any

form of touring or public event in order
to preserve the intimate nature of his
songs at their purest state, the vice-
president of the prestigious Festival
International de Jazz de Montréal,
Laurent Saulnier, nonetheless persis-
tently asked Foster to join the program of
the 40th anniversary of the festival as
one of the indoor main features. After
repeated inquiries, Alex finally accepted
the invitation, to the only conditions that
he would have absolute control of the
production and carte blanche regarding
the promotion - which they were pleased
to agree to.

The concert was to be a one-off
happening, a homage to Foster’s late

father, who had died almost 5 years
prior, almost to the day of the event. It
would consist of the entire album
Windows in the Sky, re-invented for the
occasion as an 11-piece band set to
perform along a movie projection
produced by Foster. Also based on
Foster’s vision, award-winning light
engineer Pascal Boily created a unique
scenic installation, offering an immersive
universe where music, movie projec-
tions, and light co-existed. Alex wanted
for the public to be invited to dwell on
the moment rather than have the sensa-
tion of attending a concert.
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After publicly announcing that his
performance would be the sole perfor-
mance he would do, along with the
rumors regarding what would be a
unique stage production, the concert
became one of the very few sold-out
representations the festival had over the
years, prompting the international press
to cover the concert and fans from Japan,
Germany, UK, France, and the US to
travel to Montreal for the occasion,
which became the most sought-after
event of the summer in Montreal.

Ignoring the increasing pressure
and out-of-proportion expectations that
such a hype typically creates, Foster and
his 10-musician band would completely
eclipse any of this high anticipation.
Their set, almost 2 hours and 30 minutes,
is now considered amongst the best
concerts throughout the 40 years of the
Festival International de Jazz de
Montréal and has been mentioned as one
of the best presentation overall that year.
But more importantly, to Alex, the
immersive experience he had invited the
audience to let go into had been so
singularly successful that it set a new
standard in the fan experience engage-
ment.

In fact, the concert’s tremendous
emotional involvement took such an
unprecedented uplifting proportion for
Foster that it had him reconsider his
position regarding his apprehension for
the songs to lose their soulful meaning
and intimate nature if played too many
times:

“My vision to preserve the
integrity of the songs from being played
over and over was a son’s ultimate
attempt to keep a part of his father alive.
But that night, I realized that it’s once
communed that every word and sound
has the ability to grow beyond the
emotions they were created from,
making them somehow eternal… just
like my father. Therefore, the sole
concern that now remains is how willing
I am to face the fear to be left alone night
after night when I let go of him, when I
don’t have any more reasons not to
assume who I am now, to stand under
bright lights, whatever it may reveal to
myself and others.”

Originally set to be released on

October 8th of 2020, which would have
been his father’s birthday, Foster decided
to utilize the extra time the worldwide
pandemic would give him to produce the
album “Standing Under Bright Lights”
featuring the never-released song “The
Son of Hannah” with Ben Lemelin, his
longtime creative partner and co-
producer on “Windows in the Sky”. He
also decided to work on the concert film
and on an upcoming book titled “If Only
the Voices In My Head Couldn’t Lie”, to
be released later in the spring of 2021.

“Propelled by a deeper turmoil,
Foster maneuvers from his delicately
sinister oration into something more
captivatingly honest, and raw.”

- American Songwriter
Standing Under Bright Lights

takes place approximately 6 months after
the release of Alex Henry Foster’s
phenomenal first solo album Windows in
the Sky, that not only debuted at number
3 on the Canadian top 200, right behind
Imagine Dragons and Muse, but that also
stayed on the top 40 for a year after its
initial release, scoring a nomination for

best album of the year in Canada while
being internationally acclaimed and
added to several best albums shortlists
all over the world.

Standing Under Bright Lights
Live From Montreal Jazz

Festival LP - TRACKLISTING
01. The Son of Hannah
02. The Pain That Bonds (The

Beginning Is the End)
03. Winter Is Coming In
04. Shadows of Our Evening Tides
05. The Hunter (By the Seaside

Window)
06. Snowflakes in July
07. Summertime Departures
08. Lavender Sky
09. The Love That Moves (The

End Is Beginning)

ALEX HENRY FOSTER LINKS
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

alexhenryfosterofficial/

Website
http://alexhenryfoster.com
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Danny L Harle
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Danny L Harle Unveils Polar
Opposites To The Harlecore
Universe With DJ Mayhem’s
“Interlocked” & DJ Oceans’s

“Oceans’s Theme”

Watch the video for ‘Interlocked’ here at
https://youtu.be/_GQWMnEskrY

Listen to ‘Ocean’s Theme’ here at https://
maddecent.ffm.to/oceanstheme

Harlecore 2xLP vinyl pre-order at https://
shop.maddecent.com/collections/danny-l-harle

ANNOUNCES 2xLP GATEFOLD VINYL
Harlecore is out Feb 26 via Mad Decent

Last month, electronic pop pioneer
Danny L Harle lifted the curtain on his
most ambitious creation yet, Harlecore.
A completely immersive audiovisual
experience, Club Harlecore is a 24/7
virtual party where the rave never ends.
Opening with the break-filled ascension
of DJ Danny’s “On A Mountain” (https://
maddecent.ffm.to/onamountain) and the
frenetic rap of MC Boing’s “Boing Beat”
(https://maddecent.ffm.to/boingbeat) in
January. Danny L Harle also has intro-
duced DJ Mayhem and DJ Ocean with
two new soundtracks to the Harlecore
universe, “Interlocked” (https://
maddecent.ffm.to/interlocked) and
“Ocean’s Theme” (https://
maddecent.ffm.to/oceanstheme).

Polar opposites both sonically and
energetically, “Interlocked” and
“Ocean’s Theme” fully embody the
atmospherics of their fantastical creators.
DJ Mayhem’s “Interlocked” is a dia-
mond edged cut of hi-octane gabber,
punctuated by a rousing hook before
being thrust into a pulverising vortex of
buzzsaw synths, pounding percussion
and euphoric melodics. It’s simple, brutal
but no less devastating on a dancefloor.
The track’s music video from Team
Rolfes (who also directed the recent DJ
Danny - “On A Mountain” video)
follows DJ Mayhem on a trail of
destruction; finding him in a pit of
smashed up equipment in his dungeon
before he lays waste to his surroundings,
leading him to scale Club Harlecore in a
King Kong-esque rage.

Conversely, DJ Ocean’s “Ocean’s
Theme” acts as the perfect salve for
‘Interlocked’ and its confrontational
dynamism. A sonically stunning
soundscape, the track delves deep into
Ocean’s Floor, providing a beautifully
textured tapestry for DJ Ocean to weave
her otherworldly melodies. A prime
example of the restorative power of
ambience, the track engulfs the listener,
replenishing spent energy from the rest
of Club Harlecore’s bold rhythms and
exuberant synths; providing a tonic of
vitality for the mind, body and spirit.

Harlecore will be released Febru-
ary 26, 2021 and is available to pre-order
digitally here at https://
maddecent.ffm.to/harlecore. Danny L
Harle also announced a 2xLP Gatefold
Vinyl pressing of the album on yellow
and black splatter vinyl, which will
feature an alternate sequencing to the
project allowing listeners to experience
Harlecore in another new way. Harlecore
2xLP gatefold vinyl is now available for

pre-order here at https://
shop.maddecent.com/collections/danny-
l-harle. Alternate vinyl tracklisting
below:

Vinyl-Only Tracklist:

SIDE A
1. DJ Danny - On A Mountain
2. DJ Mayhem - All Night
3. MC Boing - Piano Song
SIDE B
4. MC Boing - Boing Beat
5. DJ Danny - Where Are You

Now
6. DJ Ocean - For So Long
SIDE C
7. DJ Mayhem – Interlocked
8. DJ Danny - Do You Remember
9. MC Boing - Car Song
SIDE D
10. DJ Ocean - Ocean’s Theme

11. DJ Danny - Take My Heart
Away

12. DJ Mayhem - Shining Stars
13. DJ Danny - Ti Amo

Harlecore is a chance to encounter
euphoria in its purest form. A brand new
experience, synthesised to represent an
energy rush fabled in subcultures around
the world, set to Danny L Harle’s own
wildly creative vision. This music sounds
the way I feel.

Danny L Harle:
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

DannyLHarle/

Club Harlecore
Website
https://
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Glass Animals Announces
Heat Waves (Expansion
Pack) featuring remixes

From Oliver Heldens And
Sonny Fodera

Taken From Dreamland Out Now
“Heat Waves” Continues To Heat Up Charts

Listen Here At https://
glassanimals.lnk.toHeatwavesEXPPR

 “Heat Waves,” taken from Glass
Animals’ acclaimed album Dreamland, has
been remixed by standout producers Oliver
Heldens and Sonny Fodera—Iisten
HERE. Bursting with all the wonderful
tricks that we have come to expect from
Glass Animals, the producers put their own
unique dancefloor twists on “Heat Waves,”
elevating the track to new heights.

Oliver Heldens injects his signature
dancefloor sound with sleek synth pro-

gramming working its way around a club-
focused 4/4 beat. The Dutchman builds the
track to euphoric crescendos with the
ecstatic drops primed to cause an absolute
stir amongst any crowd. Kicking off with a
banging, peak-time house remix from
Sonny Fodera, the trailblazing producer
lays down a bustling kick-hat pattern and a
deep and delectable classic house bassline.
Ecstatic oscillating synths build the energy,
and Fodera pitches down the vocals for an
alluring club-ready topline.

The original version of the track is
currently exploding on streaming plat-
forms, landing in the Top 50 across
Spotify’s Global Chart, as well as US,
UK and Ireland Charts, garnering 191
million total global streams and a peak of
1.59 million daily streams to date. This
will be the first of two drops for the “Heat
Waves” remix EP, titled Heat Waves
(Expansion Pack). The single recently hit
#1 on triple J’s 2020 Hottest 100. The
track has been edging up the charts all
round the world, and its global growth has
hit a new high by becoming triple J’s
“hottest song in the strangest year of our
lives.” Glass Animals is the first British
band to top the poll since Mumford & Sons
in 2009, and previous winners of this
coveted top spot have been Billie Eilish
and Kendrick Lamar. The track currently
sits in the Top 10 on the Alternative
Radio Chart, and it continues to climb up
the Billboard Hot 100 Chart and Bill-
board Global 200 Chart, making it the
highest single chart peak success in the
band’s history.

Glass Animals’ critically-acclaimed
album Dreamland entered UK charts on its
opening week at #2—their highest ever
scoring chart position, a massive 21 spots
above their last album, Mercury Prize
nominated How To Be A Human Being—
and charted inside the top 10 in the US,
Australia, New Zealand and Ireland. The
album clocked up 160 million streams in
its first week of release, and the band’s
single “Heat Waves” has been blowing up
on streaming, with spots inside the Top 10
on the Global and US viral charts, ever
since.

Following its release in August,
Dreamland entered the UK chart at #2
behind Taylor Swift and was Glass
Animals highest charting album to date.
The headlines were reflected boldly in the
US as well, where the album went straight
into the Top 10 in the Billboard Chart with
the highest chart position for a British
Alternative Band since The 1975.

BUY / LISTEN TO DREAMLAND
HERE

Follow Glass Animals
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

glassanimals

Spotify
https://open.spotify.com/artist/

4yvcSjfu4PC0CYQyLy4wSq?si=3DWWlUJHRV6oronPJZtvWA

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/

GlassAnimals/

Website
https://opensource.glassanimals.com
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Rock And Blues International
Employment Opportunities

Available!
Rock And Blues International Is

Looking For A Sales Manager
and ad salespeople!

Please Email Your Resume To
rockandbluesinternational@gmail.com

and have it delivered directly to your email
when it comes out every month!

Just email us at rockandbluesinternational@gmail.com
and in the subject line put “Sign Me Up Now” and we
will email you your own personal copy every month!

Subscribe Now
To

Rock and Blues
International
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In the fifty-seven years since Bob
Dylan released his career-altering folksong,
“The Times They Are A-Changin’,” the times
he sang of did seem to change. But now, in
another period of national unrest, a President
refusing to concede defeat or peacefully
transfer power, and a renewed fire for justice
in the long-fought battle for civil rights, Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band’s new version of Dylan’s
classic sounds more poignant and insistent
than ever before. “I’ve been a fan of Bob
Dylan’s since I was a teenager, living in
California,” says NGDB founding member
and lead singer Jeff Hanna. “I was fortunate
enough to see him sing “The Times They Are
A-Changing” in concert the year the song
was released: 1964.” Today, JamBase shared
NGDB’s star-studded version of Dylan’s
classic. Beginning today, “The Times They
Are A-Changin’” is available for “name your
price” purchase on the band’s Bandcamp
page with all proceeds going to Feeding
America. On February 8th, the song will
become available on digital service providers
with those proceeds also going towards
Feeding America’s cause. More information
can be found at nittygritty.com.

Amidst the compounding, pleading
verses of Scottish ballad by way of Green-
wich Village, the Dirt Band’s distinguished
musical guests—Jason Isbell, Rosanne Cash,
The War And Treaty, and Steve Earle, all of
whom are no strangers to writing and singing
their beliefs on record, each step to the
microphone to contribute a verse with Isbell
also adding slide guitar—carry the same tone
and energy in their voices as the song’s writer
did almost six decades ago; an unfortunate
but earnest reaction to the all too evident
parallels between now and then. “It moved
me deeply then and that hasn’t changed,”
Hanna notes. “The lyrics are as relevant today
as they were when Dylan wrote it. Maybe
even more so.”

Produced by Ray Kennedy, “The
Time’s They Are A-Changin;” was collec-
tively recorded up and down the east coast.
John Leventhal recorded his wife, Rosanne
Cash’s vocals in their New York City home
studio and Steve Earle contributed his verse
via the world famous Electric Lady Studios in
Greenwich Village. In Nashville, NGDB and
guests joined Kennedy in his Room & Board
Studio. Rounding out the already outstanding
cast of characters on this track are all of the
current members of NGDB—Jeff Hanna
(lead vocals and acoustic guitar), Jimmie
Fadden (drums), Bob Carpenter (accordion),
Jim Photoglo (electric bass), Jaime Hanna
(electric guitar), and Ross Holmes (fiddle and
mandolin)—as well as Fred Eltringham
(Sheryl Crow, The Wallflowers) on additional
drums and Nashville songwriting legend—
and Jeff Hanna’s better half—Matraca Berg
on harmonica and harmony vocals. “We’ve
got great admiration for all of these folks, not
only as artists, but more importantly, as
people,” says Hanna.

For more information, please visit
Nittygritty.com and Feedingamerica.org.

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Gather All-Star Cast For A

Timely Cover of Bob
Dylan’s “The Times They

Are A-Changin’” With
verses from Jason Isbell,
Rosanne Cash, The War
And Treaty, and Steve

Earle; Proceeds To Benefit
Feeding America

“Come, senators, congressmen
Please heed the call

Don’t stand in the doorway
Don’t block up the hall”
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David Solomon Releases New Single
“Cross Your Mind”

The New York City-based DJ/producer’s
First Single Of 2021Out now on Payback Records

Listen: “Cross Your Mind”
Stream here at https://paybackrecords.lnk.to/cymPR

Listen: David Solomon’s Spotify “Guest List” takeover
Stream here at https://open.spotify.com/playlist/

37i9dQZF1DX3FNkD0kDpDV?si=Vyduk-wvTEWftqyd1U7-Tw
Premiered earlier this week on SiriusXM’s Beta BPM

with Liquid Todd, New York City-based DJ/producer
David Solomon presents his first original production
of 2021, “Cross Your Mind.”

Released February 5th, on Payback
Records, “Cross Your Mind” is filled with
emotion - combining heartfelt lyrics with a
gentle house groove that’s a perfect soundtrack
for long drives, sunsets, and self-reflection.

To date, David has released five original
tracks with the most recent being 2020’s
“Someone Like You” feat. Gia Koka.
Reaching #4 on Billboard’s
Dance/Mix Show Airplay
chart, the song capitalized on
the previous success of
“Electric” feat. Haley May,
(featured on the cover of
Spotify’s Mint playlist,
supported by SiriusXM
BPM and Music Choice
while receiving 4.5
million streams), “Down
On It” (w/ Dzeko and
Kool & The Gang),
“Rescue Me” (w/ Alex
Newell) and his 2019
Billboard Dance/Mix
Show Airplay charting
single “Feel Alive.”

David Solomon was
recently given the keys to
Spotify’s acclaimed
playlist “Guest List.”
Available now for stream-
ing, David’s selections
reflect the pulse of the
current dance music scene

and features artists including Alison Wonderland, Anabel
Englund, Autograf, Chris Lake, Diplo, Disclosure,
Galantis, Gorgon City, Gryffin, Lane 8, Meduza, Mija,
Nora En Pure, Oliver Heldens, and Yaeji, to name a
few.

David Solomon is a three-time Billboard
Dance/Mix Show Airplay charting artist. He has
opened for Galantis, Kygo, David Guetta, Tiësto,
Paul Oakenfold, and Liquid Todd and has been
featured in dozens of media outlets from Rolling

Stone to The Washington Post.

David has performed as D-
SOL, a name given to him by his
daughters when he first started
producing.  David is passionate
about producing and performing,
and he is equally dedicated to
using his platform as David
Solomon to give back.

David’s label, Payback
Records, in partnership with
Big Beat/Atlantic Records,
continues to be committed to
the battle against addiction
and supporting those in
need as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. For
more information, see

 www.paybackrecords.com

“I’m fortunate that
my visibility as a business
person gives me the ability
to create a platform that
combines doing what I love,
with a cause that I deeply
believe in.”  — David
Solomon, Founder, Payback
Records
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New Orleans Based Sextet Sweet Crude
Celebrate Mardi Gras With Dualité: New

Double A-Side Singles Series Featuring Pairs of
Songs in English and Louisiana French

Listen to Two New Songs “La Rêveuse” and “Under New Moons”

       continued on next page

Watch the videos for “La Rêveuse” and “Under New Moons” via YouTube:
 “La Rêveuse” - https://youtu.be/eeC4g0VjI-U

“Under New Moons” - https://youtu.be/u1774nyqal0
The New Orleans-based six-piece

band Sweet Crude announced Dualité: a
new double A-side singles series where
the group will release pairs of songs
where one is sung in Louisiana French
and the other in English. In celebration
of Mardi Gras, the band released the first
installment today with two brand new
songs “La Rêveuse” and “Under New
Moons.”

“Tours? Nope. Money? Broke.

Launch a blitz of bilingual bangers in
2021 because we can? Putain ouais (hell
yeah, and pardon our Louisiana
French),” explains singer Sam Craft.
“Through confinement and a lack of
gigs, we’ve steadily built up a loyal
Patreon following with whom we’ve
been streaming and chatting on a regular
basis. They’ve been inspiring us to keep
going and to write like crazy. We show
them brand new ideas, they give us
feedback, and we are now self-producing

and self-recording a whole new body of
work for approximately zero dollars.
Dualité is the result, or really the start, of
this new frontier. The first two tracks to
kick things off showcase our French and
our English sides. We remain dedicated
as ever to creating new avenues to
celebrate our Louisiana roots.”

“‘La Rêveuse’ (The Dreamer) is an
all-French song and carries the premise
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that we are all living in someone else’s dream. In the song, our
dreamer is likened to a little kid playing on the beach, building
sandcastles and romping around. Unbeknownst to our baby-
god, we are actually all denizens of her temporary sand
creations and are at the mercy of all her arbitrary whims. It
could kinda explain why everything is so dang weird all the
time. Not exactly being conspiracy theorists, we wanted the
music to have a certain tongue-in-cheek bounce to it, while
maintaining the drama of COVID-induced desperation.”

“Meanwhile, ‘Under New Moons’ is a reality check. On
a stream one day, our fans offered us the prompt to write a song
about self-care during lockdown. We narrowed that idea down
to the moments in life when the best self-care is to disengage
from that person (place or thing) that provokes all your worst
habits. This moody, minor-key bop takes you on a push-and-
pull emotional journey.”

Sweet Crude’s Dualité singles are the band’s first release
of new music since their critically-acclaimed debut album
Officiel//Artificiel that was released last year. The band was
featured on NPR’s All Things Considered and praised by NPR
Music, who said, “Sweet Crude sports a brightly booming pop
sound and Cajun influences

that extend to its bilingual lyric.” Billboard called the
band, “Cajun pop at its best,” while American Songwriter
called them “as eccentric as their city.”

Sweet Crude perform livestreams twice weekly on
Mondays and most Thursdays. The performances on Monday
are for Patreon subscribers only and fans can view the Thurs-
day performances via Facebook and YouTube.

Website
https://www.sweetcrudeband.com

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/SweetCrudeBand/
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Myles Kennedy to Release Sophomore
Solo Album, The Ides Of March, on May

14, 2021 via Napalm Records
Pre-Order here at

https://www.napalmrecordsamerica.com/myleskennedy
Watch the Official Video for Debut Single “In Stride” here at

https://youtu.be/ZVgjcbo8D1k

[Photo Credit: Chuck Brueckmann]

Never a musician to waste any precious time, Alter Bridge
and Slash and the Conspirators vocalist MYLES KENNEDY
used the recent pandemic downtime to finalize his sophomore
solo album. The finished result is the exciting new offering, The
Ides Of March, which incorporates Myles’ love of rock, blues
and country and is slated for release on May 14, 2021 via
Napalm Records.

During his time at home due to all touring being canceled,
Myles created the framework for the song ideas that would make
up The Ides Of March. He then called up his cohorts from his
Year Of The Tiger debut - longtime friend and drummer Zia
Uddin and bassist/manager Tim Tournier - and the three musi-
cians drove to Florida to record the album with longtime
producer Michael “Elvis” Baskette. From the slide guitar riffs of
the album opener “Get Along” to the pensive blues style of

closer “Worried Mind,” it is clear that Myles has crafted a
formidable follow up to his debut solo album. While Year Of The
Tiger was more of an acoustic exploration through Myles’ mind,
The Ides Of March finds him strapping on his electric guitar and
pushing himself as a guitarist/songwriter. Tracks like “A Thou-
sand Words,” “Wake Me When It’s Over” and “Moonshot”
showcase the diverse musical arrangements that have garnered
Myles fans globally across all of his projects. The epic “The Ides
Of March” clocks in at over seven minutes, and Myles, Tim and
Zia showcase their musical chops on the track.

The first single, “In Stride”, opens with Myles showcasing
his slide playing before delivering a lyrical message to “take it
all in stride.” The video for “In Stride” marks a return by
Stefano Bertelli (who created the recent “Native Son” video for

                           continued on next page
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Alter Bridge) and shows an animated Myles as he takes the end
of the world in stride.

“Chill out. That pretty much sums it up,” explains MYLES
KENNEDY about the single. “The lyric paints a picture of a
survivalist preparing for an impending zombie apocalypse. It was
inspired by the first wave of lockdowns as everyone was buying
vast amounts of toilet paper and supplies. I started to ask myself
if it might be wise to try and gain some perspective and not
overreact… keep calm and carry on.”

At this point, MYLES KENNEDY’s voice precedes him.
Certainly, it courses through six chart-topping albums from gold-
selling rock juggernaut Alter Bridge, three records with Slash and
The Conspirators, two albums from The Mayfield Four, his 2018
solo debut Year of the Tiger, and guest appearances for everyone
from Disturbed and Halestorm to Gov’t Mule, Sevendust, Mark
Morton and Darryl “DMC” McDaniels. For as much as he
remains renowned for his skyscraping timbre and earth-quaking
bluesy wail, his musicianship also encompasses eloquent
songcraft, thoughtful cinematic arrangements, and, of course,
dynamic guitar fireworks as explosive as his astounding vocal
range. MYLES KENNEDY burst on the music scene in 1990,
but it wasn’t until 1995, through his band The Mayfield Four,
that he gained some notoriety. It was when The Mayfield Four
toured opening for hitmakers Creed that MYLES KENNEDY
would meet Mark Tremonti, Brian Marshall and Scott Phillips.
This meeting would eventually lead to the formation of Alter
Bridge, the band that would become Myles’ calling card to the
world. In 2008, the legacy of MYLES KENNEDY was circling
the music industry and eventually found its way to members of
Led Zeppelin. A now legendary story, Myles was asked to jam
with Jimmy Page, John Paul Jones and Jason Bonham for a
potential project that never materialized. In 2009, Guns N’ Roses
guitarist Slash was working on a solo project and tapped MYLES
KENNEDY to do vocals on two songs on that release. That
partnership would lead to Myles becoming the vocalist for his
other rock band, Slash featuring Myles Kennedy and The
Conspirators. This relationship would also lead to MYLES
KENNEDY singing for the iconic Guns N’ Roses at their Rock &
Roll Hall Of Fame induction in 2012 after band founder Axl
Rose was unable to attend. Through Myles’ various projects, he
has appeared on The Tonight Show; Jimmy Kimmel Live; Conan;
has had music used by the WWE, Major League Baseball and
NASCAR to name a few; and appeared in the motion picture

Rock Star. 2018 marked a new chapter in Myles’ career when he
released his long-awaited debut solo album, Year Of The Tiger, to
critical and commercial success. With his new solo album, The
Ides Of March, MYLES KENNEDY showcases the talent that
has made him one of the premier frontmen of modern music
today.

The Ides Of March tracklisting:
1) Get Along
2) A Thousand Words
3) In Stride
4) The Ides of March
5) Wake Me When It’s Over
6) Love Rain Down
7) Tell It Like It Is
8) Moonshot
9) Wanderlust Begins
10) Sifting Through The Fire
11) Worried Mind

The Ides Of March will be available in the following
formats:

- Digital Album
- 1 CD Jewel Case
- 1 CD Digipack (Napalm mailorder, limited to 500

worldwide)
- 2 LP Gatefold Black Vinyl
- 2 LP Gatefold Gray Vinyl
- 2 LP Gatefold Bottle Green Transparent Vinyl (Napalm

mailorder, limited to 400 worldwide)
- Die Hard Limited Edition: 2 LP Gatefold Clear Splatter

Mint/Violet/White Vinyl + Aluminum Print (Napalm mailorder,
limited to 300 worldwide)

- Limited Deluxe Box: Glow In The Dark Vinyl + Cover
Artprint + 7” Glow In The Dark “A Thousand Words” Vinyl
Demo Single + Pendant + Slipmat (Napalm mailorder, limited to
700 worldwide)

MYLES KENNEDY online:
WEBSITE
https://myleskennedy.com/
FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/OfficialMylesKennedy
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Maria Mena Transforms
Emotional Trauma Into The

Heart-Shattering “You
Broke Me” Lyric Video

New Album
They Never Leave Their Wives

Photo credit: Morgan Norman

“You Broke Me”
Link/Embed: https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=QD8J8Gejc1A
 “‘You Broke Me’ is a song about

being completely broken after yet another
relationship gone bad,” says award-winning
Norwegian pop artist Maria Mena about the
focus track for her latest album — They
Never Leave Their Wives — released on
October 23, 2020 via Sony Music Entertain-
ment Norway AS. “My nativity was gone. I,
the one who has always believed in love and
a ‘happy ending,’ felt that I had used up my
ability to experience true love ever again.”
“You Broke Me” is just one of the instances
on her album that Mena has turned something
devastating, overwhelming, crushing into
words that have helped her and others
navigate the world post tragedy.

They Never Leave Their Wives is
Mena’s eighth album, a collection of tracks
that took a toll on her to write and record. “A
close friend and I were both going through
crises at the same time,” Mena explains. “She
lost her husband. I got divorced. We shared

how our stories were so uncomfortable for
others that we oftentimes ended giving,
instead of receiving, comfort. How we would
always hear ‘you’re so strong’ as if we ever
had a choice.” The experiences that shaped
these songs have left deep wounds, but when
looking back she says she wouldn’t want to
be without them. A testament to her
songwriting, “You Broke Me” was written
while in a “broken” state of mind and it took
her a lot time to heal after that last foray into
love, but she knows she’s stronger now than
ever before.

Both on stage and on record, Mena
writes and sings from the heart with an
unfiltered array of emotion: sometimes
quirky and funny and other times with a sense
of tenderness and pain. Some of the tracks on
They Never Leave Their Wives are a “f**k
you to those who chose lies over truth.”
While the other tracks are a “gift to those

who aren’t OK” and who can hopefully gain
some strength from Mena’s raw, vulnerable
lyrics. Mena wrote all the lyrics for They
Never Leave Their Wives herself, while the
music for the track that inspired the album
title, “Lies (They Never Leave Their Wives)”
was composed with Anders Nilsen, and the
rest of the music was co-written with
producer Olav Tronsmoen (Jax Jones, Ina
Wroldsen, Kine Kvalstad).

Mena’s previous seven albums have all
reached top 10 in her native Norway, as well
as charted hits in Germany, Switzerland and
the Netherlands where they are certified gold
or platinum. Her songs have achieved chart
success and certifications in Denmark,
Finland, the Netherlands, Germany, Poland,
Austria, Switzerland, New Zealand, the UK
and the US in addition to Norway. Frequent
touring has established her as a superb live
artist, selling out concerts in Norway and
Europe. In 2019 she played her twelfth sold
out show at the legendary Paradiso in
Amsterdam, and it was with a heavy heart
that she had to cancel 2020’s sold-out show
due to the pandemic. In addition to releasing
music in 2020, Mena was part of the cast in
Norwegian TV-success “Hver gang vi møtes
[Every Time We Meet]” to be televised early
2021. And, even if the planned “They Never
Leave Their Wives Tour” was postponed until
Autumn 2021, a mini tour with shows in
select Norwegian cities sold out in minutes.

Maria Mena’s new single/video “You
Broke Me” is out now. Her eighth album,
They Never Leave Their Wives, is also
available on all DSPs.

They Never Leave Their Wives
Tracklisting

1 – Let Him Go
2 – Lies (they never leave their wives)
3 – You Broke Me
4 – Miss Him Every Day
5 – Not Ok
6 – The Conversation
7 – You Live and You Learn

Website
http://mariamena.no

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

mariamenaofficial
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Tom Jones Announces Pre-Order For
New Album Surrounded By Time

 Out April 23 via S-Curve Records/BMG

Credit: Rick Guest

Releases Video For New Single “No Hole In My Head”
Following the announcement last week

of his forthcoming album Surrounded By
Time, Tom Jones has released a new single
“No Hole In My Head” and its accompany-
ing video. Surrounded By Time will be
released on April 23 via S-Curve Records/
BMG and is now available for pre-order.

 Watch the video for “No Hole In My
Head” via YouTube:

https://youtu.be/oN2zM8ybqMw

 “This song is powerful at any age,”
explains Tom Jones. “It’s about having
confidence in who you are. Particularly

during this time of a pervasive, boundless
media that can wield so much influence, it’s
more important than ever to know and be
strong in your own self.”

Entering his seventh decade as a
recording artist, “No Hole In My Head” and
recent predecessor “Talking Reality Televi-
sion Blues” depict a narrative that not only
traces an incredible career but also reveals a
universal relevance to a diverse contemporary
audience.

 Coupled with a video that features an
impassioned Tom Jones turning the tables on
a mysterious shadowy oppressor, it’s a
formidable pairing that imparts the nuances
of the song that once again portray an artist
who shows little sign of slowing up.

 Co-produced by Ethan Johns and
Mark Woodward, Surrounded By Time
marks out new territory with a sonic
landscape of outstanding musicianship and a
vocal delivery that re-imagines a diverse set
of songs of personal importance that have
impacted the artist throughout a long,
unpredictable but undeniably impressive
career.

A decade ago in 2010, Tom Jones

emerged with Praise & Blame – a soul-
baring collection that at long last unveiled his
musical roots and lifelong affection for
gospel and the blues. Garnering the best
reviews of his career, he moved forward with
Spirit In The Room and Long Lost Suitcase,
a trilogy that reaffirmed his unique gifts, his
standing in popular music and brought him to
an hitherto untapped audience.

Surrounded By Time tracklist:
1) I Won’t Crumble With You If You

Fall (Bernice Johnson Reagon)
2) The Windmills Of Your Mind

(Michel Legrand/Alan & Marilyn Bergman)
3) Popstar (Cat Stevens/Yusuf Islam)
4) No Hole In My Head (Malvina

Reynolds)
5) Talking Reality Television Blues

(Todd Snider)
6) I Won’t Lie (Michael Kiwanuka &

Paul Butler)
7) This is the Sea (Michael Scott)
8) One More Cup Of Coffee (Bob

Dylan)
9) Samson And Delilah (Tom Jones,

Ethan Johns, Mark Woodward)
10) Old Mother Earth (Tony Joe

White)
11) I’m Growing Old (Bobby Cole)
12) Lazurus Man (Terry Callier)
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One of the most influential and exalted rappers of this era and a
2021 “Best Rap Album” GRAMMY Award-nominee, Freddie Gibbs links
with TDE’s ScHoolboy Q for the slick and jazzy single “Gang Signs.”
Accompanied by a surreal video directed by Aaron Hymes that combines
film and animation from world-renowned illustrator, Gabriel Alcala,
“Gang Signs” is Gibbs’ second smooth, celebratory single since
partnering with Warner Records in 2020.

“Gang Signs” finds Gibbs and ScHoolboy scored by warm horns,
breezy keys, and a laid-back bassline. The two acclaimed L.A.-based
rappers reflect on their respective street pasts and the impact that time has
had on their recent successes. Though they live in a more aligned way
with the song’s relaxed instrumental, Gibbs and ScHoolboy remind all
opposition to tread lightly. One of rap’s most versatile and technically
gifted stylists, Gibbs effortlessly delivers lines in a rolling melodic
cadence that recalls the Chicago rap luminaries he namechecks: “Every
day I need a dope flip / I was on some broke shit / A nigga was a po’ pimp,
Do or Die.”

In the video, Gibbs is a gangster rabbit riding around in the real
world. Chain around his neck and gun on the dash, he gets his money and
ducks the pigs (literally). Meanwhile, ScHoolboy is a beaming turtle
enjoying a park picnic with a panda and several other smiling creatures. In
the end, both MCs-turned-animals drive off into the sunset. The video is
almost as laidback as the “Gang Signs” beat, but the menacing undercur-
rent that runs through the verses remains.

Freddie says of the song: “I was just trying to pay homage to Do

2021 “Best Rap Album” Grammy Nominee
Freddie Gibbs Enlists Schoolboy Q For

New Single & Video
“Gang Signs”

WATCH: https://youtu.be/
_WnXMMOkubA
LISTEN: https://

freddiegibbs.lnk.to/gangsigns/
or Die and Bone Thugs-N-Harmony when I made this song. That’s the era
I grew up on. It was long overdue for me and Q to do a record.”

The release of “Gang Signs” is just the beginning of a busy year
for the celebrated MC. Last night, Freddie joined Desus & Mero for an
illuminating chat on their SHOWTIME show. Later this month, Gibbs is
set to perform on ESPN’s Black History Always special The Undefeated
Presents: A Room of Our Own, which examines Black athletes’ relation-
ship with music, on Sunday, Feb. 28 at 12 p.m. ET. He’s also featured on
The Undefeated’s forthcoming Music For The Moment/Black History
Always EP, available on February 26. It’s a continuation of the widespread
global acclaim that Freddie has received from the media, including
BRICK, Billboard, XXL, and Vulture, who said that ? listening to
Freddie Gibbs rap is like watching a running back score a hundred-yard
touchdown on a kickoff return.”

“Gang Signs” is the latest in a long line of successful collabora-
tions for Gibbs, including the GRAMMY Award-nominated Alfredo,
made with beloved producer Alchemist. This new single follows his
Warner debut “4 Thangs” featuring Detroit star Big Sean. That banging,
Hit-Boy-produced single found the MCs celebrating their successes as if
they were part of the championship-winning Lakers. In an uproarious
video, the trio rocked custom jerseys, popped champagne in the locker
room, and rapped at a post-championship press conference. Soon, Freddie
Gibbs could very well be holding a post-Grammy celebration with “Gang
Signs” playing from the speakers.

Freddie Gibbs has become one of hip-hop’s most important,
inimitable, and influential voices via his quotable wordplay, versatile
songs, and unflinching honesty. Since 2004, the uncompromising Indiana-
raised rapper has built a diehard global fan base and regularly attracted
tastemaker adoration. His discography includes 20-plus mixtapes, eight
EPs, four official solo albums, and four top-billed collaborative records.
2019’s Bandana with Madlib was a new critical and commercial high
watermark. After bowing at #21 on the Billboard Top 200, it closed 2019
on year-end lists by Vulture, Vibe, UPROXX,

Stereogum, Noisey, SPIN, Complex, and more. GQ called it “one of
the best albums of the year” and promised, “Freddie Gibbs will rap circles
around anybody.” His momentum only accelerated six months later as The
Alchemist-assisted Alfredo drew the same enthusiasm, hitting #4 on the
Billboard Top Album Sales chart. Freddie Gibbs has collaborated with
everyone from Pusha T,
Killer Mike, Anderson
.Paak, and Yasiin Bey to
Tyler, The Creator, Gucci
Mane, A$AP Ferg, Jay
Rock, and Young Thug, in
addition to contributing
music to blockbuster video
game franchises such as
Grand Theft Auto, Max
Payne, and NBA2K.
Teaming up with Warner
Records in 2020, he makes
another power move on
his terms and launches a
bold new chapter.
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Pink Siifu & Fly Anakin
Announce New EP +

Deluxe Edition Of
FLYSIIFU’S

$MOKEBREAK EP Due March 19th
Featuring Zelooperz, Mavi, FousheÉ

& More

Pink Siifu & Fly Anakin by Jack McKain

“Open Up Shop”
https://flysiifu.lnk.to/OpenUpShopVid

FlySiifu’s
https://flysiifu.lnk.to/flysiifus

Pink Siifu and Fly Anakin have announced their new EP.
Releasing March 19th via Lex Records, the $mokebreak EP brings
new collaborators into the mix including Zeelooperz, MAVI, Fousheé,
Koncept Jackson & others, as well as previously unheard production
from Black Noi$e, Chuck Strangers, Ohbliv and more.

The EP’s eight tracks will also be included on the deluxe
edition of their critically-acclaimed joint album FlySiifu’s, expanding
upon the musical community they cultivated with their fictional record
shop, and inviting new faces to contribute to the album that Pitchfork
said “has the feel of a summer cookout in the park, joy and fellowship
flowing freely.”

The duo are also sharing a new video for one of the standout
tracks from FlySiifu’s. Directed by 30onme, the visual for “Open Up
Shop” is a hazy look at the FlySiifu’s record shop after-hours, with a
cameo from the track’s producer Ahwlee. “Open Up Shop” is the fifth
and final video from the original album, following “Waiting To Get
Shot,” “Razberry,” “Mind Right” featuring Liv.e, and “Richard
Pryor.”

Watch “Open Up Shop” and listen to FlySiifu’s above, see
$mokebreak EP info below and stay tuned for more from the duo
coming soon.

Pink Siifu & Fly Anakin
$mokebreak EP
Lex Records
March 19, 2021

1. $mokebreak Stock (prod. by iiye)
2. Oatmeal feat. Chuck Strangers (prod. by Chuck Strangers)
3. Dope Boys feat. 3WaySlim (prod. by Budgie)
4. L’s feat. Fousheé (prod. by Ohbliv)
5. Shawty feat. Big Kahuna OG (prod. by iiye)
6. Tha Divide feat. Zelooperz, MAVI & Koncept Jack$on

(prod. by Ewonee)
7. Remote Relocation feat. Peso Gordon & B. Cool-Aid (prod.

by Ahwlee)
8. Blame (prod. by Black Noi$e)

Pink Siifu, who was raised between Birmingham and Cincin-
nati, has proven himself as a prolific artist and collaborator, working
with artists spanning from The Avalanches and Nick Hakim, to
producers like Quelle Chris and Mndsgn. Siifu’s collaborative
relationship with Fly Anakin continues a long run releasing full-length
joint projects alongside Ahwlee, Liv.e and Lord Byron,
YUNGMORPHEUS, and AKAI SOLO. On his own, the rapper
received universal acclaim for his 2018 breakout solo album ensley,
and obliterated all expectations on his genre-defying album NEGRO,
released earlier this year, with The FADER deeming him “one of the
most intriguing musicians in Black music.”

Fly Anakin is an integral member of Richmond, Virginia rap
collective Mutant Academy, known for his technical prowess and a
consistent stream of solo music and collaborative projects that earned
praise from legendary hip-hop producer Madlib, who called Anakin
“one of the illest MCs.” In January, Anakin released his solo project At
the End of the Day., which Stereogum described as “a warm, inviting,
thoughtful collection of songs.”

?
Connect with Pink Siifu:
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/pinksiifu/

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/PinkSiifu

Connect with Fly Anakin:
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/flyanakin/

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/youllneverfindm3/

What the press is saying about FlySiifu’s

“Anakin’s dextrous vocal flow seems to have brought out
something great in Pink Siifu”

The A.V. Club

“FlySiifu’s feels like the project they’ve been working toward
their entire careers”

DJ Booth

“there’s something special about the energy between Siifu and
Anakin”

Consequence of Sound

“hard-worn wisdom delivered with effortless cool”
The FADER

“undeniably smooth and nostalgic”
Hypebeast
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Raveena by Coughs

Raveena
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Raveena Shares New
Song “Tweety” Out

Now Via 12Tone Music
LISTEN: https://smarturl.it/RaveenaTweety
WATCH: https://youtu.be/U4t37sXE_N0

Raveena returns to share a new song and accompanying visual.
Produced by Everett Orr, “Tweety” adopts the same whimsical energy
of the song’s namesake, with the accompanying visualizer directed by
Raveena and Chris Cadaver bringing it to life as Raveena makes her
way through a series of surrealist, candy-colored backdrops.

“Tweety,” out via 12Tone Music, is Raveena’s first offering of
new music this year and follows last year’s Moonstone EP, which The
FADER described as “ethereal,” and her 2019 debut album Lucid,
which them. said “established Raveena as an emerging star.”

“Music is all feeling,” says soul and R&B singer Raveena. It’s a
truth she’s leaned on through a whirlwind couple of years, which saw
a potent flurry of output and a pointed ascent into the conversation
with Raveena’s critically-acclaimed 2019 debut full-length, Lucid, and
2020 follow-up, Moonstone EP

Raveena, 26, spent her childhood in Queens and Connecticut
before moving back to New York when she was 17. The emerging
singer grew up falling in love with the sounds of fiery, iconic jazz
chanteuses Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holliday, and Sarah Vaughn. “I
would sit in my bedroom every night and try to practice recreating the
sounds,” she remembers. Raveena started emulating her idols with her
first dreamy songs when she was 13, as a method of grappling with
difficult times. “Everything I was writing about was pretty escapist,”
she says, recalling her teenage years as a first generation Indian-
American. “It was hard having immigrant parents, and I definitely
grew up with trauma.”

Now Raveena is based in Los Angeles, but for her debut she
started working on her passionate and gently funky songs in Queens
after meeting her first producer, Everett Orr. Orr’s background in hip-
hop, and his penchant for sampling old R&B records, lined up
naturally with Raveena’s affinity for UK and American soul. In 2016,
she released her first single, “You Give Me That,” a brassy, swinging
track on which Raveena endearingly declares herself the “Princess of
LES.” The gorgeous, romantic EP, Shanti , dropped in 2017, and 2018
saw the release of four ethereal singles: the spacious, high-hitting love
song “I Won’t Mind,” a sticky, groovy tune called “Honey,” and the
very sultry “Tempation.”

Raveena’s debut full-length, Lucid and follow up Moonstone
EP expands upon the world she began building with her initial
releases. It’s more experimental, diving into the expansive range of
Raveena’s voice. Raveena notably explores a deeper emotional range,
as well, probing the darker parts of herself.

“You can be soft and full of power and full of strength,”
Raveena explains, about the way in which she wields her compassion-
ate sound to examine trauma. “You can go through things that tend to
really harden people, but that doesn’t take away from those beautiful,
vulnerable, creative parts of yourself. Those can still be alive and
growing.” She is passionate about not being defined by her experi-
ences, about emerging from difficult situations as a gentler, more
empathetic person. Lucid is dynamic in that way, an expression of the
many facets of her being. Songs like “Stronger,” and “Salt Water”
delve into more challenging times, whereas tracks such as “Floating,”
and “Bloom” are more childlike, and carefree. “My expression
through music has always been about healing,” she says. It shows.

A spiritual person, who reads Buddhist, Sikh, and Hindu texts
regularly, and for whom meditation and mindfulness is very impor-
tant, Raveena speaks almost metaphysically about her creative

practice. It’s about the whole picture, about building a world that is
specifically Raveena’s . She is the creative director of the entire
project, with a hand in every aspect of the process. She hand-picks
photographers for her graphics and carefully designs sets for her live
shows. On music video shoots, which are especially important to her
vision, she writes the treatment, decides on the style, hair, and
makeup, and is involved in every part of the post-production, from
editing to color-processing. “I literally will be calling in equipment
and set pieces myself,” she says. “I’m crazy, I have to be a part of
everything. Making sure everything lives and breathes in a specific
world.”

Her aim is to draw you into that world, as though you’re
watching a film. She’s incredibly inspired by the whimsical; she
references movies like Barbarella, Big Fish, and Life In Three
Chapters, films that make you feel like you’ve been “plopped into this
universe.” Her live shows have this same kind of atmosphere and
often her live stage sets are handmade.

It’s no surprise that while writing, Raveena is often inspired by
her use of psychedelics. She wrote “Stronger” on an acid trip. Using
the substance as a tool of healing, it became a space she could enter in
order to “escape in a deep, existential way.” It’s a beautiful contradic-
tion, Raveena’s desire for both escapism and to grapple head-on with
trauma, one she handles masterfully on “Stronger.” The song is
especially steeped in metaphysical imagery, a languid ode to her own
power: “Holy as the sunrise / clear as the water,” she croons, “I was so
naive / to think a man could be stronger than me / I’m stronger.”

Raveena was inspired, too, by artists like D’Angelo, Sly and the
Family Stone, Minnie Riperton, and, particularly Sade—an artist who
is similarly insular in the production of her sound. (“There were no
outside influences,” she says, just Raveena and Orr and her band in
the studio.) The more experimental moments on Lucid recall musi-
cians like Kadhja Bonet, Bjork, Outkast, Erykah Badu, and legendary
Indian singer Asha Puthli.

Raveena’s culture is equally as significant as the rest of the
identity she expresses. Representation of the South Asian community
in the mainstream, she says, is typically narrow and caricatured. With
her music, Raveena aims for a “complete expression of the self.” Yes,
she’s talking about trauma that exists within the South Asian experi-
ence, but those experiences, she says, are universal. “Anyone who’s
been through something can relate to them.”
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Local H feat. Juliana Hatfield Shares
“Winter Western” Video

LIFERS LP Out Everywhere Via AntiFragile Music

Photo Cred: Julia Simone Paul

Local H shares the video for
“Winter Western” featuring Juliana
Hatfield. SPIN premiered the video
alongside an exclusive Q+A, reflecting
on the group’s story and praising them as
“a duo of guys who, somehow, continue
to soldier on in the music biz.”

LIFERS features contributions by
an array of respected friends and guests
—including Juliana Hatfield, John
McCauley of Deer Tick, and legendary
rock engineer Steve Albini— LIFERS is
the first album from Local H in five
years, and the release coincides with the
group’s 30 year anniversary (and our
collective doom). LIFERS was released
April 10th, 2020 on AntiFragile Music.
Physical Orders of the album are
available here at https://
shop.bandwear.com/collections/local-h-

shop.

“It feels kind of weird to have a
record coming out while all of this is
happening. The only thing that I’ve ever
seen that’s been anything close to this is
9/11. Our fourth record was supposed to
come out that month in 2001, but after
THAT day it got pushed back to the
following year. Tour dates got cancelled.
A bunch of shit got shut down. At the
time, those delays and setbacks felt like
everything. Like it was the worst thing
that could happen to us. It was childish
and more than a little selfish — and I’m
ashamed to admit that I even felt that
way.

And now, even MORE shit has
been shut down. More people are going
to be directly affected. And what’s

worse, we can’t gather together and try
to make sense of it — not in the way we
used to be able to. We can’t go out and
see our friends. Most of us can’t even
visit our families. On top of that, people
are losing their jobs. People are losing
their LIVES. So once again, I’m a little
ashamed. I’m ashamed to ask anybody to
pretend that our little fucking record
means anything in this time of great and
collective tragedy.

But you know what? If nothing
else, sticking to the schedule and
insisting on releasing this record on time
has certainly helped keep US sane. All
the small mundane tasks that go into
promoting a new record —the bios, the
interviews, the FaceStagram updates and
TwitTube posts (ESPECIALLY when we
can’t play live in front of actual people!)
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WATCH & SHARE: Local H - “Winter Western” at
https://youtu.be/LGDS-0b7DIQ

WATCH & SHARE: Local H - “Sunday Best” at
https://youtu.be/J2Khcmxtop0

LISTEN & SHARE: Local H - LIFERS at
https://ffm.to/localh_lifers

WATCH & SHARE: Local H - “Hold That Thought” Live
Video at https://youtu.be/mSUjVu1Hi8E

—that’s been a lifeline for us. It’s given
us a reason to get out of bed. Maybe it’s
not much, but it’s something. And we’re
grateful for it. We’re also grateful for the
feedback that we’ve received and the
sense of connection that it’s given us.
Even if it’s been transmitted through a
screen — it’s felt real. (And we surely
can’t be the only band out there that’s
felt like this.)

So yeah, it’s weird and it’s silly
and it can seem like none of what we’re
doing actually means anything. But I’m
glad we have a record coming out while
all of this is happening.” -Scott Lucas

On the genesis of the album, Lucas
explains:

“When the re-release of the White
Album came out a few years ago, I
became re-obsessed all over again. One
aspect that really hit me about it (this
time) was how it’s not really a concept
record — but it feels like a concept
record. I wanted to do that with LIFERS.
This might be a concept record about the
end of the world. Or it might just be a
party record with loud guitars and
cowbells.”

Unlike so many of their peers from
the 90s, Local H have refused to slow
down. Since the band’s formation in
1990, they have released 8 studio
albums, countless EPs and live records, a
well-received series of “Mix Tapes”
featuring a surprising mix of cover
songs, and a steady stream of memorable
singles that include “Eddie Vedder”,
“Hands On The Bible”, “California
Songs” and the rock radio staple “Bound
For The Floor”. In addition to all of that,
guitarist/vocalist Scott
Lucas and drummer
Ryan Harding have
maintained a near
constant international
touring schedule —
forging a blistering live
show that has amassed a
loyal and enthusiastic
fan base.

LIFERS -
Tracklisting:

01 Patrick
Bateman

02 Hold That Thought
03 High Wide And Stupid
04 Turn The Bow
05 Winter Western

06 Beyond The Valley Of Snakes
07 Sunday Best
08 Demon Dreams
09 Farrah
10 Defy And Surrender
11 Innocents

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/

LocalH/

WEBSITE
http://www.localh.com/

“LIFERS is a concept album, but

also seems like an apropos title for an
album about a duo of guys who, some-
how, continue to soldier on in the music
biz.”

- SPIN

“While the record finds them still
quite capable of angsty ragers, it also
shows a quiet side, as on the delicate
“Sunday Best. The video superimposes
performance footage against vintage,

silent era film footage
and more.”

-BrooklynVegan

“Local H are
among the very best hard
rock bands currently at
work in the year 2020,
and Lifers is potent
evidence that isn’t about
to change”

-All Music

“There’s plenty of
Local H’s trademark, punchy rock on
Lifers, but fans will also notice some
musical muscle flexing and prog rock
influence on a handful of epics.”

-Billboard
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Lushlife Shares New Track
“Depaysement”

Track Out Now On All
DSPs

Debut EP Redamancy Out March 12th
Via Fortune Tellers

LISTEN & SHARE: Lushlife- “Depaysement”
Stream at https://smarturl.it/depaysement

WATCH & SHARE: Lushlife - “Hessdalen Lights” (Offi-
cial Video)

YouTube at https://youtu.be/shGwzgddd5Y
LISTEN & SHARE: Lushlife - “Hessdalen Lights”

Stream at https://smarturl.it/hessdalenlights
 “Across the 9:09 minutes of

Depaysement, you can hear the song slowly
transform from a quietly meditative loop to a
headnodic jam with a hard-as-nails verse
from Dälek to a full-on outre jazz freakout,
like you suddenly find yourself in a different
place altogether — and that’s very much on
purpose,” says Raj Haldar, the man behind
Lushlife. “Depaysement is a French word that
captures the totality of feeling that hits you
when you’re in a strange, new place for the
first time. When we started working on this
song, eighteen months ago, I was just
thinking about that vibe in connection to
being on the road playing music. Given the
current moment, and since we’ve been stuck
at home for almost a year now, I’m longing
for that synapse-tingling feeling of traveling
to new places more than ever.”

Raj Haldar (rapper-producer
Lushlife) has had a strange and storied career
on the edges of hip-hop and indie music over
the last decade. Starting with Cassette City in
2009, he released three critically-acclaimed
albums, most recently Ritualize in 2016 on
Western Vinyl which featured collaborations
with Killer Mike and Ariel Pink amongst
many others. Following a Trump-era mixtape,
My Idols are Dead and my Enemies are in
Power and a criminally-overlooked collabo-
rative album with the producer, Botany under
the name The Skull Eclipses in 2018, Raj
spent the last few years publishing a #1 New
York Times bestselling children’s book P Is
For Pterodactyl, which spent 26 weeks on the
Times’ bestseller list, and the sequel out this
month, No Reading Allowed. This led to a TV
development deal for his kids’ book projects,

as well as a “social horror” TV series set in
India entitled, Cult of the Aghori. All that is
to say, he got a little sidetracked on the music
front… until now.

REDAMANCY, the new EP from
Lushlife recasts classic east coast hip-hop in
the context of an astral jazz synth odyssey.
The recording features a collaboration with
members of the Irreversible Entanglements
quartet, who bring moments of sheer free jazz
chaos across the recording’s six sprawling
tracks. Lushlife doubles down as a producer
here, creating a universe where gorgeous
synth arpeggios and Bomb Squad squeals fit
hand-in-hand. With contributions from Dirty
Projectors’ vocalist, Felicia Douglass ,
HPrizm (FKA High Priest of Anti-Pop
Consortium), noise-rap god heads, Dälek and
more - Lushlife’s Redamancy EP bristles with
the energy of an artist willfully
deconstructing his sound into something new.

Redamancy is one of the first releases
from Fortune Tellers, the new label created
by Peter Matthew Bauer of the Walkmen.

Last November, Lushlife (under his
given name, Raj Haldar) released, No
Reading Allowed - the follow-up to his #1
New York Times bestselling children’s book,
P is for Pterodactyl to rave reviews, with the
Wall Street Journal noting, ““Those who love
wordplay are the natural constituency for No
Reading Allowed: The Worst Read-Aloud
Book Ever, a picture book that’s bright with
comic scenes… [and] brilliant pairings of
picture and word (and word with word).”

LUSHLIFE LINKS
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

lushlifemedia/

“Early on, Lushlife and Dälek trade off
lines about the injustice of our whole current
setup. But as the song continues, the voices
ebb away, and screaming, wailing saxo-
phones take over. It’s powerful stuff.”

- Stereogum

“With “Hessdalen Lights,” Lushlife
levels up on the production side, opening on a
soulful brass line as the trumpet and saxo-
phone run together to create a rich and
hypnotic soundscape”

- Under The Radar

“Between the sparse mix, tinkling
synth lines, and extended drum-less sections,
“Hessdalen Lights” feels as weightless, vivid,
and curious as its namesake.”

- The Key XPN

“Airy, psychedelic, genre-defying
song, which is a very promising first taste of
the EP.”

- Brooklyn Vegan

Today, Lushlife shares “Depaysement”
off of the upcoming Redamancy EP, out on
Fortune Tellers, out March 12th.
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Caroline Kingsbury
Shares “Massive Escape”
Heaven’s Just A Flight Out April

16th On Fortune Tellers

Photo credit: Lissyelle Laricchia

WATCH & SHARE: Caroline Kingsbury - “Massive Escape”
(Official Video) - Vevo at https://youtu.be/RLwdA1tjyXE
LISTEN & SHARE: Caroline Kingsbury - “Massive Escape”
Spotify - https://smarturl.it/massiveescape
Apple Music - https://smarturl.it/massiveescape
Amazon Music - https://smarturl.it/massiveescape
LISTEN & SHARE: Caroline Kingsbury - “Lose”
Soundcloud at https://soundcloud.com/fortunetellersmusic/10-lose/
s-U779HDipqXc?in=fortunetellersmusic/sets/caroline-kingsbury-
heavens-just-a-flight/s-jHfQ5hxw0nc
WATCH & SHARE: Caroline Kingsbury - “Fall In Love” (Official
Video) - Youtube at https://youtu.be/ZVnmgzIz_s8
LISTEN & SHARE: Caroline Kingsbury - “Fall In Love”
Stream at https://soundcloud.com/fortunetellersmusic/02-fall-in-
love/s-Nom63SP91KW

Caroline Kingsbury shares her track
“Massive Escape” alongside the music video.
Under The Radar premiered the song and
video, praising how “the hooks entice, the
instrumentation dazzles, and the emotions
overwhelm.”

“A 100% real narrative account of a
drunk heartbroken night,” reflects Kingsbury.
“Wrote this song sitting at the bar where my
ex used to go. I walked there from an
awkward hookup, drank two shots of tequila
and a beer while watching a plane crash into
someone’s house in LA on the news. Turns
out it was the exact metaphor I needed to
describe how I was feeling.”

Discussing the music video, Kingsbury
says “The video depicts the greatest massive
escape to ever occur....Escaping from earth. I
am somehow the alien and a person on earth
at the same time.”

This Caroline Kingsbury record is so
close to a massive pop album, the kind you
hear out on Republic Records with hundreds
of thousands of dollars sunk into it so that it
blasts out your speakers absolutely perfectly,
the kind of inescapable music you hear taking
over the airwaves and internet. And yet, it’s
something else entirely. It’s the story of a
young artist begging, borrowing and stealing
to just get her voice heard, and of all the
desperation and hard days cutting through.
With each song you can actually hear a young
kid who moved from Florida writing in her

bedroom and starting out on her own in her
cheap Hollywood apartment. You are right
alongside her chasing those massive pop
sounds, going to work day after day at the
local grocery, and going on tour with a band
for the first time. Feel her tenacity waver as
she gets stuck in a sleazy contract, as her
agent leaves her, and as her first serious
relationship falls apart. The record lands in
this strange place that is really like the sound
of our own dreams. It takes you right there
with her. It’s not so shiny, not so escapist
anymore. Sometimes it’s really hard.
Sometimes it’s broken. Sometimes dreams
don’t come true but we keep trying.

Entitled Heaven’s Just a Flight, it’s
the story of a queer artist from a religious
family coming out to the world, meeting her
girlfriend, finding her people and her place.
It’s the story of her older brother’s battle with
cancer, his sudden passing just as she arrives
home from her first national tour, just as she’s
set to release her first single. The music is
bursting at its seams. You feel her story, her
experience. It’s the sound of a really big
voice in a small world.

Heaven’s Just a Flight is the first
release from Fortune Tellers, a label founded
by Peter Matthew Bauer of the Walkmen with
several more to come in the following
months. Last year, Caroline self released a
few of these songs, opened forChai, Aurora,
Miya Folick and wenton a US tour with Alex
Lahey. Her music was also featured on the
Netflix show“The Chilling Adventures of
Sabrina.” Up until now, she’d always gone
under the name “Kingsbury.” She has elected
to shift her artist name to the full “Caroline
Kingsbury” for the new record, deciding that,
in these times, it was important to show
exactly who you are-every side of you - “not
just a fantasy of who you might become.”

CAROLINE KINGSBURY LINKS

Website
https://www.carolinekingsbury.com

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

kingsburyxx/

HEAVEN’S JUST A FLIGHT
 TRACKLISTING
01. Power
02. Fall In Love
03. Breaking Apart
04. Massive Escape
05.16
06. U Take It Back
07. Kissing Someone Else
08. Ending of Love
09. Give Me A Sign
10. Lose
11. In My Brain
12. Dreams, for You
13. Heaven’s Just A Flight
14. My Brother’s Voice
15. Hero
16. Funeral
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John Mellencamp Announces The Good Samaritan
Tour Live Album & Documentary Narrated By

Academy Award Winner Matthew McConaughey
Shares Clip Of New Song “I Always Lie To Strangers” In Anticipation

For Upcoming 25th Studio Album Due Out Later This Year
John Mellencamp announces he’s

set to unveil his new live album and
documentary titled: The Good Samaritan
Tour this spring. The documentary,
which will be narrated by Academy®
Award winner Matthew McConaughey,
chronicles Mellencamp’s historic free
tour in 2000 when he performed on street
corners and in public parks across the
country.

In addition, Mellencamp will soon
return to the studio to finish recording
his 25th album. Prior to the onset of the
Global Pandemic, he had already cut ten
tracks and plans to record another 17 for
the project. Teasing what’s to come, he
shared a clip of one new tune, “I Always

Lie To Strangers.” Listen to the new
track here at https://
www.mellencamp.com/welcome.html.
Look out for more news on the release
date and touring information soon.

The new music is just one of many
new projects Mellencamp has been
working on including original plays,
paintings and more.

His documentary It’s About You  is
now available to be viewed in full at
www.mellencamp.com. The documen-
tary, which came out in 2012, highlights
his 2009 No Better Than This tour with
Bob Dylan and Willie Nelson.

In addition to music and film,
Mellencamp will resume production
(Covid pending) for an untitled original
play directed by Kathleen Marshall,
produced by Scott Landis, and written by
Naomi Wallace. Setting the stage, he
dropped a video of Connor Antico and
Morgan Pereira rehearsing virtually.
Watch it here at http://
www.mellencamp.com.

During the past year-and-a-half
Mellencamp has continued to devote
much of his time to painting.

Visit www.johnmellencampart.com
to see his original artwork.

 More release dates for all of the
above coming soon!
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JAKE HAYS RELEASES PLEASANTLY
HORRIFYING VIDEO FOR NEW SINGLE

“OVERCOMPLICATED”
Listen at https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/jakehays/overcomplicated

Watch at https://youtu.be/ql3gzZrXt2Q
Jake Hays’ new video begins with

a WARNING: This film contains
flashing lights that may cause discom-
fort. VIEWER DISCRETION AD-
VISED.

After that, it’s all downhill…in the
best possible way.

The video for Hays’ new single,
“Overcomplicated” is something of an
ode to the artist’s love of all things
creepy and spooky. In the video, Hays
wakes up in a basement, chained to the
floor, and has to endure bizarre psycho-
logical games at the hands of a devilish
mascot and a vengeful ex-date.

Directed by Hays and Olivia
DeLaurentis (Prank Encounters, Apoca-
lypse Goals, Stir Crazy), the conceptual
vision of the video took the song’s
meaning on a wild journey. The song
itself is about the aftermath of a bad first
date, with one person trying to put up
clear boundaries and the other person
refusing to take the hint. For the video,
they took the idea of revenge and
retribution to an all out extreme.

“I’m a massive fan of the horror
genre, and my go-to book of choice as a
kid was always Goosebumps,” shares

Hays.

“I have so many vivid memories
involving that series that I really wanted
to pay homage to the overall genre of
humorous (borderline non-threatening)
horror. We thought of one of the most
famous horror series of all time – SAW -
and thought that a play on that with a
life-size Devilboy character as the
instigator would be a ton of fun. Instead
of actually getting tortured (which would
be no fun to watch), we wanted it to be a
series of playful but insane head-
scratching events. It’s the worst possible
fallout of a bad date, getting trapped and
tortured.”

Born and raised in southern
California, Hays is a singer, songwriter,
multi-instrumentalist, actor, VFX artist,
producer, and editor. He discovered his
love for music at age 13 when he started
playing the drums. He then moved on to
guitar and keyboards as well as singing
and producing.

Hays has written songs with Matt
Sorum (Guns N Roses, Velvet Revolver),
Grammy winner Holly Knight
(Aerosmith, Pat Benatar) and Cherie
Currie (The Runaways) to name just a
few. In 2015, Hays signed with BMG/

Vagrant with his project Maudlin
Strangers and toured the US and Canada
opening for acts like Bad Suns and Cold
War Kids.

In 2018, while Hays was away in
Texas filming the indie 80s-inspired
action movie Night Run, he lost his
home and recording studio in the
Woolsey Fire. Eventually, he rebuilt a
small recording setup and rented a studio
lockout in Burbank, which became his
musical hideout. There, he began writing
and recording as many songs as possible,
including the debut single “Sleep Talk” -
the first song ever released under his
birth name. Of his most recent single
“Sober,” American Songwriter  raved,
“with each note, we want the next.”
Watch the official video here at https://
youtu.be/QLRCzPIdUl0.

CONNECT VIA THE BELOW
OR BY SAYING HIS NAME THREE
TIMES IN ANY HAUNTED MIRROR:

WEBSITE
https://www.jakehays.la

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/
jakehaysofficial
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Alicia Blue Sets her
“Blackbird” Free

New Single out Now Buy/Stream
at https://ingroov.es/blackbird_ab

Photo credit: Tammie Valer

 “Sometimes when you’re pressed so thin, crushed so flat that
there’s no ‘You’ left, you can’t speak of the trauma,” explains Los
Angeles-based indie artist Alicia Blue about the heavy subject matter
of her new single “Blackbird,” which is released today (buy/strream).
“The unfathomable pain, too big, too vast to allocate energy towards,
because your number one focus is, of course, to survive. To give an
ounce of energy to this pain would surely annihilate you. An obstacle
course race to the finish line; one misstep and you’re out.”

While the themes may be weighty, “Blackbird” is airy, poetic
and immediately engaging.  Recalling the interwoven texture of
Hozier with Taylor Swift’s impeccable ear for melody on her newest
releases, Alicia tackles the complicated nature without anchoring the
music, creating a track that easily validates Atwood Magazine’s choice
as one 2021’s Artists To Watch which says, “she will make 2021 the
year everyone falls deeply in love with folk music.”

Like all folk music, Alicia has a story to tell about “Blackbird”
that combines the Japanese internment camps, the current BLM
uprising, and the struggles of her own Mexican heritage, which she
and her friends discussed at a bar outside of Joshua Tree National
Park. “My friends descend from Japanese blood to various degrees,
and we began discussing the camps,” she explains. Relating it to her
own Mexican lineage, “coming from poverty, some coming from
poverty of the mind, existing as second class citizens, ‘Blackbird’ is
for them, and for humanity at large, that missed out on health of spirit,
health of mind, and freedom to express their truth, particularly their
emotional truth, shamed and buried so that the body could survive,
leaving a life of distortions, of silence.”

The accompanying video directed by Zoe Sher, which was
filmed at the break of dawn in the Highland Park section of Los
Angeles, is a breezy video, capturing Alicia traipsing through the
streets before the city wakes up to its standard bustle of traffic. “The
video was shot on York Blvd, in Highland Park,” she recalls. “I’d been
living on York for some time, and it’s been the essence of ‘home’ for
me in LA. We woke up at 4:30 AM to be ready and shooting by 6AM.
We wrapped by 9:30. That was a rush.”

The video premieres on Buzz Bands LA who says, “Alicia Blue
is blessed with a gift for words that was shaped by her first passion,
poetry, and a sky-blue voice to sing them... Blue returns today with the
buoyant single ‘Blackbird’ and a video that’s every bit the ray of
sunshine the song is.”

Meandering through the streets, she had to dodge traffic which
is hinted at by her occasional glance behind to make sure cars weren’t
at her back. “Absolutely a real danger,” she laughs about the experi-
ence. “We guerilla-styled it and just showed up at 5:45 and blocked
out the movement. By the time 8 AM rolled around I was dodging
cars. Some people cheered us on, and that was fun. Like, who the fuck
is happy that LA kids are blocking traffic to do their art? But they
WERE. And that was validating.”

Inspired by the likes of Joni Mitchell, Leonard Cohen, Bob
Dylan and Neil Young, Alicia discovered the path to creating her own
singular and modern sound, always using words and poetry as her
driving force. Releasing her first EP in 2019, fate fell immediately for
her with Starbucks asking for her song “Magma” to be featured in
stores worldwide via their Starbucks Acoustic playlist on Spotify.
Garnering immediate attention as a songwriter and singer, Alicia
quickly became a pivotal figure on the LA songwriting circuit. She’s
been featured in publications including Billboard and Atwood
Magazine, as well as LA’s legendary KCRW.  Alicia Blue’s first full-
length album Bravebird was released April 2020 in the middle of a
global pandemic, securing spots on Spotify’s influential Fresh Finds
Pop and Fresh Finds Rock playlists and garnering a whole new round
of buzz and attention. In January 2021, she was featured at the top of
Atwood Magazine’s “2021 Artists to Watch.”

Hinting at new music to come in 2021 including collaborations
with Lincoln Parish (Cage the Elephant), Sadler Vaden (Jason Isbell
& the 400 Unit) and more, Alicia Blue is poised for a breakout this
year.  If “Blackbird” is any indication, it’s pretty much guaranteed.

“Blackbird” is release today via Magma Records and can be
purchased/streamed here.

Twitter
https://reybee.us13.list-manage.com/track/

click?u=f67b4587af2b2ef9aa80ed984&id=c305f62b3e&e=3c988113d5

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/Aliciabluemusic

Website
http://www.aliciablue.com
Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/aliciabluemusic/

“Alicia Blue is a folk musician and listening to her songs feels
like being invited into her intimate diary, a world full of dreams and
secrets.”  - Atwood Magazine -  2021 Artists to Watch

“Blessed with a rich, resonant voice, Alicia Blue invests every
phrase of her songs with gutsy attitude.”

- Music Connection

“ ... mystical and chill-inducing.... Raconteur and chanteuse of
the people, Alicia Blue invents her own line of folk with every
release.” - Grimy Goods

Alicia Blue “Blackbird”
Link/Embed: https://youtu.be/w3emluFPzMw
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Dessa Releases New Single
+ Video for “Bombs Away”

Second Release in Dessa’s ‘IDES’ Single
Series Dropping New Tracks on the

15th of Every Month

Singer, writer, and rapper Dessa
released “Bombs Away,” the second
installment of her new monthly single
series IDES. “‘Bombs Away’ is about a
feeling of surrender, leaning in and letting
go,” Dessa says “As a control enthusiast,
uncertainty and ambiguity unsettle me.
But this past year wasn’t designed to cater
to our preferences. I recorded the demo
for this one in Minneapolis, in the middle
of a very hard 2020.”

Watch the music video for “Bombs
Away” here:

 https://youtu.be/KlggjG7MFS0

IDES is the product of collabora-
tions between artists working from their
home studios across the country, trading
sound files, snapshots, and voice memos.
In a world without touring, Dessa says,
the song series is designed to deliver
music in regular installments — new art
to look forward to every month. The title
of the series nods to the ancient Roman
calendar, ides being a day that falls
roughly in the middle of each month.

Independent of IDES, Dessa
recently released the song “Who’s Yellen
Now?,” a Hamilton-style ode to the U.S.’s
first female Treasury Secretary. When Joe
Biden announced Janet Yellen as his pick
for Secretary of the Treasury, he joked
that Hamilton creator Lin-Manuel
Miranda should write a musical about her.
Public radio show Marketplace took the
baton from there and asked Dessa (who
was a contributor to The Hamilton
Mixtape) to think about what that might
sound like. “Who’s Yellen Now?” was
born, and Janet Yellen herself has
recognized the track, tweeting “your tune
is money.”

Dessa has made a career of bucking
genres and defying expectations—she’s
performed at Lollapalooza and
Glastonbury, co-composed for a 100-
voice choir, contributed a song to the
“RBG” documentary soundtrack,
appeared on the Billboard charts as a solo
artist and a member of the Doomtree hip

hop collective. She’s written for The New
York Times and National Geographic
Traveler, presented a TED talk with more
than 2 million views, and in 2018
published a memoir titled My Own
Devices. Her most recent full-length
record Sound the Bells was recorded live
with the GRAMMY award winning
Minnesota Orchestra. The LA Times
wrote that Dessa “sounds like no one
else,” while The Utne Reader called her a
“one-woman powerhouse.” On the stage
and on the page her style is defined by
ferocity, wit, tenderness, and candor.

The BBC recently announced that
Dessa will host their new series on
science and human behavior, Deeply
Human. The project is a collaboration
between the BBC, American Public
Media, and iHeartRadio. It will air on the
BBC World Service and be available as a

podcast on all major platforms. The first
season—12 episodes in total—chases
down answers to questions like, “Why do
we get Deja Vu?” “Why are we attracted
to symmetrical faces?” and “Why do we
listen to sad music?”. The show features
surprisingly intimate interviews with
leading scientists and researchers,
presented in Dessa’s funny, writerly style.
Available on all platforms March 8th.

The third IDES single will drop on
March 15, 2021.

Follow Dessa:
Official Website
https://www.dessawander.com

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

dessadarling/
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Hit Making Duo
PJ Harding &

Noah Cyrus Team
Up On New Single
And Music Video

For “Dear August”
Set To Release Their Forthcoming Debut

EP People Don’t Change Via
Records/RCA Records

NOAH CYRUS NOMINATED FOR BEST
NEW ARTIST GRAMMY

Watch and Listen at
https://youtu.be/lTqoKjCqqew

Collaborating quietly for the past year, PJ Harding & Noah Cyrus
surprise listeners everywhere with the release of their first single and
music video as a duo titled “Dear August,” out now via RECORDS/RCA
Records. The song heralds the arrival of their forthcoming collaborative
EP PEOPLE DON’T CHANGE, due out later this year.

Listen to “Dear August” here at https://youtu.be/lTqoKjCqqew

Multiplatinum, Best New Artist Grammy-nominated songstress
Noah Cyrus and sought-after Australian songwriter and producer PJ
Harding [Chromeo, Ruel, Jessica Mauboy, Guy Sebastian] forged an
unbreakable creative union after co-writing four songs from Noah’s 2020
EP, The End of Everything, including the double-platinum hit “July.” This
carried over to countless sessions in late 2019 as they not only wrote
together, but organically sang together as well. At the onset of the global
pandemic, they continued to write and record over the internet, finishing
the EP by the end of the year. Today, they introduce their collaboration
with “Dear August.” Uplifted by delicate acoustic guitar, their voices co-
mingle, picking up threads of Americana, folk, and classic country along
the way.

“Last summer, ‘July’ was really connecting, but it was an incred-
ibly uncertain time,” recalls PJ. “I’m fairly easygoing, but I was deeply
anxious about being in Los Angeles with the pandemic getting out of
control.  I was having lots of discussions with my family about moving
back to Australia. We eventually did. ‘Dear August’ was written as a love
letter to the future, hoping there’s a light on the other side. We haven’t seen
the light, but we’re still looking.”

“It was full circle and funny for us to write ‘Dear August’ after
‘July’,” observes Noah. “I was going through a lot. I suffer from anxiety
and depression. We were in this cloud of darkness where it’s very easy to
fall into bad habits. July and August 2020 were the hardest parts of
quarantine for me. I lost my grandma, and I was looking to the future for
hope. The song reminds me you will get to the light at the end of the
tunnel. It may not be perfect, but you’ll get there.”

Directed by Matt Earl, the accompanying music video pays homage
to The Notebook with its letters, classic automobile, and, of course, blue
dress. Even though Noah shot her scenes in Southern California and PJ
shot his in Australia, it illustrates their chemistry as musical kindred
spirits.

Watch the video here at https://youtu.be/lTqoKjCqqew

The EP further highlights the strength of their bond with its
stripped-down instrumentation, poetic lyrics, and catchy melodies.

“At heart, this is really a raw, homemade record,” PJ states.
“There’s a strong folk tradition in Australia, which you can possibly feel.
There’s certainly a lot of Nashville in there too. I feel like Noah is really
the guiding force here. She’s the soul of this record.”

“This wouldn’t have happened without PJ,” counters Noah. “He
put the music together, so I could do this. He’s the most talented dude I’ve
ever partnered with. I genuinely admire him as a writer, singer, musician,
and artist. Writing songs before, I honestly felt a little lost. It felt special to
go back to my roots and make something with guitar and piano like what
my dad made me listen to as a kid. I felt like I was able to put my true self
into this. I could be who I am at the core—which is just Noah from
Nashville.”

Stay tuned for much more soon. For now, fall into their embrace on
“Dear August.”

Whether or not you believe in fate, its steady hand might just place
you exactly where you’re meant to be. It certainly brought Noah Cyrus
and PJ Harding together. Their paths first crossed in Bali at a 2018
summer songwriting camp. Even though they were never properly paired,
PJ wound up contributing guitar to Noah’s “Good Cry” and “wished they
had a session together.” That wish came true a year later. At the same
retreat in 2019, PJ and Noah unlocked the kind of chemistry that comes
along once-in-a-lifetime. They penned four tunes for what would become
her 2020 EP The End of Everything, including the title track, “I Got So
High That I Saw Jesus,” the double-platinum “July,” and “Young & Sad.”
Noah smiles, “From the moment we met, I just wanted to be in a band
with PJ so bad! Even though neither of us expected to be here, it’s honestly
my dream collaboration, and that’s not bullshit because I knew it
immediately.” Returning to L.A. in the fall, they kept writing without a
schedule or a plan. In the face of the global pandemic, they continued
crafting songs via the internet. This unfettered creativity against all odds
gave birth to their 2021 joint EP, People Don’t Change. Underscored by
flashes of folk eloquence, Americana elegance, bluegrass energy, and
country heart, the EP emanates light in a moment when it’s needed the
most.

FOLLOW NOAH CYRUS
OFFICIAL WEBSITE
https://www.noahcyrus.com

INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/noahcyrus/

TWITTER
https://highrisepr.us14.list-manage.com/track/

click?u=e1881ce6fa06ce0191b442b67&id=c4a53ab2b7&e=0f5e3131ed

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/NoahCyrus

FOLLOW PJ HARDING
INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/pjhardingmusic/

TWITTER
https://highrisepr.us14.list-manage.com/track/

click?u=e1881ce6fa06ce0191b442b67&id=453c11823a&e=0f5e3131ed

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/pjhardingmusic
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Emily Rodgers
Announces New LP
Shares Lead Single
“Down” Via Raven

Sings the Blues
I Will Be Gone LP Out

March 6th Via
Shimmy-Disc

Photo Cred: Lisa Toboz

LISTEN & SHARE: Emily Rodgers - “Down”
Soundcloud at https://soundcloud.com/

emilycrodgers/01-down/s-pTyOFFtcWj2

I Will Be Gone, which represents a collaboration between Emily
Rodgers, her husband/guitarist Erik Cirelli and legendary producer
Kramer, with whom she has worked for over a decade, was written and
recorded in just six days. While the title track, “I Will Be Gone,” was
fully formed before Kramer arrived, the rest of the album was written
and recorded in Emily and Erik’s attic in Pittsburgh, utilizing lyrics by
Emily and music by Erik. In addition to mixing, mastering, and
producing the album, Kramer also serves as vocalist, bassist, pianist,
and arranger, and the record belies an immediacy that is reflective of the
time-limited nature of the recording process. Emily, Erik and Kramer
plan to continue to write and record albums in this fashion, once the
pandemic has passed and it is possible to be together again.

Mixed/mastered/produced by Kramer
Emily Rodgers-vocals, guitar
Erik Cirelli-guitar, mandolin
Kramer-vocals, bass, piano
Megan Williams-violin
Mark Lyons-percussion

Emily Rodgers’ music has been compared to Mazzy Star, Cat
Power, and Songs: Ohia. A native of Indiana, Rodgers has lived in
Pittsburgh, PA, since she began writing music in 2003. In addition to
her career as a musician, Rodgers holds a graduate degree in literature
from Carnegie Mellon University. Rodgers’ work is produced by
legendary indie producer Kramer, who has praised her music in a
number of interviews, calling her “a songwriter in the classic sense of
the term.” In 2008, Rodgers signed to Misra Records; that same year,
she performed at the SXSW music festival. After releasing two albums
on Misra, she was signed to Kramer’s iconic Shimmy-Disc label in
2020. Rodgers has shared stages with artists including: Magnolia
Electric Company, Horse Feathers, Nina Nastasia, and Great Lake
Swimmers.

In a world of indie-folk sameness, where epic and bombastic are
the rule, Rodgers is deliberate and intense, quiet and bookish. And it’s
in its very quiet intensity that her music commands a listener’s full
attention. On paper, Rodgers’ music might seem like it would add up to
folk or alt-country: a band with guitars, a pedal steel, some fiddles here
and there. But on listening, you’re as likely to pick up on an undercur-
rent of shoegaze, chamber pop, even post-rock. The violins oscillate
under Rodgers’ melodies, more Dirty Three than country, and Rodgers’
voice, beautiful and world-weary, echoes.

Rodgers work is mixed, mastered, and produced by legendary
producer Kramer, who was responsible for the sounds of first-genera-
tion shoegaze and slow-core innovators like Galaxie 500 and Low. It’s
fair to look her records as a product of Rodgers’ unconventional writing
— she’s an English professor and looks to literary sources for inspira-
tion — and Kramer’s sonic genius. Low comes to mind as a reference
point; so does Tara Jane O’Neil.

Rodgers’ songs don’t traffic in clichés, and she doesn’t overdo it
as a lyricist. While she avoids formula as a crutch, she isn’t afraid to
meditate on a phrase. Song by song, she avoids the temptation to try to
cram too many words into a phrase; there’s a deliberate confidence in
her delivery. Rodgers takes her words seriously, and wants you to, too.

Make no mistake: Emily Rodgers’ songs generally aren’t happy.
But in their contemplative melancholy, there’s a thread of fearlessness.
Uplift and bombast may be the rage these days, but as Emily Rodgers
makes clear, there’s something to be said for courage, contemplation
and taking the time to let the words set in.

I Will Be Gone LP - TRACKLISTING
01. Down
02. The Chain (for W.S. Merwin)
03. Blame
04. Hearts Are Broken
05. I Will Be Gone
06. What Have You Done?
07. Hear Me
08. Believer

“A dark, emotional folk track that meditates on complex
emotions to the sound of hypnotic violins and rough guitar strums.”

- mxdwn

“The record belies an immediacy that is reflective of the time-
limited nature of the recording process”

- Grateful Web

“The song vibrates inside a cocoon of grief — feelings of
machinations out of one’s control, a lump in the throat that never quite
leaves, even though the loved one has left a permanent shadow on life.”

- Raven Sings the Blues

“Intimate but devastatingly so, produced with (of course) an
assured, deeply unobtrusive touch..especially from the moment her
voice enters the picture a couple measures later, full of both unwavering
confidence and a barely audible tremor of vulnerability”
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Ashley McBryde Completes New Live EP
Never Will: Live From A Distance

Special Live Performances from the Arkansas-Native’s GRAMMY-
Nominated

Never Will Arrives Friday, May 28
Pre-Save Available Now at https://fpt.fm/app/27572/ashley-mcbryde-never-will-live-

from-a-distance-presave
With touring still on hold, ACM and

CMA Award winner Ashley McBryde gives
fans a taste of what her GRAMMY-nomi-
nated album sounds like live with her
upcoming six-song EP Never Will: Live
From A Distance available to pre-save now
and arriving Friday, May 28. EP opener “First
Thing I Reach For – Live,” which Rolling
Stone boasts, “conjures the Telecaster
wisdom of Merle Haggard,” is available
everywhere now. Fans can join McBryde’s
fan club, The Trybe, to be the first to hear the

new songs and get exclusive opportunities.

“We released Never Will on April 3
last year, so we went straight from rehearsals
for a tour to not seeing each other in person
for months,” reflects McBryde. “Getting
together to rehearse and record these live
versions safely was our way of giving the
fans a taste of what they would have seen had
the world not changed so much. Man did it
feel good to strap on the guitar and see my
guys and just play, but we cannot wait to do it

again with our incredible fans in person
soon.”

The four-time GRAMMY nominee
continues to garner critical acclaim for Never
Will, earning the title of Best Album from
January’s Nashville Scene’s 21st Annual
Country Music Critics’ Poll, voted by a
consortium of leading national music critics,
along with achievements in four additional
categories: Best Single for “One Night
Standards” at No. 3 and “Martha Divine” at
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 “First Thing I Reach For – Live” Available
Everywhere Now at https://

ashleymcbryde.lnk.to/firstthingireachfor-live

WATCH: Ashley McBryde’s “First Thing I
Reach For” from Never Will: Live From A

Distance. at  https://youtu.be/THP1dFULKzI

No. 26; Best Female Vocalist at No. 2; Best
Songwriter at No. 6; and Artist of the Year at
No. 4.

“In an election year that misread the
flyover, where people are both lonely and
broke, it’s a gift to have someone who writes
so well about money and desire as well as
Ashley McBryde does,” Steacy Easton shared
with Nashville Scene, while Jim Macnie
remarks, “From throwing Grandma’s ashes
off the roof to responding to treachery with a
murderous glee, McBryde has upped her
artistic confidence, and the music soars in
kind.”

“McBryde honed her skill in the rock
’n’ roll bars of Memphis and is as much a
rocker as Stapleton and Isbell. But she’s also
a master of such traditional country music
tropes as the pun song (“The First Thing I
Reach For” and No. 3 Best Single “One
Night Standards”) and the barroom sing-
along catch phrase (“Never Will” and “Shut
Up Sheila”),” praised Geoffrey Himes of
Nashville Scene.

McBryde kicked off 2021 with
multiple television appearances, including a
debut performance on “The Ellen DeGeneres
Show” with current single “Martha Divine,”
applauded by Stereogum as “an arena-sized
take on the song” and declaring McBryde as a
“country singer whose grimy, gritty, desper-
ate, literary songs fly in the face of Nashville-
industry orthodoxy,” followed by a special
performance of title track “Never Will” on
ABC’s “Jimmy Kimmel Live!” on January
20. Watch McBryde and her band perform
“Martha Divine” here at https://youtu.be/
w122javqzpc and “Never Will” here at https:/
/youtu.be/u-F0bheCglY.

“Martha Divine” follows “One Night
Standards,” which emerged as McBryde’s
first Top 10 hit while going RIAA-Certified
Gold in both the United States and Canada,
landing on NPR’s “25 Best
Songs of 2019” and Rolling
Stone’s “25 Best Country
and Americana Songs of
2019,” along with The New
York Times’ “Best Songs of
2020,” the only country
song in the top 15.

Ashley McBryde cut
her teeth playing country
songs in rural biker bars –
and it shows. Her 2018 major label debut Girl
Going Nowhere (Warner Music Nashville)
charmed the New York Times, NPR, Rolling
Stone, Paste, The Washington Post, and more,
all en route to landing a GRAMMY nomina-
tion for Best Country Album. McBryde
closed out 2019 with ACM New Female
Artist, CMT Breakout Artist of the Year, a
New Artist of the Year win at the 53rd Annual
CMA Awards and two nominations for the
2020 GRAMMYs for Best Country Song and

Best Country Solo Performance for “Girl
Goin’ Nowhere.” Her follow-up Never Will,
released April 3, was tagged by Rolling Stone
as one of the most anticipated of the year
alongside NPR, who also ranked her lead Top
10 RIAA Gold-Certified single “One Night
Standards” as one of the best songs of 2019.
Produced once again by Jay Joyce, Never
Will reveals the witty, confessional, detail-
driven songwriting addressing a wide
spectrum of blue-collar Southern women’s

experience introduced on Girl Going
Nowhere is still here, but perhaps even
sharper, earning McBryde a 2021 GRAMMY
nomination for Best Country Album, along
with a 2020 CMA nomination for Album of
the Year. NPR calls her music is “stadium-
rock style” with a bluegrass wink or two and
country music’s storytelling heart––and
McBryde, no longer new, is the music’s
ordained and highly capable standard bearer.
At the 2020 ACM Awards, McBryde gained a

winning nod for Musical Event of the Year as
a guest on Miranda Lambert’s “Fooled
Around and Fell In Love.” In addition to her
CMA Album of the Year nomination,
McBryde was up for CMA Female Vocalist of
the Year and Music Event of the Year on
Miranda Lambert’s “Fooled Around and Fell
In Love.” For more information, visit
AshleyMcBryde.com or follow her at
Facebook.com/AshleyMcBryde, Instagram
@AshleyMcBryde and Twitter at

@AshleyMcBryde.

Never Will: Live From
A Distance Track List:

First Thing I Reach
For (Ashley McBryde,
Randall Clay, Mick Holland)

Shut Up Sheila
(Nicolette Hayford, Charles
Chisholm)

Velvet Red (Ashley
McBryde, Patrick Savage,

Daniel Smalley)
Voodoo Doll (Ashley McBryde,

Nicolette Hayford, Brandy Clark, Connie
Harrington, Jake Mitchell, Aaron Raitiere)

Martha Divine (Ashley McBryde,
Jeremy Spillman)

Sparrow (Ashley McBryde, Nicolette
Hayford, Brandy Clark, Connie Harrington,
Jake Mitchell, Aaron Raitiere)
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Dirty Deuce Release New
Album Bruised

(P.S. It’s Gonna Leave a
Mark!)

Dirty Deuce has released
“Bruised,” the follow-up to 333, released
back in 2016. The ten-track album rocks
throughout with the tasty cacophony of
noise that is Dirty Deuce. As the saying
goes, if it’s Bruised, it’s gonna leave a
mark!

   The Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin-
based group are: Reverend Rob Atwood,
guitars, vocals; Jamey Clark, drums;
Greg Rotiek, bass; David Passow,
harmonica; and Matt Ostlund, saxo-
phone.

   “Bruised is ten tracks of hard
driving Blues/Rock ‘n Roll, start to
finish.  This is old-school rock with a
modern take, an all-original tour de force

and they own it.  They bill themselves as
“The Musical Mathematicians of Rock -
n-Roll Religion”.  Their “all in” ap-
proach to Blues/Rock music has created
some devout followers, plus carved out a
niche in music scenes all over the
Midwest.  They are, unquestionably, a
band apart, world- class musicians on a
mission to entertain.”

‘Reverend’ Rob Atwood and
Jamey ‘J-Dirt’ Clark each boasted solid
musical resumes before creating Dirty
Deuce. In 1996 front-man Atwood
formed The Probers, whom he toured
with through 2004. Among that band’s
claim(s) to fame: a performance at the
House of Blues in Chicago that was one
of the first-ever live Internet broadcasts

(by the MTV2 network); and their song
“Who’s Your Daddy” being featured in a
2003 MLB Playoffs series between the
New York Yankees and Boston Red Sox
(Red Sox pitcher Pedro Martinez became
known for using the phrase after striking
out opposing players). Drummer Jamey
Clark has played with Clyde Stubblefield
(the original funky drummer with James
Brown), “Godfather of Austin Blues”
W.C. Clark, Pat MacDonald (Timbuk 3)
and Jane Wiedlen (Go-Go’s) among
others. Aforementioned Dirty Deuce
members Passow, Rotiek, and Ostlund
were added more recently.

    The Dirty Deuce sound has been
described as rock-tinged alt-country with
a strong melodic base, as heard on such
tracks as “100 Years” and “Body Is A
Temple”. You might also hear such
varied influences ranging from 70’s Brit
rock greats T. Rex, to that famed ‘Little
Old Band From Texas,’ ZZ Top.

Song-By-Song Listing and
Description of the Tracks on Bruised

“Call It What You Will”: A PMA
song (positive mental attitude).

“Agree To Disagree”: Tale of the
truths about male-female relationships.

“Bruised:” Do you have a safe
word?

“Psychological Judo:” A song
about the fiery hoops that you wan-tingly
leap through.

“Lean Back Cadillac:”  A 1970’s
B-Movie seen through the eyes of a
song.

“Shake Well (Featuring Pat
McDonald):” A tribute to our good friend
Pat McDonald (of Timbuk 3 and
Purgatory Hill renown).

“One Crazy Summer:” An ode to
the significant other that doesn’t exist.

“Appreciate Your Soul:” Specifi-
cally written for our fans.

“You Might:” A ‘maybe’ love
song.

“Kiss Ass Love Song:” True story
of ill-fated love.
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Photo by Adrienne Beacco

Above Snakes Drop Music
Video for “I Feel Bad”

Boston-based hard rock outfit
Above Snakes have partnered with
KNOTFEST.com for the release of the
band’s new music video. Fans can check
out the premiere of “I Feel Bad”
exclusively at the link found here at
https://youtu.be/5VXaVY5Ye0U.

Speaking exclusively with
KNOTFEST about their new single,
Above Snakes frontman Johnny Skulls
shares, “The premise of ‘I Feel Bad’ is
me talking to myself; questioning if I can
go on and succeed through the eyes of
my new self. Can I be the person I need
to be without getting pulled under by the
dark hands of my past?

“I Feel Bad”, which is preceded
by the band’s 2020 offerings “Adrena-
line” and “Never Alone”, will be
available on Spotify and Apple Music.

After years spent grinding in the
ever-dimming lights of Hollywood,

vocalist Johnny Skulls and guitarist Dax
Dabs opened their eyes and realized
what so many never do: ”why the f*ck
are we trying to do it THEIR way?” At
that moment, what once felt so distorted
and lacking in its luster was now crystal
clear. And with nothing but the open
road and their own volition staring back
at them, the two joined forces after years
of friendship and returned to where it all
started.

In 2019, the duo found their way
back home to Boston and began working
relentlessly on a new project: Above
Snakes. They would soon partner with
producer Kile Odell (Fozzy, Through
Fire, Awake At Last) and in the summer
of 2020, the band released their debut
track “Adrenaline”, which quickly
earned Spotify placements from the likes
of Loudwire and Hopeless Records.
“Adrenaline” was soon followed by their

next single “Never Alone”, and a
massive placement on the “Rock Hard”
playlist on Spotify.

Following the release of their latest
single “I Feel Bad”, Above Snakes will
return to the studio in March with
producer Kile Odell to complete their
debut full-length record.

ABOVE SNAKES Is:
Johnny Skulls - Lead Vocals
Dax Dabs - Guitar
Tommy Boy - Bass
Bam Bam Lamm - Drums

Watch Above Snakes’ previous
music video for “Never Alone” here at
https://youtu.be/hGfdi1KhfsI

ABOVE SNAKES Online:
Instagram: www.instagram.com/

abovesnakesmusic
Facebook: www.facebook.com/

abovesnakesmusic
Official Website:

www.abovesnakesmusic.com
Spotify: open.spotify.com/artist/

AboveSnakes
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Modern Metal Frontrunners Tetrarch to Release
New Album, Unstable, on April 30,

via Napalm Records
                                    By Tank
The Los Angeles based Metal foursome known as Tetrarch

has just announced that they will be releasing a new album soon.
The album is titled Unstable and the release date they are shooting
for is April 30th of this year.  In anticipation of the new release, the
band has just released their second single and video from the
album.  The single is titled “You Never Listen”.  Be sure to check
it out at https://youtu.be/AQq9BH6rV4k.

“You Never Listen” was preceded by their first release from
the album, “I’m Not Right.”  Already “I’m Not Right” has broken
into the Mediabase Active Rock Top 30 with no signs of slowing
down.  In addition to that, “I’m Not Right” has also amassed over
4 million streams as well.  “You Never Listen” made its debut on
SiriusXM Liquid Metal and features some of the deadliest riffs that
the band has ever had on a single.  It also features what can only
be described as “ sing-a-long worthy chorus” that will have their
fans joining in with the band at future shows.  Without a doubt, the
band has definitely come into its own and forges ahead with an

identity that sets them apart from any other band in this category.

Guitarist and frontman for the band, Josh Fore tells us that
“‘You Never Listen’ is for anybody who has struggled or is
struggling through a broken relationship – whether it be with a
family member, friend, significant other, or even with themselves.
So many times, we find that people we once were close with or felt
like we knew well show a darker and different side of themselves
that forces us apart. ‘You Never Listen’ is about having the
strength to say enough is enough and to rid yourself of those toxic
situations.”

Lead guitarist Diamond Rowe also chimes in about the song
and the video, “We wanted to do something unexpected and
approach the song from a different lens. Conceptually, the video
follows a young kid who is obviously living in a bad situation in a
messed-up home. Throughout the video, the kid deals with the
inner voices and visions in his head, represented by the band
members appearing and disappearing, as he struggles to under-
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stand what’s real and what isn’t. As the
song ramps up, we wanted to portray the
kid as telling those voices to shut up as he
takes control and rids himself of the
negative energy around him.”

The band and Dave Otero (Cattle
Decapitation, Allegaeon, Khemmis) are
producing Unstable.  Dave is also the
production genius behind the band’s first
album, Freak, which was released in 2017.
We’re told that Unstable is the natural
progression for the band after Freak.  The
band has matured and is jumping ahead in
heavy strides with more advanced cho-
ruses, heavy pounding riffs and low-end
that will rattle a house to the ground.  The
first single from the album really showed
off the fantastic vocal abilities of frontman
Josh Fore.  His newly found raw emotion
and vocal approach will no doubt grab their
fans attention and keep them focused on
the great songs the band has to offer.  Lead
guitarist Diamond Rowe continues to
evolve and performances on the songs
we’ve heard so far are strictly amazing.
She is definitely a force to be reckoned
with.  And take the rhythm section of
bassist Ryan Lerner and drummer Ruben
Limas.  When listening to these songs, one
can’t help but think that the two of them
have to be joined at the hips.  Their
individual styles compliment each other so
perfectly that they really tighten up these
performances taking the music to a new
level.  No doubt, with these performances
the band has to offer, they definitely propel
them to a higher level.

We’re told that the songs on the
album really touch on some time worthy
subjects, such as “You Never Listen,”
which addresses the subject of Anti-
bullying.  The band’s performances really
shine on songs like “Negative Noise,”
which highlights the spectacular guitar
assault of Diamond Rowe, and “Take A
Look Inside,” which really explores the
powerhouse rhythm section of bassist Ryan
Lerner and drummer Ruben Limas.  All in
all, Unstable contains 10 beautifully
crafted metal tracks that will help define
this band and their role is this mind-
blowing genre of music.

Diamond Rowe further tells us that
“The album has an overall theme of self-
reflection and really looking at the
relationships or paarts of yourself/your life
that you don’t like and getting out of those
situations. It’s an angsty record. Musically,
we were not timid in showing that we
refuse to be boxed in as artists, and I think
we really came out swinging with showing
the world the type of band that we want to
be. Freak did great for us and showed us
that the music we were making was
something that people wanted to hear, and

that gave us the confidence to write and
record this beast of an album.”

Be sure to keep your eyes and ears
peeled for this dynamic new approach to
Tetrarch’s music when Unstable hits the
shelves on April 30th.  Tetrarch is the new
front runners of the Metal scene, so be sure
to get your hands on this groundbreaking
album as soon as you can.

Pre-order Unstable here at https://
www.napalmrecordsamerica.com/tetrarch

Unstable tracklisting:
1) I’m Not Right
2) Negative Noise
3) Unstable
4) You Never Listen
5) Sick Of You
6) Take A Look Inside
7) Stitch Me Up
8) Addicted
9) Pushed Down
10) Trust Me

Unstable will be available in North
America the following formats:

- 4 page CD Digipak + 12 page
Booklet

- 4 page CD Digipak + 12 page
Booklet + Patch (Napalm Mailorder –
limited to 500 worldwide)

- 1 LP Gatefold Black Vinyl
- 1 LP Gatefold Glow In The Dark

Vinyl (Napalm Mailorder – limited to 100)
- 1 LP Gatefold Die-Hard Edition

Vinyl (Various Colors Splatter) + Patch +
Artprint (Napalm Mailorder – limited to
200 worldwide)

- Digital Album

TETRARCH is:
Josh Fore – vocals/guitar
Diamond Rowe – lead guitar
Ryan Lerner – bass
Ruben Limas – drums

TETRARCH online:
FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/

tetrarchmusic

TWITTER
https://www.twitter.com/tetrarch

INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/

tetrarchmusic/

NAPALM RECORDS
https://label.napalmrecords.com/

tetrarch
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Knoll Release New Single From
Upcoming Debut Album IntersticePhoto credit: Jake Murnane

Watch The Video For Earth’s Iron Lung”  Here:
Spotify - https://open.spotify.com/album/7HwIPgOLORzcTYcCNseqOV
Apple Music - https://music.apple.com/us/album/interstice/1538700822

Bandcamp - https://knollvhs.bandcamp.com
Memphis-based death-grind group,

Knoll have released a new single from
their debut album. The track, titled
Earth’s Iron Lung, is streaming every-
where now and comes with an accompa-
nying video created by Frank Huang.
Their full length album, Interstice was
self-released on February 26. The album
will available on CD, digital, vinyl and
cassette, and can be pre-ordered here at
https://smarturl.it/knollvhs.

Of the single, the band comment:
“This track is one of the oldest and

moldiest in our writing catalogue.
Definitely one of the filthier ones off of
the album and one that we’ve always felt
was easily picked out by crowds. We
were lucky enough to work with Frank
Huang again this time around - we told
him the concept of this song being about
rapture and the deliverance of unknow-
able truths, and he went nuts with it. A
lot of the footage is from recordings of
Aum Shinrikyo, a 90s Japanese dooms-
day cult, and is of course rendered with
as much visual grime as possible.”

Offering up discordant aggression
and oppressive atmosphere, Knoll ‘s first
single Scattered Prism paved the way for
the full length - twelve tracks of pure
audio chaos, recorded with Andy Nelson
at Bricktop Recordings, in Chicago, IL,
this past summer.  The album was then
mixed by Kurt Ballou and mastered by
Brad Boatright at Audiosiege. Interstice
features cover artwork by HELL
SIMULATION AKA Ethan McCarthy of
Primitive Man and Many Blessings.

Despite present circumstances
curtailing their live activity, they have
already notched up performances with
The Black Dahlia Murder, Negative
Approach, Sanguisugabogg, Today Is
The Day and more heavy hitters. Until
conditions allow for their live aural
assault to recommence, Knoll in a
recorded form is just the blistering
experience needed to tide us over.

Interstice Track Listings:
1 Callus of the Maw

2 Gracian Axiom
3 Lambent Urn
4 Impetus In Mire
5 Grasp
6 Earth’s Iron Lung
7 Door To Moil
8 Inherent of Life
9 Scattered Prism
10 Loom of Wills
11 Myr
12 Fjord Peaks
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Photo Credit: Scott Kinkade, Aaron Jones, Ryan Wagner

Rock And Blues International
Employment Opportunities

Available!
Rock And Blues International Is

Looking For A Sales Manager
and ad salespeople!

Please Email Your Resume To
rockandbluesinternational@gmail.com

and have it delivered directly to your email
when it comes out every month!

Just email us at rockandbluesinternational@gmail.com
and in the subject line put “Sign Me Up Now” and we
will email you your own personal copy every month!

Subscribe Now
To

Rock and Blues
International
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LAMB OF GOD to Release Deluxe Edition
Of Their Critically Acclaimed

Self-Titled Album on March 26
Lamb Of God Deluxe Edition to Include Bonus

Tracks, Live Album and Live DVD
Pre-Orders and Bonus Track “Ghost Shaped People”

Available Now at https://lambofgod.lnk.to/deluxe
                                    By Tank
Lamb Of God is happy to announce that this month they

will be releasing a Deluxe Edition of their self-titled album.
Lamb Of God - The Deluxe Edition will be released this month
on March 26 via Epic Records.  The release will be a three-disc
deluxe edition that will feature the original album along with
two bonus tracks. Along with that will be a special live album
featuring a performance version of the complete album as well
as a live DVD performance of Lamb Of God

Willie Adler, guitarist for the band tells us “This album,
and in particular, this deluxe edition is something I’m incredibly
proud of.  Throughout the process of writing, recording, and the
subsequent filming of the live stream, I knew we were creating
much more than a collection of songs. Much more than a simple
streamed performance. This was focused energy. Energy that, to
me, is very tangible. And now, more than ever, in an era where
human interaction is so limited, art.....be it music, visual, or
otherwise, is a human connection point. And we need as much of
that as possible! I hope everyone enjoys this deluxe edition as
much as we enjoyed creating it. Thank you.”

You can pre-order the deluxe album right now at https://
lambofgod.lnk.to/deluxe.  The pre-order also comes with the
bonus track, “Ghost Shaped People.”  The live CD and DVD of
the set contains the first of the band’s two successful live stream

events from September of last year.  This is where Lamb Of God
performed their self-titled Lamb Of God release in its entirety.
It also features their encores “Ruin,” “Contractor,” “512,” and
the premiere performance of “The Death Of Us.”  This is a song
that the band had written while secluded in quarantine for the
movie “Bill And Ted Face The Music” movie and soundtrack.

Lamb Of God was first released last year in June of 2020
at the beginning of the Coronavirus Quarantine.  Major Rock
journalists, as well as their fans praised the album when it was
initially released.  The album dominated the US Metal Radio
Chart where it ranked at #1 and spent 9 weeks there. It was also
the heaviest album of the year.  This album definitely sets Lamb
Of God apart from the rest.    When it comes to the iTunes
charts, Lamb Of God has ranked #1 overall in the Metal
category since its release.

LAMB OF GOD’s self- titled album reached the coveted
#1 spot on Consequence of Sound’s Top 30 Metal + Hard Rock
Albums of 2020, stating, “Along with bringing in the New Wave
of American Heavy Metal, LAMB OF GOD have been one of
music’s most important acts over the past 20 years. From their
phenomenal instrumentation to the potency of their
sociopolitical lyricism, LAMB OF GOD remain titans of the
genre, continuing to craft remarkable works of thrilling and
captivating adrenaline… also proves to be a profound work of



heavy metal… perhaps the most impor-
tant metal album of 2020. It’s not only the
album of LAMB OF GOD’s career, but
the heavy album of the year.”

Right now Lamb Of God are
quietly awaiting their return to the World
Stage so they can support their self-titled
album onstage.  We’re told that they will
co-headline their first tour with
Megadeth, along with support from
Trivium and In Flames.  Their upcoming
tour is tentatively scheduled to start in
July of this year along with a tour of the
UK and a co-headliner tour with Kreator
in Europe that is scheduled for November
and December of this year as well.
Tickets for both tours are on-sale at https:/
/www.lamb-of-god.com/tour/

The complete track listing for Lamb
Of God Deluxe Edition is:

Disc 1
Lamb Of God Original Album + 2

Bonus Tracks

1.    Memento Mori
2.    Checkmate
3.    Gears
4.    Reality Bath
5.    New Colossal Hate
6.    Resurrection Man
7.    Poison Dream feat. Jamey Jasta
8.    Routes feat. Chuck Billy
9.    Bloodshot Eyes
10.  On The Hook
11.  Ghost Shaped People
12.  Hyperthermic/Accelerate

Disc 2
Lamb Of God - Live From Rich-

mond, VA

1.    Memento Mori (Live)
2.    Checkmate (Live)
3.    Gears (Live)
4.    Reality Bath (Live)
5.    New Colossal Hate (Live)
6.    Resurrection Man (Live)
7.    Poison Dream (Live)
8.    Routes (Live)
9.    Bloodshot Eyes (Live)
10.  On The Hook (Live)
11.  Contractor (Live)
12.  Ruin (Live)
13.  The Death of Us (Live)
14.  512

Disc 3

Lamb Of God - Live From Rich-
mond, VA DVD

1.    Memento Mori
2.    Checkmate
3.    Gears
4.    Reality Bath
5.    New Colossal Hate
6.    Resurrection Man
7.    Poison Dream1.
8.    Routes
9.    Bloodshot Eyes
10.  On The Hook
11.  Contractor
12.  Ruin
13.  The Death of Us
14.  512

Digital copies will contain only
Disc 1 and Disc 2.

A separate vinyl edition of Lamb
Of God - Live From Richmond, VA will
also be available.

Lamb Of God - Live From Rich-
mond, VA vinyl track listing:

Side 1
1.    Memento Mori
2.    Checkmate
3.    Gears
4.    Reality Bath
5.    New Colossal Hate

Side 2
1.    Resurrection Man
2.    Poison Dream
3.    Routes
4.  Bloodshot Eyes
5.    On The Hook
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There’s A Light Signs Worldwide
Record Deal with Napalm Records

Pictured at right:  There’s A Light’s 2018 debut full-length album, A Long Lost
Silence.  Listen to it in full at https://youtu.be/2EG3Sqekiiw

photo credit: Nicolas Kuri

Napalm Records is pleased to
welcome an outstanding new post rock
discovery to its growing roster.
Germany’s There’s A Light has just
inked a worldwide record deal with the
premier rock and metal label!

After releasing their first EP,
Khartoum, in 2012, the five-piece from
the German black forest area set another
milestone in their yet young career when
unveiling the critically acclaimed debut
album, A Long Lost Silence, in July
2018. Followed by an adventurous
touring ride through China, where they
performed ten shows at some sold out
venues, THERE’S A LIGHT have
already proven that the world is ready for
these highly talented musicians to be
heard!

With their symbiosis of post rock
and ambient music, There’s A Light
creates a layer of sonic soundscapes
leading to an inimitable state of mind
that comes close to an out-of-body
experience. Everything physical seems to
fade away as their hauntingly beautiful
tunes fill the void with their all-consum-
ing atmosphere, while showcasing that

even in the darkest times, there’s still a
light somewhere out there that inspires
us to keep going.

There’s A Light is currently
working on their second full-length
album – more to be announced soon!

There’s A Light states:
“We are happy and proud to be a

part of the Napalm Records family now.
This is a big step for us as a band and we
are excited to conquer new horizons with
this deal. Currently, we are writing on
our second album and cannot wait to
record and release it via Napalm this
year.”

Napalm Records A&R
Sebastian Muench states:

“The band’s 2018 debut, A
Long Lost Silence is, in my opinion,
one of the best post rock albums
that has ever been released!
There’s A Light have the talent to
be the next God Is An Astronaut,
Russian Circles or Sigur Ros. We
are truly excited and proud to be in
a position to work with such an
inspiring band in the future!”

Dive into hypnotizing post rock
spheres and check out the captivating
debut album, A Long Lost Silence, at
https://youtu.be/2EG3Sqekiiw

There’s A Light is:
David Christmann - guitars
Jonas Obermüller - keys
Markus Dold - guitars
Andreas Richau – vocals/bass
Jan Lüftner - drums

There’s A Light online:
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/
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Horndal Announce New
Album Lake Drinker

NEW SINGLE, ‘ROSSEN’, OUT NOW

credit: Daniel Liljas

WATCH THE VIDEO FOR ROSSEN
https://youtu.be/PVugu70-f-4

Sweden’s HORNDAL have today
announced their sophomore album, due for
release via Prosthetic Records on April 9.
Titled Lake Drinker, the album tells the tale
of the eponymous town of Horndal - and
how it is on a cursed path to destruction for
the second time in forty years. Alongside
the album announcement the four-piece
have released the single, Rossen, named
after the lake in Horndal. The accompany-
ing video features a five star tour of
Horndal and its many and varied amenities.

Rossen is available to listen to on
Spotify (https://open.spotify.com/track/
0REM59L6HbLoWtqR15VStz?si=RCNfqoEdTxWjciH-
r0QToA), Apple Music (https://
music.apple.com/album/id/
1541710343?app=music) and Bandcamp
(https://horndal.bandcamp.com/album/
lake-drinker).

Lake Drinker is available to pre-
order now at http://www.smarturl.it/
horndal

Of the single, the band comment
“First the devil slaughtered Horndal’s
factory. Now he plans to drink the lake.
Rossen is a furious little banger that tells
the whole story of the album in one single
breath. A given album opener and first
single in our ears. The music is inspired by
the sounds of the filthy sounding bands
rehearsing at the local youth centre in the
nineties. So we had to enlist the filthiest
voice of them all as guest vocalist, namely
Johan Jansson from Interment.”

Lake Drinker is the heavy
soundtrack to a true horror
story about a small
industrial town in Sweden
being brutally murdered,
left to rust away, and then
fooled into believing in the
false hope of prosperity,
promised by big American
tech. The follow up to
2019’s Remains, Lake
Drinker is a cautionary
tale about making a deal
with the devil. But this
story of urban decay is not
a fairytale or fantasy, it’s
rooted in the real lives of
the citizens of Horndal,
retold by a band whose
own lives are umbilically
linked to the town itself.

Recorded in the iconic Studio
Gröndahl in Stockholm, Sweden with
producer Karl Daniel Lidén (Bloodbath,
Katatonia, Crippled Black Phoenix) taking
care of recording, mixing and mastering,
Lake Drinker is a worthy follow up to their
debut. The songs are captured in a raw,

organic form, making the album come
alive as it weaves its tale, incorporating
elements of sludge, death metal and furious
punk attitude. The album features some
guest contributions courtesy of Pelle
Jacobsson from Sweden’s National Radio
Symphony Orchestra (classical percus-
sion), Christer Falk and Daniel Johansson
(horn arrangements), Johan Jansson of

Interment and Dreadful Fate (guest vocals),
and last but by no means least the voices of
Horndal’s own protesters.

This is a story about the town of
Horndal, but there are many others just like
it out there. Here’s to all rusty hometowns
out there. Drink up.

Lake Drinker tracklist:
1. Rossen
2. Horndal’s Blodbad
3. The Uprising
4. The Black Wheel
5. Kalhygget
6. Ruhr
7. Growing Graves

8. Home
9. Thor Bear
10. Town Burner
11. Ormön

HORNDAL is:
Pontus Levahn –

Drums
Henrik Levahn –

Vocals / guitar
Erik Welén – Bass /

vocals
Fredrik Boëthius

Fjärem – Guitar

FOLLOW
HORNDAL ONLINE

twitter
https://

www.twitter.com/horndal_band

facebook
https://www.facebook.com/

horndalmusic

instagram
https://www.instagram.com/
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40th Anniversary
Edition Of Bobby

Womack’s The Poet
And The Poet II

Remastered Expanded Editions
Set For Release this Spring
This year marks the 40th anniversary of the initial release

of The Poet, the Bobby Womack album that served to relaunch
his career and established him as a renewed force to be
reckoned with in the urban music field in the 1980s. That
album was followed by The Poet II which further solidified
Womack’s position as the industry’s leading exponent of
traditional soul that he maintained until his passing in 2014.
Now, for the first time, these classic albums have been remas-
tered from the original tapes.

Long believed to be lost, the original tapes have been
recovered and are sourced for the remasters of The Poet and
The Poet II. To offer the best possible listening experience,
both The Poet and The Poet II will be pressed on heavyweight
(180 gram) vinyl, making the albums available in the vinyl
marketplace for the first time in decades. The historic albums
packaged on LP and CD with extensive liner notes by R&B
scholar Bill Dahl will release on March 19 in the US and
Canada with concurrent worldwide HD digital availability. The
rest of world territories will release CD and LP on April 30th
2021.

Preorder The Poet and The Poet II and listen to “Lay
Your Lovin’ On Me”

Shortly after its release, The Poet, produced by Womack,
rose to the #1 slot on Billboard’s Top R&B Album chart and
thus provided commercial validation for his musical posture
that was so removed from the disco trend of the era. As
illustrated in the newly penned liner notes by Bill Dahl, “The
Poet was split into two distinct musical moods. The first side of
the album placed Bobby in up-tempo settings and let the
infectious grooves flow freely. Side two cast Bobby as the
romantic balladeer, a seductive image that had long sent his
legion of female fans into a frenzy.”

“If You Think You’re Lonely Now,” the album’s leading
single, went to #3 on Billboard’s Hot Soul Singles chart and
stayed there for four weeks.  Decades later, a major sample of
“If You Think You’re Lonely Now” provided the basis for
Mariah Carey’s #1 hit  “We Belong Together.”  The album also
yielded two additional chart singles, “Secrets” and “Where Do
We Go From Here.” It went on to become the biggest selling
full-length album of Bobby Womack’s career.

The massive success of The Poet set the stage for the
recording of The Poet II  in 1983. As with its predecessor, The
Poet II found both commercial and critical success on both
sides of the Atlantic with the UK’s New Musical Express
naming it Best Album of 1984.  Among the album’s highlights
are three duets with Patti LaBelle including “Love Has Finally
Come At Last” which was a presence on Billboard’s Hot Soul
Singles chart for 17 weeks, ultimately rising to #3.  Jazz

guitarist George Benson is also heard on the album; his
presence is something of a favor returned.  Womack was the
composer of “Breezin’,” the instrumental that served as
Benson’s major label breakthrough.  The Crusaders’ Wilton
Felder was featured on the set as was drummer James Gadson
of Watts 103rd Street Rhythm Band renown. He along with
Andrew Loog Oldham and Womack comprised the album’s
production troika.

Official Lyric Video for “Through The Eyes of a Child:
https://youtu.be/ZFW72TkTITY

Bobby Womack was inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame in 2009 by Ronnie Wood of The Rolling Stones.
Bobby Womack’s lengthy association with ABKCO dates from
his early career mentorship by Sam Cooke.  ABKCO Music
serves as music publisher for the catalog of Womack’s most
notable compositions including “Across 100th Street,”
“Woman’s Gotta Have It,” “That’s The Way I Feel About
‘Cha,” “Breezin’,” “It’s All Over Now” and “American
Dream.”

The Poet track listing

1.     So Many Sides of You
2.     Lay Your Lovin’ on Me
3.     Secrets
4.     Just My Imagination
5.     Stand Up
6.     Games
7.     If You Think You’re Lonely Now
8.     Where Do We Go From Here

The Poet II track listing

1.     Love Has Finally Come at Last
2.     It Takes A Lot of Strength to Say Goodbye
3.     Through The Eyes of a Child
4.     Surprise, Surprise
5.     Tryin’ To Get Over You
6.     Tell Me Why
7.     Who’s Foolin’ Who
8.     I Wish I Had Someone to Go Home To
9.     American Dream
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DIO’s Evil Or Divine: Live
In New York City and Holy
Diver Live Available Now

Via BMG
First Two Albums in DIO Live Album Reissue Series, Newly

Remastered with Newly Created Cover Art Set
Watch the Video for “Man On The Silver Mountain” from Holy

Diver Live at
https://youtu.be/9yauoDup-u8

DIO’s Evil Or Divine: Live In New
York City and Holy Diver Live Available Now
Via BMG

Wendy Dio says, “I am very excited to
be working with BMG, a label that still has a
passion for rock music. They will be making
the complete DIO catalogue available again
with some interesting surprises.”

EVIL OR DIVINE: LIVE IN
NEW YORK CITY

Reissue of DIO’s long out of print
2005 live release

Newly remastered & newly created
cover art

LIMITED EDTION VINYL VER-
SION INCLUDES LENTICULAR 3D
ALBUM SIZED ART PIECE ALONG WITH
3LP 180g BLACK VINYL / TRIPLE
GATEFOLD

Also Available in 2CD Deluxe
Mediabook and 3LP 180g Black Vinyl /
Triple Gatefold Standard Edition / Remas-
tered Digital Version

Features the complete live show
experience as if you were there, including
never before released version of “Lord Of
The Last Day” and an amazing Simon Wright

drum solo not on the original release!
Both 3LP Vinyl Versions feature

special mini 4 track bonus from the 1996-
2004 studio albums featuring “This Is Your
Life” (from Angry Machines), “Fever
Dreams” (from Magica), “Push” (from
Killing The Dragon), & “The Eyes” (from
Master Of The Moon)

Line Up:
Vocals: Ronnie James Dio
Guitar: Doug Aldrich
Bass: Jimmy Bain
Drums: Simon Wright
Keyboards: Scott Warren
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Tracklist:

Side A
1.        Killing The Dragon
2.        Egypt (The Chains Are On)
3.        Push

Side B
4.        Drum Solo – Simon Wright
5.        Stand Up And Shout
6.        Rock and Roll
7.        Don’t Talk To Strangers

Side C
8.        Man On The Silver Mountain
9.        Guitar Solo – Doug Aldrich
10.      Long Live Rock ‘N’ Roll
11.      Lord Of The Last Day

Side D
12.      Fever Dreams
13.      Holy Diver
14.      Heaven And Hell

Side E
15.      The Last In Line
16.      Rainbow In The Dark
17.      We Rock

Side F – BONUS– Best of studio
albums 1996-2004 (On LP Configurations
ONLY)

18.      This Is Your Life – from Angry
Machines

19.      Fever Dreams – from Magica
20.      Push – from Killing The Dragon

21.      The Eyes – from Master Of The
Moon

Pre-order now at https://rjdio.lnk.to/
EvilDivinePR.

HOLY DIVER: LIVE

Reissue of DIO’s long out of print
2008 live release

Newly remastered & newly created
cover art

LIMITED EDTION VINYL VER-
SION INCLUDES LENTICULAR 3D
ALBUM SIZED ART PIECE ALONG WITH
3LP 180g BLACK VINYL / TRIPLE
GATEFOLD

Also Available in 2CD Deluxe
Mediabook and 3LP 180g Black Vinyl /
Triple Gatefold Standard Edition / Remas-
tered Digital Version

Features the legendary DIO album
HOLY DIVER performed live in its entirety
plus DIO classics from across his career
including Black Sabbath and Rainbow!

Recorded Live at the London Astoria

Line Up:
Vocals: Ronnie James Dio
Guitar: Doug Aldrich
Bass: Rudy Sarzo
Drums: Simon Wright
Keyboards: Scott Warren

Tracklist:
Side A

1.      Intro
2.      Stand Up And Shout
3.      Holy Diver
4.      Gypsy
5.      Drum Solo – Simon Wright

Side B
6.      Caught In The Middle
7.      Don’t Talk To Strangers
8.      Straight Through The Heart
9.      Invisible

Side C
10.  Rainbow In The Dark
11.  Shame On The Night
12.  Guitar Solo – Doug Aldrich
13.  Holy Diver (Reprise)

Side D
14.  Tarot Woman
15.  Sign Of The Southern Cross
16.  One Night In The City

Side E
17.  Gates Of Babylon
18.  Heaven And Hell

Side F
19.  Man On The Silver Mountain
20.  Catch The Rainbow
21.  Long Live Rock ‘N’ Roll
22.  Call For Encore
23.  We Rock
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Kraftwerk’s Wolfgang Flür Collaboration
with U96 Tranhuman Gets Special Vinyl Release

For Vinyl: http://www.radikal.com/product/u96-wolfgang-flur-transhuman-vinyl/
For CD digipack: http://www.radikal.com/product/u96-wolfgang-flur-transhuman-cd/

Photo credit: Markus Luigs

Following the triumphant digipack
CD and digital release in September 2020,
U96’s TRANSHUMAN celebrates its
double 180g red vinyl release on Radikal
Records/UNLTD Recordings. This special
edition is only available in limited
quantities.

Transhuman features a spectacular
collaboration between U96 (Ingo Hauss
and Hayo Lewerentz) and Wolfgang Flür,
Kraftwerk’s drummer in the years between
1972 and 1987 and therefore involved in
the most seminal albums by the group from
Düsseldorf.

There are few genres in which

German artists play such a central pioneer-
ing role as they do in electronic music, be
it techno, electropop, trance or rave. At the
frontline for many years were Kraftwerk
and U96, two absolute trailblazers of this
musical direction. While Kraftwerk wrote
international music history mainly in the
1970s with cult albums such as Autobahn
(1974), Radio-Aktivität (1975), Trans
Europa Express (1977) and Die
MenschMaschine (1978), U96 had a
profound influence on the global pop
music, rave and techno scene of the 1990s
with hits such as “Das Boot”, “Love Sees
No Colour”, “Night In Motion” and
“Heaven.”

This remarkable cooperation was
first announced and implemented by two
joint numbers on U96’s 2018 offering
Reboot. Transhuman sees U96 and
Wolfgang Flür develop their creative
exchange across a full album, creating
fascinating sonic worlds. The title song
“Transhuman” and an updated version of
“Zukunftsmusik (Radiophonique)” will be
released as lead singles, including, as
we’ve come to expect from U96, experi-
mental video clips. That New York record
label Radikal Records immediately secured
the rights to the album for the US and
Canada points to major interest in this
project, not only on these shores but also
across the Atlantic.
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Check Out U96 “Transhuman”
at https://youtu.be/A5jL4fuQk1Y

“Transhuman is a stylistic mélange
of our different histories,” describe
Wolfgang Flür and U96 masterminds
Hauss and Lewerentz an offering that is
spectacular in many respects, featuring,
along with typical U96 tracks such as
“Clone” and “Specimen”, numbers such as
“Transhuman”, “Planet In Fever” and
“Sexersizer” that are inspired by Flür’s
past. Notably, the content has been reduced
to the sheer basics, in other words:
sparingly used associative statements with
deep, but at times also playful and
mysterious messages that the listener feels
rather than consciously registers. The lyrics
are about the transformation of people
through technology and our massive
interference in life on our planet.

“Pieces like ‘Zukunftsmusik’ and
‘Transhuman’ don’t tell a story in the
classic sense,” says Hauss. “They articulate

emotions and associations in very few
words, bringing to mind recordings such as
RadioAktivität, Autobahn and Die Mensch-
Maschine. In addition Transhuman,
features a number of melodies created on
the basis of computer algorithms, in other
words fractal music which takes us even
further back in history, to Klaus Schulze,
Stockhausen, the electronics laboratories of
the fifties and sixties and the musique
concrete compositional technique.”

U96 and Flür met in person for the
first time in the early 2000s, but they had
felt mutual respect for each other for a long
time before that.  Explains Hayo
Lewerentz, “Of course there was no way
past Kraftwerk for any German artist who
worked with electronic music, synthesizers
and creative studio options in the eighties.
We were occupied day and night with how
that band created their incredible sounds.”

Later Flür
offered Lewerentz,
who ran the electro
label Major Records,
new songs for
release, and the latter
went on to remix
Flür’s track ‘Beat
Perfecto’, among
others. Subsequent to
the creative collabo-
ration between
Hauss, Lewerentz
and Flür on Reboot,
the trio exchanged
more than forty
fragments of ideas
online over the past
two years, which
eventually spawned
the 14 songs on

Transhuman. Says Lewerentz, “In addition
there are two more tracks, which will
feature on Wolfgang’s upcoming album
Magazine at the end of the year.”

Joint concerts by U96/ Wolfgang
Flür are also in the making.  “We’re hoping
to do a few shows together next year,” add
Lewerentz. “There’s definitely been a lot of
interest from the promoters.” No doubt
about it: There’s a lot of interest not only
from the promoters!

DISCOGRAPHY
DAS BOOT (1992)
REPLUGGED (1993)
CLUB BIZARRE (1995)
HEAVEN (1996)
OUT OF WILHELMSBURG (2007)
REBOOT (2018)
new: TRANSHUMAN (Release date:

September 4, 2020)

Side A
* Transhuman
* Hamburg – Düsseldorf
* Zukunftsmusik (Radiophonique)
* Specimen
Side B
* Clone
* To The Limit
* Zufallswelt
* Planet In Fever
Side C
* Shifted Reality
* Kreiselkompass
* Data Landscape
* Transhumanist
Side D
* Sexersizer
* Maschinenraum
* Let Yourself Go
* Let Yourself Go (Beatsole Remix)
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The Roots
Do You Want More?!!!??!

Deluxe Edition Out
March 12, 2021

“Silent Treatment (Street Mix)”
Available To Stream Now At

https://stream.lnk.to/
SilentTreatmentSMPR

3LP DELUXE EDITION WILL INCLUDE
NINE BONUS TRACKS, 24-PAGE

BOOKLET

4LP DELUXE EDITION WILL INCLUDE
EIGHTEEN BONUS TRACKS, 24-PAGE

BOOKLET

It’s been 26 years since Do You
Want More?!!!??!, the groundbreaking
second studio album and major label-
debut by The Roots. Originally released
on January 17, 1995 via DGC Records,
Do You Want More?!!!??!, brought The
Roots’ neo-soul bohemian zest to life and
established them as leading figures of
hip-hop-jazz. The album which peaked at
#22 on Billboard’s Top R&B/Hip Hop
Albums chart, features their singles
“Distortion To Static,” “Proceed”
(considered one of their most signature
recordings), and the rap ballad “Silent
Treatment.” Led by MC Tariq “Black
Thought” Trotter and drummer Ahmir
“Questlove” Thompson, the Philadelphia
rap crew are going back to where it
began with a 3LP, 4LP and a digital
deluxe collection of Do You Want
More?!!!??!to be released on March 12,
2021 via Geffen/Ume. Pre-order Do You
Want More?!!!??! here. First IG track
“Silent Treatment (Street Mix)” available
here.

Going back to the vault, this
deluxe edition is drawn from the original
recordings and features eighteen bonus
tracks curated by Questlove; some of
which have never been released and
others that have never previously been
available digitally. The 3LP deluxe vinyl
edition features five bonus tracks —
“Proceed II Feat. Roy Ayers”, “Proceed
III”, “Proceed IV (AJ Shine Mix)”,
“Proceed V (Beatminerz Mix),” along
with five remixes of “Silent Treatment”
— plus a 24-page booklet featuring
images taken by Mpozi Tolbert, essays
by Questlove and Black Thought as well
as track-by-track commentary. While the
4LP edition features all of the above plus
the additional eight bonus tracks; “In
Your Dreams Kid (I’m Every MC),”
“The Ultimate (Original ’94 Version),”
“...…(dot dot dot…on & on),” “Pffat
Time,” “Swept Away (Original Draft),”
“It’s Coming,” “Lazy Afternoon (Alter-
nate Version),” and two remix versions
of “Distortion To Static.”

What made them stand out from
other artists who were intertwining hip
hop with jazzy influences and promi-
nently using live instrumentation was the
Roots’ unabashed confidence with
experimentation and letting the music
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speak for itself. As Albumism says,
“While the live instrumentation is
integral to their artistic success, it is not
the sole attraction. Even 25 years ago,
Black Thought stood out as a command-
ing lyricist, as did Malik B, his more
publicly reserved rhyme partner. ” A
quarter of a century after the release of
Do You Want More?!!!??, they are still
considered to be one of the greatest live
acts in the industry and have been named
as such by Rolling Stone. They are also
the house band on The Tonight Show
Starring Jimmy Fallon and served in the
same role on Late Night with Jimmy
Fallon from 2009 to 2014.

Do You Want More?!!!??! has been
considered by critics as a classic of hip-
hop-jazz. Chicago Tribune music critic
Greg Kot celebrated the group’s ability
to “mate hip-hop wordplay, funk rhythms
and jazzy textures” and called the album
“an impressive display of skills, intelli-
gently arranged and performed.” In
1998, the album was selected as one of
The Source‘s 100 Best Rap Albums. On
November 2, 2015, twenty years after its
release, the album was certified Gold.
The album stands out from The Roots’
iconic discography as it showcased a
pioneering live band that put their own
spin on a genre that was still coming into
its own.

3LP Track listing

Side A
A1        Intro / There’s Something Goin’
On
A2       Proceed
A3       Distortion To Static
A4       Mellow My Man
A5       I Remain Calm

Side B
B1       Datskat
B2       Lazy Afternoon
B3       ? vs. Rahzel
B4       Do You Want More?!!!??!

Side C
C1       What Goes On Pt. 7
C2       Essaywhuman?!!!??!
C3       Swept Away
C4       You Ain’t Fly

Side D
D1       Silent Treatment
D2       The Lesson Pt. 1
D3       The Unlocking

Bonus Tracks
Side E

E1       Proceed II Feat. Roy Ayers
E2       Proceed III - available for the first

 time digitally
E3       Proceed IV (AJ Shine Mix) -

available for the first time
digitally

E4       Proceed V (Beatminerz Mix) -
 available for the first time
digitally

E5       Silent Treatment (Kelo’s Remix) -
available for the first time
digitally

Side F
F1        Silent Treatment (Beatminerz

Remix) - available for the first
time digitally

F2        Silent Treatment (Black
Thought’s 87 You And Yours
Mix) - available for the first time
digitally

F3        Silent Treatment (Question’s
Mix) - available for the first time
digitally

F4        Silent Treatment (Street Mix) -
 available for the first time
digitally

4LP and Digital
Deluxe Track listing

Side A
A1       Intro / There’s Something Goin’

On
A2       Proceed
A3       Distortion To Static
A4       Mellow My Man
A5       I Remain Calm

Side B
B1       Datskat
B2       Lazy Afternoon
B3       ? vs. Rahzel
B4       Do You Want More?!!!??!

Side C
C1       What Goes On Pt. 7
C2       Essaywhuman?!!!??!
C3       Swept Away

C4       You Ain’t Fly

Side D
D1       Silent Treatment
D2       The Lesson Pt. 1
D3       The Unlocking

Bonus Tracks
Side E

E1       Proceed II Feat. Roy Ayers
E2       Proceed III - available for the first

time digitally
E3       Proceed IV (AJ Shine Mix) -

available for the first time
digitally

E4       Proceed V (Beatminerz Mix) -
available for the first time
digitally

E5       Silent Treatment (Kelo’s Remix)
available for the first time
digitally

Side F
F1        Silent Treatment (Beatminerz

Remix) - available for the first
time digitally

F2        Silent Treatment (Black
Thought’s 87 You And Yours
Mix) - available for the first time
 digitally

F3        Silent Treatment (Question’s
Mix) - available for the first time
digitally

F4        Silent Treatment (Street Mix) -
available for the first time
digitally

Side G
G1       In Your Dreams Kid (I’m Every

MC) - unreleased
G2       The Ultimate (Original ’94

Version) - unreleased
G3       ...…(dot dot dot…on & on) -

unreleased
G4       Pffat Time – available for the first

 time digitally

Side H
H1       Swept Away (Original Draft) –

unreleased
H2       It’s Coming
H3       Lazy Afternoon

(AlternateVersion) – unreleased
H4       Distortion To Static (Freestyle

Mix) [Clean] - available for the
first time digitally

H5       Distortion To Static (Quest Jim
Mix) [Clean] - available for the

first time digitally
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The Band Shares Rousing Unreleased Live
Version Of “The Weight” From 1971 Royal
Abert Hall Show From Newly Expanded,

Remixed And Remastered 50th
Anniversary Editions of Stage Fright

Multi-Format Super Deluxe Edition Boxset Includes New Mix By
Bob Clearmountain, Presented In Orginal Planned Sequence;

Unreleased Live At The Royal Albert Hall 1971 Concert; Unearthed
Field Recordings; Alternate Mixes; And Blu-Ray Audio Disc With 5.1

Surround Sound And Hi-Res Audio
2CD, Digital, 180G Black Vinyl And Limited-Edition 180G Color

Vinyl Formats Also Available
LISTEN TO “THE WEIGHT” (LIVE AT ROYAL ALBERT

HALL, 1971) at https://theband.lnk.to/StageFrightPR

Credit: Norman Seeff

In the spring of 1971, The Band set off
to Europe where they hadn’t played since
their tumultuous tour with Bob Dylan in
1966, where they were booed every night as
the folk rock purists felt betrayed by Dylan
who had gone electric, backed by his band
The Hawks who would soon after become
The Band. Not having played there in five

years, The Band – Garth Hudson (key-
boards, piano, horn), Levon Helm (drums,
vocals, mandolin), Richard Manuel
(keyboards, vocals, drums), Rick Danko
(bass, vocals, fiddle) and Robbie Robertson
(guitar, piano, vocals) – were understandably
weary and didn’t know what to expect, but
instead of boos they received a rapturous

response at their first concert in Hamburg,
Germany and would go on to play for one
enthusiastic crowd after another. “Each
member of The Band was on a musical high.
Everybody playing and singing at the top of
their game. Each night, from Amsterdam to
Paris to Copenhagen, the spirit kept rising,”
remarks Robertson. When it came to the
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band’s concert at London’s Royal Albert Hall
in June 1971, they wanted to document it so
their label EMI taped it on a 4-track machine.

For the first time ever, this concert
recording is being released 50 years after it
was laid to tape, and will be available as part
of the 50th anniversary editions of the band’s
classic third album, Stage Fright, releasing
February 12 via Capitol/UMe in a suite of
newly remixed, remastered and expanded
packages, including a multi-format Super
Deluxe Edition box set (2CD/Blu-ray/1LP/7-
inch); digital, 2CD, 180-gram black vinyl,
and limited edition 180-gram color vinyl
version. Live At The Royal Albert Hall, 1971
is an exhilarating 20-song set that captures
The Band firing on all cylinders and
delivering thrilling performances of songs
from their then-recently released Stage Fright
record, alongside their most popular tracks
from Music From Big Pink and the self-titled
sophomore “Brown Album” such as “The
Weight,” “King Harvest (Has Surely
Come),” “Up On Cripple Creek,” “The
Night They Drove Old Dixie Down,”
“Across The Great Divide,” “Chest Fever,”
and inspired covers of Dylan’s “I Shall Be
Released” and the Stevie Wonder-penned,
Four Tops hit, “Loving You Is Sweeter
Than Ever.” With the help of mixer Bob
Clearmountain, these recordings have been
restored five decades later, allowing listeners
to experience what Robertson calls, “One of
the greatest live concerts The Band ever
played.”

All the Anniversary Edition releases
were overseen by principal songwriter
Robertson and boast a new stereo mix by

Clearmountain from the original multi-track
masters. For the first time, the album is being
presented in the originally planned song
order. In addition to Live at the Royal Albert
Hall, June 1971, the box set, CD and digital
configurations feature a bevy of unreleased
recordings, including alternate versions of
“Strawberry Wine” and “Sleeping;” and
seven unearthed field recordings, Calgary
Hotel Recordings, 1970, a fun and loose,
impromptu late night hotel jam session
between Robertson, Danko and Manuel of
several Stage Fright songs recorded while the
album was in the mixing stage plus a host of
covers.

Ahead of the release, The Band has
shared the rousing performance of their
timeless song, “The Weight,” which comes
on the heels off the recent releases of the live
version of Stage Fright standout “Time To
Kill” and the alternate mix of “Sleeping.” All
are available to stream now: https://
TheBand.lnk.to/StageFrightPR

Exclusively for the box set,
Clearmountain has also created a new 5.1
surround mix and a hi-res stereo mix of the
album, bonus tracks and the live show,
presented on Blu-ray. All the new audio
mixes have been mastered by Bob Ludwig at
Gateway Mastering. The set also includes an
exclusive reproduction of the Spanish
pressing of The Band’s 1971 7-inch vinyl
single for “Time To Kill” b/w “The Shape
I’m In” in their new stereo mixes and a photo
booklet with new notes by Robertson and
touring photographer John Scheele, who
recorded the Calgary Hotel Recordings; plus
a reprinting of the original Los Angeles Times

album review by famed critic Robert
Hilburn; three classic photo lithographs; and
a wealth of photographs from Scheele and
several other photographers.

As with the acclaimed 50th anniver-
sary collections for Music From Big Pink and
the self-titled record, Clearmountain and
Robertson’s approach to remixing the
beloved album was done with the utmost care
and respect for the music and what The Band
represents. “Doing new mixes on these songs
with Bob Clearmountain has been a gift and
special opportunity,” Robertson writes in the
new liner notes. “Glyn Johns and Todd
[Rundgren] did a terrific job on the original
mixes in England while The Band was on the
Festival Express train tour across Canada
with Janis Joplin and the Grateful Dead. We
had always been part of the mixing process
before, which left something on this album
feeling a little unfinished. Clearmountain has
taken this music and given it the sonic lift it
deserves. The album has become a whole
new listening experience with the original
song order and the depth of these mixes.” The
result is a new mix that allows listeners to
hear these timeless songs clearer than ever
before. “There may be some purists that
prefer ‘the way it was,’ and of course that’s
always readily available,” adds Robertson.
“I’m enjoying this new version, this story,
this musical journey. It feels like a fulfillment
and I know my brothers in The Band would
definitely agree.”

       continued on next page
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Whereas the electrifying Live at the
Royal Albert Hall concert showcases The
Band playing as good as they ever did, The
Calgary Hotel Recordings, 1970 offer a
glimpse into a different kind of performance,
the kind of fun, spur-of-the-moment jam
sessions that were bound to happen whenever
the guys were together in a hotel room or
backstage on tour. As Robertson started to run
through some of The Band’s new songs
recently recorded for Stage Fright, photogra-
pher Scheele, who was traveling with the
group on the Festival Express, hit record on
his portable cassette recorder and captured
the spontaneous performance late at night on
July 3, 1970 in Calgary, the last stop of the
legendary tour. The field recordings, which
feature Robertson on guitar and vocals with
Danko harmonizing and playing rhythm and
Manuel joining in on vocals and harmonica,
are a fascinating document that lets fans hear
the friends letting loose and having a good
time together doing what they loved to do.

Released on August 17, 1970, Stage
Fright features two of The Band’s best-known
songs, “The Shape I’m In” and the title track,
both of which showcased inspired lead vocal
performances by Manuel and Danko,
respectively and became staples in the
group’s live shows. Recorded over 12 days on
the stage of the Woodstock Playhouse, the
album was self-produced by The Band for the
first time and engineered and mixed by Todd
Rundgren with additional mixing by Glyn
Johns. Coming off the heels of the band’s
monumental debut and sophomore records,
Stage Fright cemented The Band as one of
the most exciting and important musical acts
of the ‘60s and ‘70s. As noted music critic
Robert Hilburn wrote in his glowing review
for the Los Angeles Times, “Like the first two
albums, the new one features a staggering
display of musical prowess – superb
instrumentation, precise vocals and rich,
timeless lyrics,” adding, “At least five of the
songs, including ‘The Rumor,’ ‘Daniel and
the Sacred Harp, ‘The Shape I’m In’ and
‘Time to Kill’ rank comfortably alongside
‘The Weight,’ The Night They Drove Old
Dixie Down’ and a few others as the best
things the group has ever done.” Stage Fright
peaked at #5 on Billboard, surpassing The
Band’s first two albums, and went gold.

For the 50th Anniversary collection,
the sequence has been changed to present
Stage Fright with the originally planned song
order. “On the album, we used a different
sequence to feature and encourage Richard
and Levon’s songwriting participation,”
Robertson reveals. “Over time, I pined for
our first song order, because it pulls you right

continued from previous page

The Band Shares Rousing
Unreleased Live Version Of

“The Weight”
into the Stage Fright scenario.”

Fifty years on, lifelong fans and those
just discovering The Band can experience the
album in a whole new way, sounding better
than ever, or for the first time.

Stage Fright (50th Anniversary
Edition) Tracklisting

CD1; Digital
1. The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show
2. The Shape I’m In
3. Daniel And The Sacred Harp
4. Stage Fright
5. The Rumor
6. Time To Kill
7. Just Another Whistle Stop
8. All La Glory
9. Strawberry Wine
10. Sleeping

Bonus Tracks
11. Strawberry Wine (Alternate Mix) *
12. Sleeping (Alternate Mix) *

Calgary Hotel Room Recordings,
1970 *

13. Get Up Jake (#1) *
14. Get Up Jake (#2) *
15. The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show

*
16. Rockin’ Pneumonia And The

Boogie Woogie Flu *
17. Calgary Blues *
18. Before You Accuse Me *
19. Mojo Hannah *

* Previously unreleased

CD2; Digital
Live At Royal Albert Hall, June 1971
(Previously Unreleased)
1. The Shape I’m In
2. Time To Kill
3. The Weight
4. King Harvest (Has Surely Come)
5. Strawberry Wine
6. Rockin’ Chair
7. Look Out Cleveland
8. I Shall Be Released
9. Stage Fright
10. Up On Cripple Creek
11. The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show
12. We Can Talk
13. Loving You Is Sweeter Than Ever
14. The Night They Drove Old Dixie

Down
15. Across the Great Divide
16. The Unfaithful Servant
17. Don’t Do It
18. The Genetic Method
19. Chest Fever

20. Rag Mama Rag

Blu-ray
Stereo and 5.1 Surround
High Resolution Audio: 96 kHz/24 bit

DISC 1
1. The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show
2. The Shape I’m In
3. Daniel And The Sacred Harp
4. Stage Fright
5. The Rumor
6. Time To Kill
7. Just Another Whistle Stop
8. All La Glory
9. Strawberry Wine
10. Sleeping

Bonus Tracks
11. Strawberry Wine (Alternate Mix) *
12. Sleeping (Alternate Mix) *

* Previously unreleased

DISC 2
Live At Royal Albert Hall, June 1971
(Previously Unreleased)
1. The Shape I’m In
2. Time To Kill
3. The Weight
4. King Harvest (Has Surely Come)
5. Strawberry Wine
6. Rockin’ Chair
7. Look Out Cleveland
8. I Shall Be Released
9. Stage Fright
10. Up On Cripple Creek
11. The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show
12. We Can Talk
13. Loving You Is Sweeter Than Ever
14. The Night They Drove Old Dixie

Down
15. Across the Great Divide
16. The Unfaithful Servant
17. Don’t Do It
18. The Genetic Method
19. Chest Fever
20. Rag Mama Rag

1LP (33 1/3 RPM)
180g black vinyl (included in the box

set and available individually); ltd. edition
180g multi-colored vinyl (available individu-
ally)

Side One
1. The W.S. Walcott Medicine Show
2. The Shape I’m In
3. Daniel And The Sacred Harp
4. Stage Fright
5. The Rumor

Side Two
1. Time To Kill
2. Just Another Whistle Stop
3. All La Glory
4. Strawberry Wine
5. Sleeping

“Time To Kill” (Original 1971 7”
Capitol Single, Spanish Pressing)

A. Time To Kill
B. The Shape I’m In
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U.S. Customs Agents Seize Over
$158,000.00 Worth Of Counterfeit Guitars

At Washington DC Airport
Guitar Brands Include Fake Gibsons,

Fenders, And Martins

Image credit: CBP.gov

                  By Tank
U.S. Customs and Border Protection

officers confiscated over $158,000.00
worth of counterfeit guitars last month at
Washington’s Dulles Airport.  The raid
netted 36 guitars from China.  The guitars
were being sent to addresses in Australia,
as well as 21 different states in the United
States.

Among the 36 guitars that were
seized were 27 fake Gibson’s, six fake
Fender’s, two fake Martin acoustics, and
one PRS.  The 36 counterfeit guitars were
sent separately and were in 36 separate
shipments, which arrived here on Decem-
ber 15th of last year.

Customs agents spotted the guitars
upon arrival and contacted the trademark
holders to find out the legitimacy of the
shipments, which ultimately proved to be
counterfeit.  The investigation was finally
wrapped up on January 20th.

Among the guitars seized were fake
Gibson Goldtop Les Pauls, Flametops,
335’s, a Alvin Lee Custom Shop replica,

and what might have been classified as the
most expensive one in the Gibson line, a
Ace Frehley Les Paul counterfeit that
normally retails for $9,000.00.  There was
also a Jimmy Page SG doubleneck and a
Slash model, supposedly autographed by
Slash.  Somehow I don’t think Slash flew
out to China to autograph a counterfeit
guitar.

When it came to the Fender brand,
we spotted a fake Stevie Ray Vaughan
custom shop model.

“Transnational criminal organiza-
tions will counterfeit anything that
generates illicit revenues, and unscrupulous
vendors line their pockets by preying on
unsuspecting consumers,” said Keith
Fleming, CBP’s Acting Director of Field
Operations in Baltimore, in a release.
“Protecting intellectual property rights is a
Customs and Border Protection trade
enforcement priority, and CBP officers will
continue to seize counterfeit and poten-
tially unsafe consumer goods when we
encounter them.”

Not only does paying a premium
price for a counterfeit item take money out
of the pockets of fans, but the fake items
also “result in job loss, steal tax revenues
from our nation’s economy, and are often
constructed in unregulated facilities with
potentially harmful materials that could
threaten consumers’ health,” Customs
officials said.

Since the guitars were seized, no
other counterfeit models have arrived At
Dulles International Airport.

We would urge all of our readers to
buy their guitars from legitimate sources
and stay away from these fake mail order
deals.  Of course, probably all the people
who lost their guitars in this raid paid
pennies on the dollar for their counterfeit
models and ultimately lost their money in
the process.  I’ve seen the websites out
there that sell these things and all I can say
is that any way you look at it, it’s not a
good thing.  Why buy a sub-standard guitar
just because it says Fender or Gibson.  It’s
not the quality that you’re going to find in
the legitimate product.




